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From the time-overlapping sequences of precisely reduced simultaneous
satellite observations made by the Baker-Nunn camera, directions were
derived from the participating stations to single synthesized satellite posi-
tions. To determine these synthetic observations, we used an a,.vWiary
coordinate system to avoid computational difficulties for observations of
satellites close to the celestial pole, A beast-squares fitting; of the specified
degree polynomial and an interpolation for the median overlapping time (T q
were made. Synthetic observations, reduced and corrected for the effects
of planetary and diurnal aberrations, polar motion, and parallactic refrac-
tion, were converted to the terrestrial coordinate system and are expressed
in the form of direction cosines.
The angular satellite velocity (w), track angle (fl, and the standard
deviations along and across track (%, (',n) were derived; the latest odes,







A partir de series, se chevauchant Bans le temps, d 1 observa-
tions simultandes at pre'eisement re'duitos de satellites prises par
to camera Baker-Nunn, on a de"duit les directions joignant les sta-
tions participantes aux positions uniques synthetisdes du satellite.
Pour de"terminer ces observations syntheftiques, nous avons utilise UIA.
systeme do coordonne'es auxiliaires afin d f e'viter des difficulte"s de
calcul, clans le eas d 1 observations de satellites proches du pole ce-
leste. On a realiseali " la correspondance avec un polyno"me do degre
specifie par lit methode des moindres carre's, at on a fait une inter-
polation pour determiner le milieu du temps de recouvrement (T q ).
Les observations synthe'tiques, re"duites at corrige"es pour les effets
d t aberrations plane"taires at diurnes, le mouvement polaire at la
A	 %
refraction parallactiquefurent converties daps le systeme de coor-
donne'es terrestres, at exprimees sous forme de cosinus directeurs.
La vitesse angulaire du satellite (w ), 1 1 angle de tracking;
at les 6earts standards, long,Ltudinaux at transversaux ( or- , or
furent derives. Ces derniers, combine"s avec les incertitudes sur
le temps ( a t ) furent utilise's comme criteres d l e'limination des
observations de mauvaise qualite".
vi
KUfiCIKT
K3 uepeKpblHami4xxcR HO epemeHH PRAOH TOUHO o6padOTaHHbrX OAxo_
BpeMeHHbIX HadxK1 AeHHk CnYTHHKOB, npOBeAeHHbix C nomomblo B3xep -HyHH
xaMep, ObIAH BblBeAcnibl HanpaeneHH,A 143 yuaCTf3ylorAMX CTaH41414 ASR OT6opa
CHHTe3MpOBaHHbIX CnyTHHICOBbrX noaoxeRRA. Aa g onpeAexeI RR 3TLX CHHTe-
THmecKHX Ha6AMAeHRA Mb( ynOTpe6x g x-H BcnoMoraTenbHylo CxCTeMy KOQpAIMaT
AaR H3-6ewaHHR pacueTI-IbIX OCJIO*HeHHH ,I1XR Had oAeiixil cnyTHHKOB nO6XH-
3OCTH C He6eCHwm nomoCOM. npxrOHKa, McTOAOM HagmeHBWHX KBaApaTOB,
MHOro gxeHa AaHffog CTeneHH H HHTepnoxRgHfi Ax q opeAHHHo nepeRpbtHaroge-
roCR BpeMeHH ( T  ) 6blAM cAexaHbr. CHHTeTH g eCKHe HadmioAeHHS , o6pa6o—
TaHHb ► e H HoupaBxeHxbie Sa 30IgjeKTbl nJiaHeTarHbIX H AHeBHbjx a6epauH#,
noJIRpHOro ABx*eHHR x napaxAaKTmRecmoA ped)paKi;xx, 6bizz npeo6pa3oBaHm
B semmym KOOpAHHaTHYM CMCTeMy x Bblpa)KeHbr B dlopMe Hanpaj3 xRou;nx
HOCHHyCOH.
GnYTHxxoeaR yraoBaR c;KOpOCTb ( w ) , yrOJI TpaeKTOpxx ( o ) H
CTaHAapTHbre OTXXOHeHHR BAOJib K 'noriepeK TpaeKTOpHH ( 1 . v17 ) bbIXH
BbIBeAeHbl nocaeAHme, KoMdHHxpoBaiiHble C HeyBe-peHHOCTRMH IIO BpeMeHH
( at ) ynOTPO-6XgJixCb KaK KpxTepxf 6paKOBK14 HabJiioAeHRk xx3Koro YaueCTBa.
A,a
OPTICAL SYNTHETIC SIMULTANEOUS OBSERVATIONS
BETWXEN BAKER-NUNN CAMERA STATIONS
A. Girnius and W, L. Soughin
In this report we discuss synthetic simultaneous observations made from
the Baker-Nunn, stations between June 1961 and October 1965. A synthetic
simultaneous observation is derived,, through least-squarou polynomial fitting
and interpola"l-ton, from sequences of several precisely reduced observations
from two or more stations overlapping in time. The satellites used fur the
observations are listed in Table 1,
Synthetic observations are expressed by the direction cosines in the
terrestrial coordinate system. The synthetic observations are presented in
Table 2. They are utilized in geometric satellite geodesy for the determina-
tion of the directions between observing stations; the directions are then used
for the orientation of the earth model in dynamical geodesy.
Simultaneous artificial- satellite observations by the SAO Baker-1 u4 rin
camera stations were started in June 1961. The first results of this method
were presented by Veis (1963). Greater emphasis was placed on simultaneous
observations during the fall of 1964; Aardoom, Girnius, and Veis (1965)
reported those results based on 615 synthetic observation pairs. For the 1966
Smithsonian Institution Standard Earth solution (see Lundquist and Veis, 1966),
1655 synthetic observation pairs were used.
The synthetic simultaneous observations presented here, are derived
mainly from the precisely reduced observations published by Wells (1965).
The Photoreduction, Division of SAO measured films (with two-screw Mann
This work was supported in part by Grant NsG 87-60 from the -National




comparators), checked the measured positions, and determined the overlap
of the simultaneous observations, For details of -,jrecise reduction and
expected accuracy, see Haafner and Martin (1966).
We obtain the station--satellite.  directions, expressed as right ascension
and declination versus atomic time Y . S, at intervals of 2, 4, 8, or 16 see.
The time (Tq ) of the center of the overlap interval for the two stations
(Figure 1) is the '14me for the interpolated synthetic observation. The corres-
ponding interpolated coordinates a q and 6 q are obtained from least-squares-fitted polynomials to the original data. The interpolation, however, is per-
form- ed in a local reference system (g, i l) oriented approximately along and
across track so as not to be affected by the convergence of the meridian
(Figure 2). A minimum of 4 and a maximum of 10 independent observations
Bose 	 station have been used for the interpolation: A sequence of
7 frawLes was optimum.
SEQUENCE OF OBSERVATIONS
a,	 FROM STATION A
""""' ""."" 0 UUbtMVATl4N5
t
Figure 2. Relation between a, b and , q systems.
Reduction equations can be represented schematically as follows,
L Ms R. N. Ps L,
where
cos a  cos 5q
L	 sin a  cos 6  - direction cosines in the celestial system,
sin S q
a q, S q - coordinates of synthetic observation,
M, R, N, and P = polar motion, earth rotation, notation, and
precession matrices, respectively, and
L = the final synthetic observation (direction




The effect of the annual aberration has already been taken into account,
but not the effect of the diurnal aberration. Since station velocity vectors
have invariable directions with respect to a fixed-earth system of reference,
diurnal aberration systematically affects the final directions of the simultaneous
observations; therefore, a q and 6a are corrected for diurnal aberration:
(a	 k - cos cos t sec 5
(6	 k - cos	 sin t sin 5
where
a, 6 = geometric direction
5'= apparent direction
The value of k used here is 0. 320 arcsec.
Before the final rotation of the synthetic directions to the terrestrial
system, corrections are made for aberrational effects (caused by the
velocity of the satellite) and for parallactic refraction (the difference
between the amount of refraction of the stars and the satellite at the finite
distance).
Reduced and corrected as described above, synthetic directions are true
geometric directions, referred to 
'
the terrestrial coordinate system in which
the origin is at the center of mass of the earth; the 3 axis is directed toward
the mean terrestrial north pole of 1900-1905, as defined by the International
Polar Motion Service (IPMS); the x l axis is on the mean terrestrial equator
of 1900-1905 and at 73*02 1 55 1. 1 9 east of the meridian of the U.S. Naval
Observatory (Veis, 1966, p. 16). The coordinates of the instantaneous pole
are given in Table 3, and their graphical representation, in Figure 3.
The time of observation is given in the A. S system. The timing accuracy
depends on the stability of the station clock and on the reception of the time
signals. Uncertainty in time varies from t 0. 3 msec to f 5 msec.
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Figure 3. Orbit of instantaneous pole at mean North Pole 1900- 1905.
IPMS 19 58. 0 -1967. 6.
5
-,
The difference between atomic time A. S and UTI is shown in Table 4.
The time differences are given for MJD; Table 5 shows the MJD for the begin-
ning of each month.
The accuracy of synthetic observations depends mainly on the accuracy
of the precise reduction and is estimated from the variances, one along
track (a-	 the other across track ((r 2 ), as obtained from the least-squares
polynomial fitting and the interpolation in the auxiliary coordinate system
^ and ii. If we take into account an uncertainty in time (('t), the variances
in along track (a2 ) and across track (b2 ) become, respectively,





where w is the apparent topocentric angular velocity of the satellite.
The valuep of a and b (above) serve as the rejection criteria of low-
quality observations. All synthetic observations in which a or b were found
to be 2 arcsec or more were rejected. Also, observations before the observa-
tion date of September 1, 1962, have to be used with caution, since the star
positions used for their precise reduction were taken from a large number
of inhomogeneous star catalogs. Since September 1, 1962, the SAO Star
Catalog (see Staff, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory) has been used
for all star coordinates. Appropriate systematic corrections have been
applied (Haramundanis, 1966).
Directions derived from synthetic observations are, practically speaking,
invariant to station coordinates. In the final computation, the SAO-adopted
Standard Earth 1966 coordinate system, given in Table 6, was used. These
coordinates have been employed in the di: ,, -Lion-program to compute the
approximate ranges from station to satellite; those ranges are used in the
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Z	 pate (year, month, day)
	2 	 Time (hour, minute, second), A. S
	
3	 Timing uncertainty, standard error of
time (msec)
	




	 Direction cosines in the terrestrial system
	
9	 w, apparent angular velocity (aresec/sec)
	
10	 4). track an gle. angle between velocity
Of
Table 2. Synthetic simultaneous observations
6000902
DATL TIME. SIGMA 085 NO STA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A is
Y M U H hi S MSEC SLC Ski.
1964 12 28 6 51 49.54 16 1,U 71018 9012 -.16901206 .46997088 0,86634998 430 98 1.0 .4
1964 12 28 6 51 49e5416 1,0 71018 9117 -.00070562 .06832376 U,99766295 410 117 1 0 5 1.4
1965 2 8 15 10 3.6676 1.0 71193 9012 -•69043328 -.40007040 -.60269857 470 44 l.0 •7
1965 4 8 15 10 3.6676 1	 0 71193 9117 -943219276 -980977697 -.39682575 480 57 1.0 .8
1965 2 8 15 13 51.6670 1.0 71194 9012 -.53477495 -.82351943
-.18929211 630 48 .9 .4
1965 2 6 15 13 51.6670 1.0 71194 9117 -.19786205 -08022887 0.00140413 41U 52 I.4 1.2
1965 4 9 14 45 57.6314 1.0 71195 9012 -.63133218
-950986486 -.58434365 480 46 192 .6
1965 [ 9 14 45 57.6314 1.0 71195 9117 -,35972355 -.86046175 -.36U83867 450 58 1,3 ,7
1965 2 9 14 49 13.5925 1.0 71196 9012 -.47219038 -.85126007 -.22889416 590 49 1.2 1.0
1965 t 9 14 49 13.5925 1.0 71196 9117 -916507671 -.98571864 -.03329328 390 53 1.1 6'
1965 2 10 14 20 55.6225 1.0 71197 9012 -.58113362 -.50842675 -.63544154 450 47 08 •7
1965 2 lU 14 20 55.6225 1.0 71197 9117 -.33294206 -.84471405 -,41905579 430 59 .8 1.0
6001301 K
DATL T 1 ME SIGMA Otis NO STA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A b
Y hl U H M, 5 MSLC SEC 5LC
1965 b 2j 8 20 31,3809 1.(1 712bO - 9007 090012803 .02728338
-.43477022 520 61 1.2 .5
1965 b 23 8 20 31,3809 1.0 71260 9011 .82661526 -.44424239 0934547925 580 8 1.8 09
61004U1
DATL TIML SIGMA OB5 NO STA NO L M N OMEGA PH I A b
Y M U H M 5 MSEC SEC 5LC
1961 6 b 8 42 7.6333 1.0 70009 9001 .19964416 -,93517030 -.29257259 410 325 .5 .4
1961 6 6 8 42 796333 10 70009 9010 -.66649446 -,73877151 - .10000895 43U 317 .8 1.0
1961 7 3 9 43 27.7158 1.0 70089 9007 -927758090 -935320647 -.89341705 440 335 1.5 .9
1961 7 3 9 43 27.7258 1.0 70089 9011 -948118261 -983491295 -.26717721 550 23 1 99 1.5
1961 7 6 8 43 4.2401 1.0 70280 9007 .58772180 -.36276586 -972317634 740 51 1.1 97
1961 7 6 8 43 4.2401 1.0 70280 9011 ,43481521 -989311535 0.11524194 780 33 l.7 1.5
1961 7 2`1 0 56 49.7434 1.0 70093 9007 -,14989864 -922649164 -.96240944 320 316 .e .3
1961 7 21 0 56 49.7434 1.0 70093 9011 -01535195 -e60829517 -.72837500 400 327 17 03
1961 7 21 0 58 13,7458 1.0 70094 9007 -.02206277 -.20028317
-.97948960 320 340 .4 03
1961 7 21 U 58 13.7458 1,0 70094 9011 -x15461216
-o603725U9 -.78205569 430 336 .7 1.0
1961 8 2 0 49 37,6635 190 70282 9007 .24868771
-.65419031 -.71427548 490 35 9 7 1.5
1961 b 2 0 49 37,6635 1.0 70282 9011 .11281109 -.98906162 -.09503036 480 29 1,3 97
1961 6 2 0 53 9.7375 100 70189 9007 .65742275 -.60958423 -.44294139 460 48 1.6 .4-
1961 b 2 0 53 9,7375 1,0 70189 9011 .47959853 -.86579291 0.14278616 400 33 .7 1.3
1961 b 3 0 22 45,6742 1,0 70263 9007 -.28875964 -.46584528 -,83642456 380 354 1.4 05
1961 8 • 3 0 22 45.6742 1,0 70283 9011 -.43735170 -.83085639 -.34409468 430 14 .7 1.0
1961 8 3 0 26 29.6671 10 70284 9007 .15206708 -.61313906 -.77520068 490 29 0 5 .4
1961 8 3 0 26 29.6671 1.0 70284 9011 .019.07598
-.98639251 -.16329704 510 27 1.7 1.9
1961 8 3 9 5 29.7275 1.0 70016 9UO1 •43070622 -057592224 0.69484223 560 343 1.9 -05
1961 8 3 9 5 29.7175 1.0 70010 9010 -.58344132 -.30349516 0.75331727 420 66 -1.5 05
1961 8 5 8 21 55.7140 1.0 70011 9001 .49535052 -.56426874 0,66047608 480 342 1.9 081961 8 5 8 21 550140 1.0 70011 9010 -,49006533 -.35172345 0,79757544 440 60 1.4 ,81962 2 11 5 30 41,9238 _310 70026 9001 -.99438587 -.10423027 0.01824260 340 332 1,3 081962 2 11 5 30 41.9238 1,0 70026 9012 .09022859 .92788506 0.36178463 300 293 1.6 1.0
j	 1962 2 13 0 49-49.9456 1.0 70071 9009 .49256894 -.;,2017829 0.69770365 570 312 1_,6 .6
1962 2 13 0 49 49.9456 1.0 70071 9010 986277520 -,50530150 0.01701024 340 313 ,6 031962 2 14 0 21 45.9329 3.0 70072 9009 -908011087 -.41-113359 000804814 480 355 1.8 .4-
1962 2 14 0 21 450329 1.0 70072 9010 ,57785714 -969253490 0,43182849 670 315 -1.0 .61962 3 1 7 25 33.9669 3 9 0 70097 9007 .93504269 -•24115032
-.25988784 380 54 I.5 .41962 3 1 7 25 33.9669 1.0 70097 9011 ,81189655 -.52714975 0,25087274 350 36 ,4 .6
. , .,:..:... ,- .r -4'sucY:. .^.i^dYx +uM
	 vr..auNr Ada. ;t:au . ,. a,..uvt^rd ae%nmrz.w.r
_10
wma- ac,.	 c;:^.n.u:m^ .a.r	 ,.w.,:. .w .	 _..:	 .cx.LL.-
r.r
Table 2 (Cont. )
6102801
DATE T1Mk SIGMA 065 NO STA NO L,. M N OMEGA PHI A b
Y M U M M 5 MSEC 5EC btc
1962 5 3U 0 3 46.0561 3.0 70035 9007 -.19726695 -.78533694 0.58679784 240 160 d.8 103
1962 5 30 0 3 46,0561 1,0 70035 9009 -931331631 - 94H860OU .•9'03869871 310 261 1,7 1.1
1962 5 3U 0 7 26,0549 390 70036 9007 -.28445099 -.89429736 0.34542708 28U 250 1.4 07
1962 5 3U U 7 26.0549 1,0 70036 9009 ».34627043 -.87554441 -,33692547 2.7U 257 k U •7
1962 5 30 U 10 46.U531 3.0 70037 9007 -936719156 -992745949 U.07033464 310 255 .2 .4
1962 5 3U U 10 4b,U531 140 70037 9009
-.36082639 -.75902296 -.54193031 220 253 1.1 .7
1962 5 31 0 58 3Uo0519 3.0 70038 9007
-.59133614 -.66135221 0.46144861 220 262 1.4 .0
1962 5 31 U 58 3u.0519 1.0 70038 9009 -.69676737 -.71365711 -907217175 240 263 1.4 193
1962 5 31 23 13 34.6478 3,0 70098 9007 ,15072247 -.98830433 0.02317948 360 257 1,3 1.3
1962 5 31 23 13 34.0478 3.0 70098 9011 .04446711 -.93849035 004243034 25U 255 i.7 63
1962 b 3 13 17 34.0364 3,U 701UO 9007 -,11859888 -.73194489 -.67096273 320 249 1.5 .7
4962 6 3 23 17 34.0364 3.0 70100 9011 -,20012955 -994012630 -.27588168 330 249 1.3 1.4
1962 b 3 23 22 3894351 390 70101 9007 -.21261016 -940771090 -.88001393 230 233 .8 .7
1962 b 3 23 22 38,0351 3,0 70101 9011 -,32592863 -.68259005 -.65409583 310 239 1.2 ,6
1961 1 5 9 2 22.1U33 1.0 70238 9009 .35955903 -.77968884 -.51264278 270 104 .7 1.0
j'	 1962 7 5 9 2 22.103 1.0 70236 9011 .30066847 -.83635700 0.45837260 210 104 1,5 .3
F 1961 1 5 9 16 3U.U946 1 9 0 70054 9009 .05478660 -.72045730 0969133184 300 106 ,1 1.0
1962 7 5 9 16 30.0946 1,0 70054 9010 .39922632 -.84676783 004671532 350 98 1.8 .4
1962 7 7 8 23 16,b946 1 9 0 7U239 9009 ,29149369 -933486682 0.89604444 240 94 08 03
1962 7 7 8 23 1695946 I O U 70239 9010 ,62853818 -.42905334 U,64873183 310 85 1.0 .9
1962 7 8 9 3 30.0913 3.0 70041 9007 .27792058 -.7857671+9 0,55256624 25U 1U4 1.0 .5
1962 7 8 9 3 3U.0913 160 70041 9009 625940081 -.95640595 -.13415990 330 103 94 c-7
1962 7 10 8 2 14,U865 1,0 70057 9009 .72097927 -956577398 -940011085 260 104 .4 .8
1962 7 10 8 2 140865 190 70057 9011 .58779949 -.62719687 0,51099496 200 105 .9 1,5
19b2 7 14 8 58 500914 3,0 70042 9007 ,11398697 -972376032 0968057180 210 106 .9 1.3
1962 7 14 8 58 5U,U974 1,0 70042 9004 907519399 -999085257 0,11205824 350 1U4 66 .6
1963 6 14 2 20 4b,4853 10 70150 9004 .02413317 -,95558965 0.29371076 210 280 .4 .4
1963 b 14 2 20 46.4853 1,0 70150 9009 ,57822298 -,09094781 0981079386 220 233 0 8 .4
1963 6 14 5 6 54.4839 1,0 70001 9001 .32658917 -977900892 0953524258 340 245 07 05
1963 b 14 5 6 54,4839 1.0 70001 9010 -01696050 -.67040295 0,,67089189 340 271 9 6 .8
1963 6 14 5 10 54.4195 1,0 70002 9001 ,22997645 -995373321 0.19365897 330 251 .8 ,6
1963 b 14 5 10 54,A195 1,0 70002 9010 -,40880331 -.85153414 0.32828259 340 267 18 .6
1963 6 25 3 -59 894952 1 9 0 70077 9001 .55876701 -.72466710 0.40328281 300 243 08 ,4
1963 6 25 3 59 b.4952 1,0 70077 9009
-.27548070 -.53002487 0.80198754 260 277 .8 ,4
1963. b 25 4 2 20 * 4943 1.0 70078 9001 ,5048494.1 -984868924 0915765040 300 243 .8 03
1963 b 25 4 2 20.4943 1.0 70078 9009
-.34291182 -00378470 0.62217247 290 271 1.0 .4
1963 6 25 4 2 54.4946 190 70083 9001 .49247974 -.86299275 U.11272630 290 249 .b ,6
1963 6 25 4 2 54,4946 1.0 70083 9009
-,35494999 -.73069126 U.58318161 300 271 1,4 .4
1963 6 25 4 6 12,4973 190 70079 9001 •41058518 -,90091675 -.14060163 270 252 .7 03
1963 6 25 4 6 12.4973 190 70079 9409
-.41925264
-,84850073 0932291444 310 267 .7 95
1963. b 26 5 1 42.5030 1.0 70081 9001 -.11971539 -.95632423 -,26666869 270 255 1,7 .5
1963 6 26 5 1 42.5030 190 70081 9009 -,75908963 -,63190848 0.15644362 230 268 18 08
1963 b 28 3 57 32.4994 1.0 70082 9001 .48929253 -.83453638 0,25326241 310 247 .7 .6
1963 6 28 3 57 32.4994 1.0 70082 9009 -,35908323 -963724609 0.68189197 280 274 ,7 .7
1963 7 1 3 52 24,5029 1 9 0 70165 9001 ,47688600 -979402013 0.37697716 320 245 .7 05
1963 7 1 3 52 240029 1.0- 70165 9009
-.36377570 -.55238647 0.75002428 260 277 1.2 ,5
1963 7 26 1 47 10,5315 1.0 70043 9007 -.00079371 -.96843316 0.24927211 320 257 05 .31963 7'26 1 47 100315 1..0 70043 9009 -907005451 -.87762511 -947420094 270 255 08 05
1963 7" 2b 0 53 26.5390 10 70044 9007 .47450570 -,86966272 •x.13612896 360 259 09 .6
„	 1963 7'28 0 53 26.5390 1,0 70044 9009 .28409495 -.63101705 -.72187779 220 256 0- '191
1963 7 29 Z3 54 220437 100 70045- 9007 087032146 - .49247358 -.00321392 300 263 .9 1.31963 7 29 23 54 22.5437 1	 0 7004f, 9009 .67646581 -,41;421915 -,60894705 240 262 .5 .7
1963 7 2.9 23 58 6,5375 1.0 70286 9007 .80496563 -,49181459 -.33188664 320 266 1.3 .4
1963 7 29 23 58 6.5375 1.0- 70286 9009 .52407026 -.35050783 -.77620527 200 264 1.7 08
1963 7-29 23 58 60375 1,0' 70286 9011 ,71550166 ,.969735035 0,04195073, 290 261 .7 .6	 al
1963 8 2 2 27 3495405 1.0 70056 9009 -.56584770 -982184596 0906622385 270 265 ,7 .7
1963 H 2 2 27 34.5405 1.0 70056 9010 -931691034 -990980068 -926801224 260 260 06 1.0
1963 8 6 U 43 20559 1.0 70058` 9009 913655147 -966021153 -.73856241 210 -253 .4 1.1
1963 a' 6 0 43 2,5559 1.0 700.58 9011 .15186674 -,96854296 0.19713201 280 255 ,9 e8
1963 10 26 8 53 58.6150 1.0 70004 9001 ,64580G15




Table 2 (Conte )
6102001
11AU TIME SIGMA 0115 NO STA NO L. M N OMEGA PHI A b
Y M U N M S MSEC 544 SK
1063 IU 26 8 53 58.6150 1 9 0 700u4 9010 .15321030 - dl237897 0.56264286 380 102 t * U 1*t
1963 1U 26 8 57 2206145 1.0 70005 9001 ,50707080 -.58320957 0.56134816 290 80 * 7 *3
1963 10 26 8 57 22,6145 160 70005 9010 * 03934990 -,58427998 0.81059761 340 106 •7 *4
1963 lU 26 It 41 266191 1 4 0 70027 9001 -.73885339 -949435601 0#45793865 340 114 *7 97
1963 10 26 11 41 2,6191 l,U 70027 9012 * 17912213 - * 83266841 (1 .52400246 240 78 1.0 *8
1963 IV 21 b 55 26.6149 1 * 0 70047 9009 00715106 -,32044511 0 * 77274676 300 93 * 8 *4
1963 lu 27 6 55 26.6149 1,0 70047 9010 ,95359273 -929435429 - * 0633755) 220 93 * 8 *b
1163 lU 27 9 30 54 * 61b9 1.0 70048 9009 -948052601
-987516278 0905643458 300 105 1.3 1.4
1963 10 27 9 38 94,6159 1,0 70048 9010 -920030842
-.93526303 -•29182118 280 .105 ,4 1.4
1963 IV 27 9 40 46,6160 1,U 70286 9001 * 30423436 -992371971 -•23277318 240 98 1.0 05
1963 1U 27 9 40 46*b160 1 * 0 70288 9009 •950925361 -983490527 !1.20879164 290 108 * 7 *4
1963 10 27 9 41 10,6017 1.0 70269 9001 •30228478 - * 93002647 -,20539229 2.5+0 98 *0 *4
1963 1U 27 9 41 10 * 6U27 1 * 0 70289 9009 -.51425604 -,82.3301529 0.24022295 290 108 *6 03
1963 10 27 9 41 10,6027 1,0 70269 9010 -.25960079 - * 95950507 - * 10935013 310 106 1*l 191
1963 lU 27 9 41 34 * 6101 l,0 70290 9001 * 30018843 -993728946 - * 17713095 250 Ve 1.0 *5
1963 1U 27 9 41 34.6101 t*0 70290 9009 - * 51883223 -•81074504 0 * 27111916 290 109 * 7 *4
1963 I0 27 12 25 54,6193 1,0 70029 9001 •88767115 •.37807707 - * 26286433 230 107 of *d
1963 lU 27 12 25 54.6193 1 * 0 70029 9012 - * 19525683 - * 97b98757 - * 05880568 260 95 1 * 1 97
1963 10 2b 7 37 46,6189 1 * 0 70059 9009 * 58648698 - * 48362497 - * 64972295 220 108 * 9 *3
1963 lU 28 7 37 46 * 6189 1 * 0 70059 9011 *62570205 - * 71$73232 001020024 260 105 1.5 65
1963 1U 28 7 47 14 * 6136 1U 70049 9009 * 62478018 -.77518323 0,09349164 370 100 1.6 *4
1963 W 2b 1 47 14.6136 t,0 70649 9010 ,73550028 - * 62909697 - * 25154789 250 99 lob .3	 +
1963 10 28 7 55 18.6191 1*0 70291 9009 .30384787 -953777608 O * 78643077 300 100 1.6 03	 1
1963 10 2b 7 55 18 * 6191 1,0 70291 9010 * 64954887 -m62473725 0.43334701 340 91 .4 08
1963 IV 26 10 34 3U * bL50 1 * 0 70006 9001 -,19986199 - * 93771626 -.28415383 260 103 .7 •3
1963 lU 28 10 34 30 * 6lbO t* 0 70006 9010 -*66544057 -,73208707 -.14573047 260 107 1 * 0 *7
1963 10 2'9 8 30 22 * 6188 1,0 70292 9007 •31521300 -,92917935 - * 19304533' 380 102 1.1 *5
1963 1U 29 8 30 22 * 6188 t,0 70292 9009 •15887973 - * 64467912 -•74776070 220 103 1.4 05
1963 10 29 8 30 46 * 6107 1.0 70293 9007 930876568 -.93907436 - * 15100696 370 102 1 * 1 *5
1963 lu 29 8 30 46.6107 1.0 70293 9009 915755408 -,66423873 -03072814 230 103 1.4 .5
1463 IV 29 8 30 46,6107 1.0 70293 9011 .17218555
-.95755907 0 * 23115528 270 102 1,3 1*0
1963 IV 29 8 31 2.6161 1.0 70294 9007 ,30412874
- * 94466890 - * 12290801 370 102 1,4 *7
1963 lU 29 8 31 2.6161 1.0 70294 9009 .15652488 -967730268
-01886093 230 103 1.7 *6
1963 10 29 8 40 $4 9 6194 1,0 70295 9009 .00962118 - * 99889447 O * 04601381 360 104 .8 .6
1963 10 29 8 40 54.6194 1:0 70295 9010 *30183131 -,89660817 -*31843558 270 103 .d .7
1963 10 29 8 41 18*6196 1 * 0 70296 9007 .06071182 -*72912419 u * 60168320 220 106 1.0 .5
1963 1U 29 8 41 18,6196 t•0 70296 9009 -.00062242 - * 99621698_ 0.08689845 360 104 ,8 •7
1963 10 29 8 41 18,6196 1.0 70296 9010 ,79806559 -.911987472 -.28859123 280 103 9 8 *7
1963 lU 29 6 41 34.6186 1 * 0 70297 9007 * 05503322 -.71837835 0969347234 220 107 1.1 .5"
1963 IU'29 8 41 34,6186 I * 0 70297 9010 •29533393 -091700202 - * 268t1404 280 103 1 * 1 1.0
1963 lU 29 8 43 54,6253 140 70298 9001 ,64062748
-.75443659 -.14290509 220 94 1 * 3 ,9
1963 10 29 8 43 54,6253 1 * 0 70298 9010 .26295403 -.96234587 -.06888835 330 102 lob .6
1963 10 29 8 44 2696191 1.0 70299 9001 ,64172636
-.75909835 -x,10933621 220 93 98 *5
1963 10 29 8 44 26 * 6191 ISO 70299 9009 -,08294242 -#91605929 0.39237219 350 107 let o3
1963 10 29 8 44 26,6191 1 * 0 70299 9010 * 25323257
-.96722418 -.OI872568 340 102 1.0 *3
1963 10 29 8 44 58,6145 1	 0 70300 9001 * 64240262 -.76271314 - * 07474813 230 93 1 * 3 *9
1963 lU 29 8 44 58 * 6145 l * 0 70300 9009 -.*09652469 -.8.9324446 0 * 43908691 340 107 1 * 5 .5
1963 IV 29 8 47 26.6196 1.0 70301 9001 .63863962 -.76330291 0*09750950 250 90 1.3 .7
1963 10 29 8 47 26,6196 1,0 70301 9009 - * 1542075 0, -*76471356 0.62564622 310 111 1.2 *3
1963 10 29 8 47 50,6088 1.0 70302 9001 ,63676693
-,76050748 0*12710724 260 89 1.0 05	 w
1963 lU 2.9 8 47 5096088
too
70302 9009
-.16259613 -.74142328 0 * 65104072 300 112 1 * 0 *3
1963 10 29 8 47 50,6088 1,0 70302 9010 917063559 -.93066668 002364027 380 102 1 * 4 .7
1963 10 29 6 48 18 * 6149 1 * 0 70303 9001 .63408022 -975608252 O.i6211569 260 88 1 * 1 *5
1963 10 29 8 48 18,6149 1*0 70303 9009 -,1720,1130 - * 71371727 0.67898437 290 113 1.0 .3
1963 10 29 8 50 50*6268 ISO 70304 9001 •60878774 -e70823046 0*35747322 290 85 1,01 1.0
1963 lU 29 8 50 50 * 6268 "1 * 0 70304 9010 * 07712027 -,79057157 0.60749408 370 104 1.9 *7
1963 10 29- 8 51 26 * 6931 1 * 0 70305 9001 * 59993971 - * 69059962 '0.40391151 290 84 7 .6
1963 10 29 8 51_26 *6231 190 70305 9009 -922494379 - *522.47499 0982244767 250 121 * 8 *4
1963 10'29 8 51 26.6231 1 *0 70305 9010 *05790331 -*75233766 0.65622805 370 105 192 o4






7 4 u H H	 5	 MSEC
1963 10 29
	
8 52 266180	 110
1963 10 29	 0 53 3U6282
	 100
1963 111 Z9	 6 53 3006282	 100
1963 10 29
	
8 53 58.6280	 l.G
1963 10 29
	 b 53 58.6200	 100
1963 
to 
29	 b 53 5b,6280	 110
1463 to 29	 H 54 26.6130	 1.11
1963 101 29	 8 54 2696230	 100
1963 107 29
	
8 56 6.4233	 1,0
1961 1U 2v	 8 56 6.6133
	 1,U






1963 11 3	 7 37 46022 vo	 1,U
1963 11 3	 7 37 46.7225	 1.0
1963 01 7	 b 27 2.7214	 Lou
1963 It 1	 8 27 1.1414
	
110
1 hi 119	 7 30 10,7213
	 1,0
196;3 1 t 9
	 7 30 10,7213	 110
1963 11 to	 b 15 40.1374	 1•U
1963 11 10	 8 15 4892,314	 1.0
1463 1111	 8 22 38.2!47	 1.0
1963 11 10	 8 22 38.2347	 1.11
196., 11 10	 8 2 b 6,2.342
	
10
1963 111 x 1	 8 26 6.2342	 1.11
1963 11 l:	 6 3U 22.1916
	 1.1,
1963 11 10	 8 30 31,1916	 1.0
1963 If lu 22 24 4[.7390	 1.0
1963 11 101 22 24 42,7390
	 1.0
1961 11 11 12 17 46.7304	 1.0
1161 It 11
	 !2 1 1 46,7384	 1.0




	 7 19 1007280	 1.0
1963 11 13	 8 IP 14,7369
	
t.0
L g63 11 13
	
8 12 140369	 1.0
1963 It 13 11 12 $8040 	 10
1963 11 13 11 12 58,7467
	
1.0
1963 11 13 11 18 54,7444	 1.0
1963 11 13 11 18 54.7444
	 1.0
1963 11 13 11 24 30.7437
	 1.0
1963 11 13 11 24 30.1437
	
ISO
1963 1.1 13 22 2U 58.7453 	 100
1963 11 13 22 20 58.7453
	
110
1963 11 13 22 25 26.7519
	
110
1963 11 13 22 25 26.7519
	 10
1963 11 14 ` 	 6 30 42.1322	 1.0
1963 11 14
	 6 30 42.7322	 110
1963 11 '14	 9 25 42.7720	 100
1963 1114	 9 25 42,7720
	 1.0
1963 11 1 i ea 35 50 9 7525
	 1.()
1963 11 14 2U 35 500525	 100
1963 It IS	 7 25 311.9819
	 1,0
1963 1115
	 7 25 3.80819
	
1.0
1963 it 19	 0 17 3467708	 1,0
1963 11 19	 0 17 340108
	
100
1963 11 19	 8 4 30.1/47	 1.0
1963 11 19	 8 4 30.7747
	 10
1963 11 19 19 37 42,7654	 1,0
1963 11 19 19 37 4297654	 110
1963 11 19 19 41 1897673'
	 160
1963 11 14	 1 , 41 18.7673
	 1.0



























	 9010 	 .58117001
70206	 9007
	 •05652313
70 201 6	 9009 -.172020040






























































































































































































































































































































DATO TIME 51GMA 065 NO 5TA NO L ►i N OMEGA Hril A is
Y M U H M b M5 0 SLE `ak5.
1963 11 19 2Z 5 2,7440 100 7042: 9006 #61017060 .7079ZZ96 -035572029 250 105 191 .t,1963 11 19 2Z 5 2,7440 1.0 74023 9008 .12753806 •92405957 -,36034422 230 101 ,5 ,41961 11 20 6 18 22,7447 1,0 70060 9049 .72750760 -* 55749236 x.39991.869 280 104 1,3 ,51963 11 20 6 18 22.7447 190 70060 9011 .57804903 -.61266006 0,53898698 210 105 ,4 ,H
1963 11 20 0 6 100541 1.0 70051 9009 -,68284666 -.70522613 -.19072636 240 101 ,6 .3
1963 11 20 9 6 1091 41 1,0 70051 9010 -,45927445 -,75153113 »,47356936 220 103 1,4 03lQ b3 11 2Z 5 19 10.1486 1+0 70211 9009 .89518149 -916323536 • .41473403 220 105 * 5 .71963 11 24 5 19 10,7486 100 70211 9011 ,85356419 -931339520 0,41618700 210 105 ,7 51963 It 22 8 b 18.7454 1 6 0 70052 9009 -„35394155 -.90245239 -,24$57089 290 IJ2 09 651963 11 22 8 6 10.7454 1 0 0 70052 9010 -,06169405 -.84712353 » ,52780259 230 104 0 0
1943 11 28! 5 10 460574 1,0 70310 9009 ,84481071 -.20953352 -.49233171 220 107 1.2 .b1963 11 28 5 10 46.7574 1.0 70310 9011 084980740 -937875424 0,36656870 230 106 lot too1961 11 26 5 11 10.7581 110 70311 9007 .96546961 -.23469315 0.11308208 260 104 l.0 N1963 11 28 5 11 10,7581 1 0 70311 9009 •85444796 - * 21923983 -947101229 220 106 1.0 ,41963 11 28 5 11 10 4 7581 1,0 70311 9011 .83824415 -08116588 008994784 220 105 1 9 ,8
1963 11 28 5 1I 34.7494 1 9 0 70312 9009 .86376857 -.22881620 -•44893987 220 105 1.2' .41963 11 28 5 11 34.7494 100 70312 9011 .826374'16 —,38310091 0,41272079 220 105 1,1 1:.0	 b1964 2 11 3 33 34,8411 100 10212 9007 -.00093419 — 9 97641187 • 1 21591.431 360 99 ,7 .41964 2 11 3 33 34.8471 1.0 70212 9009 -.05873012 -967d71352 -.73665519 220 98 ,4 ,61964 Z 13 16 51 34.8672 1.0 70139 9006 928165233 .45158635 0,84660601 300 114 10 ,b
1964 d 13 16 51 38.8612 1.0 70139 1,008 -.26086764 ,62508376 0,73567545 280 77 1.7 1.81964 Z 14 3 29 40.8508 1,0 70114 9009 - * 09829296 - 9 67020902 -.73563467 220 98 .8 .41964 2 14 3 29 40.85Ud 190 70124 9011 -.12131930 -998053689 0,15436656 260 90 ,b .6	 j1964 4 15 2 1 22.8737 1.0 70213 9001 .84086795 -.36037549 0,40382001 210 78 .8' 9 7	 11964 2 15 Z 1 22.8137 10 70213 9009 9 26453492 -.30995027 0.91320978 230 95 111 13
1964 1 15 16 40 51.3104 1,0 70193 9006 •75138936 •905820629 0.65728689 220 132 .7 .71964 2 15 18 40 51«31U4 1,0 70193 9008 ,45108641 •17383769 0.87538649 29U 120 .d .3
1964 2 17 3 47 4436d7 1,0 70125 9001 .31292592 -.82990696 0,46187856 320 90 ,4 .71964 1 17 3 47 44.3637 1 *0 70125 9009 -.46420511 -,50270424 0,72924760 22U 124 15 031964 9 19 2 47 2698650 1.0 70126 9001 .67903827 -970390169 0.20839731 2$0 88 .5 05
1964 2 19 2 47 26.8650 1,0 70126 9009 -907090653 -/68376273 0.72625119 28U I12 od 0
1964 2 19 5 42 26.8601 1,0 70105 9001 -453721897 -.14197748 0.83140735 270 132 .7 .7
1964 2 19 5 42 26.8601 1.0 70105 9012 .23903742 -,55080267 0.79967339 210 62 1.5 971964 2 20 0 40 34,8524 1.0 70127 9009 .89357148 -.16928843 -,41577811 210 105 of 071964 2 20 0 40 3498524 190 70127 9011 .65725640 -01858594 0.40449285 210 105 ,6 1.0
1964 2 20 6 28 10,8584 1,0 70128 9001 -.93215111 -,25294318 0.25906381 270 115 .5 ,41964 2 20 6 28 1U,8584 1.0 70128 9012 -.14294723 -,84571513 0951413229 280 86 1.0 .71964 2 20 6 34 6,8570 1,0 70129 9001 -,79385765 -00832866 0,60604660' 250 127 * 8 .91964 2 20 6 34 6,8570 .1,0 70129 9012 -.02956407 -.54748862 0,83629073 240 73 1,b 1161964 2 22 5 37 26.8660 1,0 70130 9001 -.60298549 -*19739022 0.77294605 280 127 .9 .l
1964 2 22 5 37 26.8660 190 70130 9012 ,20586175 -•60672901 0,76778959 210 66 195 .51964 3 1 1 20 58.8652 1,0 70178 9009 952576419 -*54424148 -965373789 230 107 16 171964 3 1 1 20 58.6652 1,0 70178' 9011 655345405 -.77308388 0.30988696 250 10$ i,4 *71964 3 -1 18 20 54,8869 1.0 70106 9006 .82528372 -911674742 0*55251862 210 128 06 .51964 3 1 18 20 54,8869 1.0 70106 9008 .62396035 ,08155381 007718882 290 122 #6 05
1964 3 2 19 14 5U.8ki76 190 70195 9004 .39925145 ,74200957 0,53653512 260 78 .b I.01964 3 2 19 14 50:8876 100` 70195 9008 ,72323613 -.24730897 0,64480057 250 127 10 71964 3 3 3 13 50.6643 1,0 70313 9009 -,48368068 -.82496924 -,29236750 260 100 ,7 931964 3 3 3 13 50,864 1.0 70313- 9010 -,21559791 -,80391113 -.55429634 210. 103 1.$ *61964 3 3 3 14 10.8643 1.0 70314 9007 -.43055397 -.83231261 0934911173 240, 102 1.7 1,0
1964 3 3 3 14 10.8643 1,0 70314 9009 -*49103877 -,82865215 -,26873135 260 101 97 931964 3 3 3 14 10.8643 -1.0 70314 9010 -.22308675 -9BI330332 - 9 53737325 220 103 1.4 051964 3 3 3 14 26,8678 1.0 70315 9007 ,,143100618 -.82493973 006566120 230 102 1.5 .81964 3- 3 3 14 26,8678 1,0 70315 9009 -949683620 -* 83117396 -924960697 260 101 1.1 .31964 3 3 17 17 18,8846 1,0 70107 -9006 .86964071 .36627752 0,33100727 270 115' .5 05




UA l i TIME, 510MA 0115 NO 5T A NO L M tl OMCGA Pti l A t
Y M 0 H Fl 5 M5c0 51 'tk x
t
1964 3 6 3 19 90183 1,0 70132 9001 ,09057076 -.99472002 -.04825980 280 99 .5 ,9
1964 3 6 3 19 90183 1 1 0 70132 9009 •63812732 -.68553528 41,35047811 240 111 ,6 .!
1964 3 Q 2 6 34,8871 1.0 70119 9007 •07014253 -08910213 - * 129440414 350 100 ,7 161
1964 3 8 2 6 34,087`1 1 1 0 70119 9009 -.00939855 -.71281503 -.70128910 230 IUU ,4 ,^,
1964 3 8 16 It 54,H859 1,0 70197 9006 •61100147 •78899954 0,06459651 310 107 * 6 ,7
1964 3 b 1.6
It
54,8859 1,0 70197 9008 .04567968 .99740518 0,05564417 280 96 ,8 65
1964 3 9 17 13 42,9957 1,0 70,109 9006 •82771095 ,13965461 0 * 54349901 250 123 ,6 03
1964 3 9 It 13 42.9957 ► ,0 70109 9008 . 50388547 .46636414 U,727U5153 330 107 * 8 ,5
19h4 3 14 16 0 30#8044 1,0 70110 9006 •60045392 •76176603 -.24324392 260 106 95 eh
1964 3 14 16 U 30.8044 1.0 70110 9008 .1.0002872 ,96479759 -,24321801 240 i0U 14 1.2
1964 3 14 16 1 58.8848 i 3 O 70111 9006 ► 66113363 u74b11219 -,056333726 290 107 .5 ,11
1964 3 14 i6 2 58,8840 1,U 70111 9008 •133.62918 .98936124 -.06290322 270 90 ,9 ,5
1964 3 14 16 8 34,8924 10 70142 9006 *71459390 .57482154 0.39066747 310 113 .4 93
1964 3 14 16 8 34 0924 1 * 0 70142 9008 ,16845328 ,89061907 U * 42239930 330 95 Io5 1,4
1964 3 16 23 30 30,9114 I,0 70114 9004 .06641347
-.96459795 0,25522548 21.0 119 Lou 1,0
a	 1964 3 it 23 30 30 * 9114 1 * 0 10114 9009 •62393121 - 913JI5164 0,76917096 240 82 .7 .6
1964 j 16 23 3$ 2,9108 110 70115 9004 • * 08201253 - * 87691911 044735h929 210 127 1,4 1.1
1964 3 16 23 35 2,9108 1 0 0 7011$ 9009 •39}129009 -,03056659 0.91631496 200 68 *'H •8
1964 3 19 U 57 38,8901 1,0 70133 9009 * 27409529 -•64872166 - * 70995210 230 105 03 0 7
1964 3 19 0 57 38,8901 1,0 70133 9011 •29841693 -.9214441U 0,24877320 260 103 * 4 05
1964 3 21 0 2 10,8952 1.0 70120 9009 966525567 -•50430063' -655055950 240 1137 1.0 ,6
1964 3 21 U 2 IU,8952 1 *0 70120 9011 .63566971 - * 66425537 0,39330500 230 106 1,0 ,4
1964 3 24 16 46 14,8949 1,0 70198 9006 * 96125816 * 27492502 - 9 02130630 230 110 1 * 7 1*0
1964 3 14 16 46 14,8949 1_,,0 70198 9008 * 76771252 * 63977792 - * 03607908 300 105 ,5 .7
1964 3 44 16 $0 58,8984 1.0 70254 9006 .95151034 * 14957618 0,26880297 230 116 l,U .4
1964 2 4 16 50 58,8984 1,0 70254 9008 * 77853315 * 49505412 008:575582 340 1011 1.3 .7
1964 3 24 16 56 42,9033 1,0 70143 9006 ,82504577 -,05023903 0,56282814 220 127 1.0 , 7^f
1964 ! 24 16 56 42,9033 1.0 70143 9006 * 59343343 .18480042 0,78338086 300 11.8 1.3 66
1964 3 29 15 49 46 *902$ 1 0 0 70112 9006 ,84315159 .41121056 0.34641200 280 115 ,8 63
1964 3 29 15 49 460025 1 * 0 70112 9008 * 42684954 •79773253 0x42593694 350 100 1 1 1 4A
1964 3 29 1$ $5 42,9119 1,0 70144 9006 971994955 .12796926 0.68212646 250 128 .5 1*01964 3 29 15 55 42,91.19 1	 0 7U144 9008; *31845933 9 42415110 0,84774967 310 103 1.3 a7
1964 3 29 23 48 42,9077 1*0 70316 9007 ,75055424 - * 653332.76 -,09911931 330 106 1.0 1*5
1964 3 29 23 48 42.9U77 1.0 70316 9011 958719847 - * 76908557 0,25239917 260 104 .8 1*4
1964 3 29 23 49 6,9055 1 * 0 70317 9007 •74496887 -.66301842 - * 06274568 330 106 .7 1-,0
1964 3 29 23 49 6,9055 1 9 0 70317 9009 ,53275233
-.52497942
-,66375565 220 108 1.1 ,3
1964 3 29 23 49 699055 1,0 70317 9011 * 57625117
-976774362 0.28018623 250 105 45 09
1964 3 29 23 49 30.9U42 1 * 0 70318 9007 •74044012 - * 67160324
-,02641054 320 10 1,0 105
1964 3 29 23 49 30,9U42 1 * 0 70318 9009 * 53868775 -954200216
-.64501873 230 107 1,6 *5
1964 3 31 0 42 2,9U36 ISO 70122 9009 * 09991039
-967935213 -.73069653 220 102 *4 ._5
'	 1964 3 31 0 42 20038 i*0 70122 90;11 .10840316
- * 97485561 0,19469282 260 IU1 1.0 08
1964 h 1 23 46 190116 1 * 0 70179 9009 .50797483 -959429120 -,62352189 230 107 *4 051964 4 1 23 46 19.0116 1,0 70179 9011 •50859017
- * 78978450 0.34289427 240 105 95 ,51964 4 2 16 39 58,96U8 1,0 70199 9006 696367187 * 05643030 0 * 26105966 220 116 05 *3
1964 4 2 16 39 58.9608 1,0 70199 9008 985485548 ,34936110' 0 * 38362603 330 110 .4 93
1964 4 3 0 37 58.9681 1,0 701:+4 9009 * 05886932 •• * 66937185 - * 74059147 220 101 09 *3
1964 4 3 0 37 58o9681 1.0 70134 9011 ,062611,73
- * 98373634 0.16835256 260 100 7 -*7
1964 6 30 9 17 43,1400 1 * 0 70240 9001 ,34301292
-,84212698 0.41613013 340 247 1,3 ,4
1964 6 30 9 17 43. 400 1,0 70240 9009 - * 4&013740
—* 51591393 -0911676189 250 280 1.5 .7
1964 6 30 9 27 7 * 2412 1 * 0- 70123 9007 -949342577
-.64585713 0,58258010 210 264 05 .7'
1964 6 30 9 27 7 * 2412 1,0 70123 9010 - * 425776.86
-986965796
-924981813 250 261 05 97	 E1964 7 1 7 25 21,1355' ISO 70326 9009 ,32905587 - * 38484761 0*86233088 260 248 1.4 1.3
1964 7 1 7 25 21,1355 1,0 70326 9010 . * 67402346
-.47526680 0 * 56552086 320 244- .5- .41964 7 1 7,36 3 * 1744 1 * 0 70370 9007 .31590059
-,68831597 0 * 65280363 230 255 ,9 *41964 7 1 7 36 3,1744 1,0- 70370 9009 * 34534351 - * 93835183 O,OI528736 370 258- 111 1*2
1964 7 1 7 36 15,1713 1 * 0, 70371 9007 * 31622221 - * 69772577 0.64279255 240 255 * 5 01964- 7 1 7 36 15.1713 1*0 70371 9009 @34107766
-.94001673
-.00588024 370 258 1,2 1,3
1964 7 1 7 36 15.1713 1*0 70371 9010 .53835425 - * 77112431
-933991470 260 255_, ,7 *5
1964 7 1 7 36 :9,1437 1-01 70372 9007 ,31665916







SIGMA OBS NO	 5TA NO	 L	 M	 N	 OMEGA PHI	 A	 b
Y n G N M	 5	 MSEC	 SEC SLC
1964 7 2 8 10 39.1237 1,0 70327 9001 •62051135 -,13631391 0,17225914 220 215 1.5 48
1964 7 2 8 10 39.1237 1.0 70327 9010 ,16900269 -,06549767 0.97978979 230 206 1 9 0 1.01964 7 2 b 20 25.1235 1.0 70329 9001 .67123884 -•67656348 0.30282054 280 444 1.0 .81964 7 1 8 20 25.1135 1.0 70325 9010 .20564800 -.80157752 0.56141106 380 256 .7 .61964 7 1 8 23 39.1458 1.0 70373 9009 -•17476541 -678376981 0,59595464 320 267 1.8 .7
1964 7 2 8 23 39.1458 1.0 70373 9010 ,15806846 -.95641051 0.24554694 370 258 0 08
1964 1 2 d 23 51.1223 1.0 70374 9001 .61925766 -978308623 0.05740999 270 24d .4 1.11964 1 2 8 23 51,1223 190 70374 9009 -,178192,34 -.79431812 0.58078069 320 267 1.3 ,51964 7 2 8 23 51.1223 1,0 70374 9010 .15439108 -996203261 0.22507033 370 258 .5 951964 7 2 8 24 7.1213 1.0 70375 9001 961390295 -.78845680 0.03819742 270 249 03 161
1964. 7 2 8 24 7,1213 I.0 70375 9009 -.18200914 -.80802059 0.56007459 330 166 10 051964 7 2 8 29 15 9 1457 1,0 70330 9001 *4909348 -.81591974 -.30592976 230 254 .6 06
1964 7 2 8 24 15.1457 1.0 70330 9007 -.14587892 -.73267326 0966476254 220 460 192 1.2
' 1964 7 3 6 40 5.1609 1.0 70376 9007 .69782694 -950929873 0650363912 240 255 1.3 .3
1964 / 3 6 40 5,1609 1.0 70376 9009 .77097218 -.61549221 -,16361118 330 257 .8 06
' 1964 1 3 6 40 15.1608 1.0 70377 9007 ,70058272 -951496382 0.49393876 240 255 1.5 .31964 7 3 6 40 15.16U8 190 70377 9009 •76666852 - 9 61663074 -.17884605 330 257 08 .61964 7 3 6 4U 15.I6U8 1 9 0 70377 9010 ,77757209 -.48128487 -,40465605 220 256 .d 931464 7 3 6 46 35.1581 190 70331 9007 .73600861 -.67697210 0.00031910 330 261 08 .71964 7 3 6 46 35,1581 1.0 70331 9009 .53413156 -954729081 -.64434172 250 459 67 1,0
1964 7 3 9 18 19 9 1472 1.6 70379 9009 -.60193045 -966709177 U.43893998 270 273 193 .b1964 1 3 9 18 19.1472 1.0 70379 9010 -.43601655 -,88478759 0.16443992 320 266 .7 1941964 7 3 9 24 37.0163 1.0 70334 9007 -.55636150 -.65778299 0,50772376 210 263 ,7 05	 j1964 7 3 9 24 37.0763 1.0 7U334 9010 -,46746059 -.82051468 -932899279 230 260 .7 05	 11964 7 4 7 31 31.1289 1.0 70335 9007 *27092494 -.67136744 0.68983001 22U 255 .9 08
1964- 1 4 7 31 31,1289 1.0 70335 9010 .52481166 -.80606339 -927355901 280 255 16 051964 7 4 7 34 31.1195 1.0 70336 9007 .26454793 -.80818385 U.52616847 270 256 1.4 .31964 7 4 7 34 31.1195 1.0 70336 9010 .43300849 -.765.90054 -.47526940 240 256 08 941964 7 5 8 12 37.0760 1.0 70337 9001 .66035217 -.49585B29 0656396770 270 236 09 .41964 7 5 8 12 37,0760 1.0 70337 9010 .17710562 -.50924786 0.84219963 330 252 .7 •7	 1
1964 7 5 8 15 49.0054 1,0 70338 9001 .65130011 -.66422518 0.36689655 280 243 .4 .61964 7 5 8 15 490054 1.0 70338 9010 .15755682 -975830785 0.63257020 370 257 .7 961964. 7 5 8 24 41.1301 i.0' 70382 9007 -,17226207 -.69887850 0,69418630 220 261 .4 971964 7 5 8 24 4191301 1.0 70382 9010 ,00540329 -997739818 -921133765 290 258 09 .31964 7 5 8 24 43.1487 1.0 70383 9007 -,17291117 -670020761 0969268393 220 161 .4 .6
1964 7 5 8 24 43,1487 1.O 70383 9009 -00799627 -.93715814 0,16392961 330 264 1.0 .31964 7 5 8 24 43,1487 1.0 70383 9010 000479841 -•97680247 -921408856 290 258 ,7 .31964 7 5 8 24 49.1487 1.0 70384 9001 .47270796 -983878396 -.27U16412 230 253 .e .31964 7 5 8 24 49.1487 1.0 70384 9007 -.17484921 -00414979 0.68818662 220 261 .4 .61964 7 5 8 24 4991487 1.0 70384 9009 -.30947407 -993825248, O.I5462239 330 264 08 93
1964 i' S 8 24 49.1447 1.0 70344 9010 000300411 -.97499150 -922222185 290 258 .8 .3
_ 1964 7 5 8 25 1.1301 10 70385 9001 946751442 -.83757801 -928265411 230 253 07 931964 7 5 8 25 1.1301 190 70385 9007 -.17875798 -,71198310 0.67906233 220 261 ,4 .71964 7 5 8 25 1.1301 10 70385 9010 -.00056250 -.97119888 -923826964 290 258 .7 931964 1 5 8 25 1591352 1.0 70386 g001 .46143500 -.83595337 -.29708535 230 253 .7 03
1964 7 5 d 25 15 9 1352 1.0 70386 9007 -.18339051 -,72106848 0.66815280 220 261 .4 ,61964 7 6 9 10 15.1495 10 70339 9001 .24579736 -,87197960 0,42336183 350 248 97 081964 7 6 9 10 15 9 1495 1.0 70339 9009 -953042118 -649768779 (!.68626543 240 281- 1.1 08
-` 1964 7 7 7 28 29.1530 1.0 70541 9007 922513049 -.72181986 0065444049 230 256 .4 941964 7 7 7_2B 29.1550 100 70341 9009 921924153 =.97552136 0,01706540 370 259 .9 .4
- 1960 7 7 7 32 19.1571 10 70342 9007 .19799696 -.88821554 0 9 41457250 290 257 1.1 441964 7 7- 7 32 19.1571 1.0 70342 9009 .12998533 -992767506 -,34950206 310 257 .8 .4	 =:1964 7 10 7 11 59.0933 1.0 70343 9009 .18778838 -931207668 0.93131281 230 250 1.0 481964 7 10 7 11 59.,0933 1.0 %0343 9010 .53870044 -.42_532948 0.72725282 320 241 .5 .31964- 7,10 7 24 47.!1194 1.0- 70387 9009 .15394544 -.98803444 0 9 00942056 360 259 1.8 •3
1964 l 10 7 24 47.1194 190	 - 70387 9010 9 40921567 -.84710538 -- .33905016 270 255 .7 .51964 7 10 7 25 761195 1.0 70388 9005 •17632624 -.75428198 0963243004 240 256 1.3 09	 J1964 7 10 7 25 7.1,195 1 9 0 70388 9009 .14717646 -,98879162 -.02510422 360 259 1.7 e31964 7 10 7 25 7.1195 1.0 70388 9010 .39944281 -.84202505 -936254552 270 255 08 .61964 7 10 7 25 23.1218 190 70389 9007 *17458391 -.76645093 U.61812089 250 256 193 09
16 l
Table 2 (Cont. )
6102801
DATL TIME SIGMA 065 NU STA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A b
Y M U H M S MSEC SEC 5LC
14(4 1 IV 7 25 21.1218 1.0 70389 9010 .39162344
-683759940 -.38086523 260 255 I.2 IOU
1 *'4 7 11 8 4 51.U620 1,0 70344 9001 .60939906 -.51915160 U.59926155 280 135 68 07
19064 7 11 8 4 5190620 1.0 70344 9010 908418753 -.51200417 0.85483761 330 257 08 ,4
1964 1 11 8 b 27.11467 1,0 70345 9001 ,58982273 -971.774172 0.37007563 300 244 1.0 .7
1964 1 11 8 8 27.0467 1.0 70345 9010 .04197639 -.78735413 0961507029 370 260 1.6 06
11b4 1 11 8 17 15.U4U1 1.0 70390 9001 .39855805 -.87416135 -.27747687 240 253 9 7 06
1464 1 11 8 17 150401 10 70390 9010 -x10718934 - .97U2574U -921705074 290 2.59 .8 L.O
19h4 7 11 8 17 15.1617 190 70391 9001 939850497 -.87414417 -.27760720 240 k53 .7 ,6
1164 7 11 8 It 15.1617 1.0 70391 9409 -.40298673 -.90300064 0.14896825 310 264 1,2 1.0
1964 7 11 8 17 15.1617 1.0 70391 9010 -.10721814 -.97021808 -.21721222 290 259 08 100
1464 7 11 8 17 31.1,613 1,0 70392 9001 ,39152808 -.87172404 -929462342 240 153 .8 07
4	 1964 7 11 8 17 31.1613 1.0 70392 9007 -.25954225 -.704284U9 0.66077359 220 262 1,U 05
1464 '1 11 8 17 31.I613 1,0 70392 9009 -940649752 -.90501277 0.12534613 310 264 .8 ,7
11+64 7 11 8 17 31.1613 1.0 70392 9010 -,11096285 --.96484743 -.23823661 280 259 .6 07
l 4► 64 7 11 8 17 5101518 1.0 70393 9007 -.26698037 -.71615116 0.64486355 220 262 1.0 05
1464 1 11 8 17 71.1578 1.0 70393 9009 -.41068081 -990671899 0,09592677 310 264 09 97
1964 7 11 8 17 5101518 1.0 70393 9010 -.11551804 -995761360 -.26387833 280 258 1 5 .6
1964 7 11 6 17 590571 1.0 70394 9007 -.26995352 -.72077878 0.63843797 220 262 1,2 .7
1968 7 11 8 17 5990571 1,,0 70394 9010 -.11727927 -995460602 -927381183 270 258 .7 08
1 9134 1 11 10 56 31.1563 190 70346 9001 -.83941068 -.49144915 0,23209361 300 269 1,5 93
I91+4 1 11 10 56 31,1563 1.0 70346 9012 .07048970 -,91231792 0.40336982 250 243 ,6 .4
1964 / 12 6 28 1U 9 8865 1.0 70347 9007 .58860540
-958585989 0955705644 240 254 .4 ,3
1.964 1 12 6 28 1U.8H65 1 9 0 70347 9010 .72421963 -.57638063 -.37853837 240 255 .7 94
1964 7 13 7 20 27.1650 1.0 70349 9007 .13549982 -972467357 0967542439 230 257 .4 ,7
1964 7 13 7 10 27,1650 1.0 70349 9009 .10106853 -999257842 0.06762568 370 259 ,7 •8
1964 1 14 8 U 5206378 1 0 0 70395 9001 .58187318 -,52372970 0.62219836 290 235 0 3 ,7
1164 7 1'# 8 0 52.6378 1.0 70395 9009 -.21007559 -•32721648 U.92130113 220 286 1.1 .4
1964 '1 14 8 1 3.1441 1.0 70396 9001 •58177456 -953486818 0.61274333 290 236 .3 ,6
1964 7 14 8 1 3.1441 100 70396 9009 -.21287668 -933736721 0,	 1698794 220 285 1.1 .5
1164 7 14 8 1 3.1441 1.0 70396 9010 .0372.2589
-.51730329 0.85499213 330 260 .6 .9
1964 1 I4 8 1 8,6594 1.0 70397 9009 -.21436647 -,34271412 0991465515 230 285 1.5 ,7
1964 7 14 8 1 8.6394, 1,0 70397 9010 .03619495 -.52473166 0.85049786 330 260 05 ,7
1964 1 14 8 5 31.1679 1.0 70350 9001 954476610 -,77708670 001522398 300 245 ,7 ,6
1964 7 14 8 5 31.1679 1.0 70350 9010 -.02968919 -084262090 0,53768817 380 262 15 ,3
1964 7 14 8 13 7.1634 1.0 70348 9001 .36812716 - .8932586,1 -,25801444 250- 253 97 69
1964 7 14 8 13 7.1634 1.0 70398 9010 -.15650338 -.97001867 -.18593136 290 259 1.0 .7
1964 7 14 6 13 31.1251 100 70399' 9001 .35767295 -9889553 .56 -92841.9100 240 253 15 .6 i
1964 7 14 -8 13 3101251 1 0 0 70399 9007 -.29255330 -.68929729 0.66278338 210 263 1.0 .7
1964 7 14 8 11 31.1251 100 70399 9010 - 916149737 - .96252479
-
.21786378 280 259 .7 .5
1964 7 14 8 13 55,1237 1.0 70400' 9001 .34727629 -.885114#32 -.30979176 240 253 .7 09
1964 1 14 8 13 55.1237 1.0 70400 9007 -.30175539 -.70303291 0.64396305 220 263 1.4 1,1
1964 7 16 7 4 7.2103 1.0 70401 9001 .7901822:3 -.40576766 0.45930888 240 236 08 ,5
1964 1 16 7 4 7,2103 100 70401 9009 .11260436 -.32265114 0.93979599 230 256 ,7 09
1964 7 16 7 4 31,2107 1,.0 70402 9001_ .79236587 -* 42445469 0,43817182 240 237 .7 .5
1964 7 16 7 4 31.2107 1,0 70402 9009 .11468226 -.34823227 0.93036674 240 257 ,6 08
1964 7 16 7 4 31.2107 100 70402 ^110 .46499205 -,48099254 0.74325539 330 244 1.2 ,4
1964 7 16 7 7 15.2269 100 704U4 9001 .79364456 -.53959280 U.28101232 250 242 1,4 1.3
1964 1 16 7 7 .15.2269 1,0 70404 9009 .12332670 -.53163346 0.83794772 280 260 12 09
1964 7 1b 7 7 39.2273 1.0 70405 9001 979181641 -.55428150` 0.25651275 250 243
1964 7 16 7 7 39.2273 110 70405 9009 .12362528 -.55928423 0,81970601 290 260 08 .6
1964 1 16 7 7 39.2273 100 70405 9010 948805288 -.70086913 0,52017963 360 250 1,7 .51964 7 16 r 16 35.1662 1,0 -70351 9007 .09046524 -.73021701 0.67719950 230 257- .7 ,3
1964 7 16 7 16 35.1662 1 0 0 7035.1 9009 .03972091 -•99626761 0.07663614 360 260- 48 ,4
1964 7 17 8 11 19.1774 110 70352 9001- .27651381 -.88014597 -,38585384 230 254 .7 .4<
1964 7 17 8 11 19.1774 110 70352 9007 -.36754210 -973053988 0,57552088 230 262 143 .5
1964 7 18 22 42 300457 1.0 70367 9006 08139334 .20666502 0,58682427 290 282 08 .71964 7 18 22 42 30.9457 1.0 70367 9008 .35578879 .55871770 0974916545 360 255 08 05
1964 7 19 7 12 23.1712 1.0 70353 9007 .04949211 -.71861923 0,69364035 220 258 .3 e31964 7 19 7 12 23.1712 1,0 70353 9009- -01470837 -.99275841 0,11922417 360 261 .7 .3










'fable 2 (Cont. )
i 6102801
OATt TIME SIGMA 065 NO STA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A is
Y M V H M S M5EC 54C SEC
1964 7 2U 7 52 5992429 160 70354 9010 -.04855294 -.48519701 0.87305582 320 265 ,6 .h
1964 7 2U 7 56 1992446 1.0 70355 9001 ,49662182 -.7392725U 0,454799b9 31.0 243 64 .5
1964 7 20 7 56 19.2446 1 0 0 70355 9010 -.11023148 -.73627718 0.66764132 360 265 1.4 1.2
1964 1 2U 8 6 3866703 ISO 70407 9001 .25648682 -.90657858 -.33515637 240 254 1.2 .7
1964 1 20 8 6 38.6103 1.0 70407 9010 -,27006538 -.9264326U -.26227338 260 260 1.2 1,U
1964 7 20 8 6 540590 1,0 70408 9001 .24984712 -^.90408257 -.35188557 240 154 1.0 66
1964 7 2U 8 6 5497590 100 70408 9007 -.38799277 -00036857 U.59912059 220 263 .6 60
1964- 7 2U 8 6 54.1590 1,U 704U8 9010 - 9 272U9198 -•.92016671 -.28153007 260 259 1.0 08
1964 7 4U 8 7 1067591 1.0 70409 1001 .24332115
-.89733976 -•36820670 230 254 1,U 05
1964 110 7 10.7591 1.0 70409 9007 -439466272 -.70809153 0.56553200 220 263 ,6 08
1964 7 20 10 43 15.1634 1.0 70356 9001 -.85770383 -.35U72334 0.37594851 300 274 l.0 06
1964 7 20 lU 43 15.1634 I.0 70356 9012 .04045968 -.83727712 0,54527978 250 240 1.2 .6
1964 7 2U 10 47 55.1666 1.0 70357 9001 -.92330334 -938400486 0.00715611 250 268 09 .3
1964 7 lU 10 47 55.1666 1,0 70357 9012 -olZ003768 -996143590 U.24745094 280 240 0 8 .3
1964 7 21 8 50 23.1513 1.0 70410 9001 .01019194 -.84192637 0.53949616 370 252 1,7 ,6
1964 7 21 8 50 23,1513 1.0 70410 9010 -.57043118 -.59546716 0,56570940 310 277 I.B .7	 ti
1964 1 21 8 50 35.1691 1.0 70411 9001 .00356918 .85295911 0.52196553 370 252 1,6 05
1964 7 21 8 50 35.1691 1.0 70411 9009 -.63272397 -.40329066 0.66107263 22U 284 1.3 .4
1964 1 21 8 50 35.1691 i.0 70411 9U10 -.57585836 -.60406733 0.55089909 310 276 1,9 .B
1964 '1 21 8 50 47.1554, 1,0 70412 9009 -.63798509 -,41030925 0.65162976 220 283 1-,2 .4
1964 7 21 8 50 47.1554 1.0 70412 9010 -.58115641 --.61239640 0.53593645 310 276 1.8 ,7
1964 1 21 8 52 19.1512 1.0 70413 9069 -,67676524 -.46064920 0.57427443 230 280 1 8 100
1964 7 21 8 52 1961572 1.0 70413 9010 -.61.726110 -.66759049 0.41630718 30'- 274 .1,9 .7
1964 7 21 8 52 39.1573 1.0 70414 9001 -.06366023 -.94221920 0,32889262 970 254 ,6 00
1964 7 21 8 52 39.1513 1.O 70414 9009 -.68,474630 -.47U69397 0.55638987 230 279 19 100
1964 7 21 8 52 39.1573 1.0 70414 9010 -,62399160 -.67745971 008946479 300 273 1,3 .4
1964 721 8 53 3.1557 1.0 70415 9001 -.07608656 -.95400679 0.28996876 360 254 .6 98
1964 7 21 8 53 3.1557 1,0 70415 9009 -.69409457 -,48226967 0.53446112 230 179 1.0 1.1
1964 7 26 7 49 43.1116 1.0 70358 9009 -.42588881 -.53356326 0.73070443 260 279 1.4 3
L964 7 26 7 49 43.1116 I,0 70358 9010 -,23626728 -.78265711 0.57586945 360 267 .7 1.1
1964, 7 48 6 48 17,1660 -1.0 10416 9001 •71265359 -944941277 0.53865854 260 23b 1 5 .6
1964 7 28 6 48 17,1660 1.0 70416 9010 .28517108 -.47342321 0.83339542 320 247 .6 ,5
1964 1 2b 6 48 37.1118 1.0 7Q417 9001 .71413640 -.46745961 0.52104771 260 236 0 5 .6
1964 7 2H 6 4b 37.1718 1.0 70417 9009 -,03274306 -934266045 0.93888855 230 271 1.4 ,4
1964 7 28 6 48 37.1118 1.0 70417 9010 ,28686652 -o50U17956 O B1702387 330 248 16 05
1964
_7 2b 6 48 43.1719 1 1 0 70418 9009 -.03324207 -.34892221 0,93656193 230 271 1.7 ,b
1964 7 28 6 48- 43.1119 1.0 70418 9010 .28732065 -.50820048 0.81189846 330 248 .6 05
1964 1 28 6 52 35.2684 1.0 70419 9001 ,70367067 -,65374975 0,27831431 270 244 .7 08
1964 7 2b 6 52 35.2684 1.0 70419 9010 .28106435 -.79532812 0,53708101 380- 255 1.1 1.0
1964 7 28 6 52 59,1715 1,.0 70420 9001 .69972149 -.66871091 0,,25142704 270 244 ,7 08
1964 7 28 6 52 59.1715 1.0 70420 9009 -906794687 -.62709890 0.77597048 290 267 ,4 .7
1964 7 28 6 52 59,1715 1,0 70420 9010 ,27747294 -,81968362 0.50112626 38O 255 1.2 1.1
1964 7 28 6 53 15,1717- 1.0 70421 9009 -.07102814 -964439495 006138699 300 267` .6 1,1
1964 7 28 6 53 15.1117 1,0 70421 9010 ,27475869 -.83516633 0.47645027 380 255 I S O 1.0
1964 7 29 7 44 31.1176 1,U 70422 9001 .38508820 -.76303111 0,51912484 330 244 .7 .7
L964 1 29 7 44 31,1176 1.0 70422 9009 -x,42265246 -.45491435 0.78384809 240 283 .7 1.1	 J
1964 7 30 0 12 59,1821 1.0 70368 9004 911322757 .64531064 "0975548243 250 219 .3 194	
11964 7 30 0 12 59.1821 1.0 70368 9008 .43440569 -01687528 0.84313804 250 304 .8 ,4
1964 7 30 0 1.7 47.1849 100 7U369 9004 .41037290 ,73040442 0.54598852 280 236 1.0 .7
1964 7 30 0 17 4791 8 49 1.0 70369 9008 471782454 -.30161730 0.62749895 260 287 1.2 0 8
1964 7 30 8 38 39.1499 190 70360 9001 -.14103128 -.79b50134 0.58523994 380 255 ,8 05
1964 7 30 8 38 39.1499 1.0 70360 9010 -.64992310 -.51516219 0.55875566 290 279. .9 .6
1964 7 30 8 43 27.1682 1.0 70361 9001 -:29649056 -.94686616 0,12465080 340 257 .5 .8
1964 7 30 8 43 27.1682 190 70-61 9010 -.74205872 -.63904387 0.20241489 260 272 1.0 .3
1964 7 31 6 44 51.3450 100 70362 9001 .69243667 -.48789089 0.53150159 270 -236 ,7 .6
1964 1 31 6 44 51.3450 1.0 70362 9010 .24126128 -.51693266 0902132431 330 250 1.7 1.0
1964 7 31 6 48 3.3505 1.0 70363 9001 .68454636 -x64686775 0,33609284 270 243 I S O 9`3
1964 7 31 6 48 30505
-190 70363 9010 .23159584 -*76189517 0,60487942 370 255 .7 .8
1964 7 31 6 52'27.1324 -1,0 70364 9001- .62046448 -09372876 0.02816132 260 249 08 ,9





UATL 7IME SIGMA OBS NO STA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A b
Y M L N M b MSEC SEC SLC
1964 7 31 9 32 31.1915 1.0 70365 9001 _.62691283 -.53815184 0956335859 350 VO .7 86
1944 1 31 9 32 3191915 1.0 70365 9010 -984429317 -.27713131 0.49865813 230 283 s3 .4
1964 1 31 9 36 11.2UO8 1,0 70366 9001 -.74520966 -962487122 0.2328U576 320 467 96 08
1964 7 31 9 3b 11.2008 1.0 70366 9010 -990853592 -934185764 U.2.4019958 210 276 .7 09
1964 b 1 7 37 31.3212 1.0 70424 9001 ,38922073 -.55690416 U.73373359 310 236 ,6 .6
1964 8 1 7 37 310212 1.0 70424 9010 -.21537049 -.45526175 0.86391683 310 275 .7 .4
14h4 b 1 7 40 590310 100 70425 9001 .33688715 -.79131193 0.51022787 340 245 94 .4
1964 8 1 7 40 59.3370 1.0 70425 9010 -00644447 -.69231420 0965329384 340 270 .4 93
1964 d 2 8 35 39.3258 1.0 70426 9001 -922617957 -.82569830 0.51678344 380 257 .7 .3
19b4 b 4 8 35 3903258 1.0 70426 9010 -969671039 -.52107481 0.49302705 280 278 .7 .5
1964 b 3 6 44 39.1836 1.0 70438 9001 .65404014 -.68623404 0.31829913 280 244 .4 .4
1964 d 3 6 44 39.,1836 1.0 70438 9010 9 17176950 -.80021586 0.57458665 380 251 7 .3
1964 8 3 6 45 3.II83 1.0 70439 9001 .64966154 -.70254844 0.29045752 280 244 .4 .4
'	 1964 d 3 6 45 391183 1.0 70439 9009 -.15388938 -.60857628 0.77842981 280 270 66 .4
1964 a 3 -	 b 45 3.1783 1.0 70439 9010 .16705880 -.82546479 0.53916532 380 257 .1 03
1964 b 3 6 45 15 9 1783 1.0 70440 9001 .64728027 -971037659 0.27639347 280 245 96 .71964 d 3 6 45 159 1783 1.0 70440 9009 -915694957 -.62100772 0.76792984 290 270 08 .7F	 1964 b 3 6 49 17.1832 1.0 70441 9001 957551738 -.81766255 -.01441179 260 250 1.0 05
`	 1964 b 3 6 49 17.1832 1.0 70441 901,0 .09687755 -.98782020 0.12176203 350 258 .7 05
1964 d 3 6 49 45 9 1135 10 70442 9001 956492584 -.82377326 -.04750170 260 250 1.2 .6
1964 b 3 6 49 45.1135 1.0 70442 9009 -.23370413 -.86063623 0.45242420 330 266 1.4 .31964 8 3 6 49 45.1735 1.0 70442 9010 908779033 -.99326880 0.07556420 350 258 08 96
19b4 b 3 6 49 41,1/25 1.0 70443 9001 .56415667 -.82416143 -.04985167 260 250 1.4 .7
1964 8 3 6 49 47.1725 1,0 70443 9009 -.23428639 -986196265 0,44958901 330 266 1.6 031964 b 4 7 33 59,1808 190 70444 9009 -940488026 -.29578853 0.86520583 210 294 ,7 .4
1064 b 4 7 33 59.1808 1.0 70444 9010 -.26283356 -.46798237 0,84374820 310 277 09 .7
1964 8 4 7 34 23.1675 1.0 70445 9001 .34281504 -.61369468 0.71123603 320 239 .6 05
1964 8 it 7 34 23.1675 110 70445 9009 -941486049 -.31539852 U.85347205 220 292 .6 .3
1964 8 4 7 34 23.1675 1..o 70445 9010 -.27400211 -.49620745 0,82383312 310 276 08 .71964 8 4 7 34 43.1664 1.0 70446 9001 .33788797 -.63799440 0,69195005 330 240 ,8 .7
1964- d 4 7 34 43.1664 1,0 70446 9009 -.42324979 -.33172422 0.84310062 220 291 09 .5
1964 b 4 7 38 43.1909 1.0 70447 9001 .25531336 -.88248368 0.39501600 350 249 1.5 1.1
1964 8 -4 7 38 43.1909 1.0 70447 9009 -.52603650 -.51699327 0.67528036 250 t80 1.8 1.2
1964 b 4 7 39 3.1894 1.0 70448 9001 .24682705 -989724476 0936609869 350 249 1.1 .8
1964 8 4 7 39 3:.1894 1.0 70448 9009 -.53440352 -.53091710 0.65767766 250 279 1.2 08
1964 d 4 7 39 3.1894 1.0 70448 9010 -.39768103 -977340126 0.49366010 340 270 .4 ,61964 b 4 7 39 27,1844 1.0 70449 9009 -.54432653 -.54716928 0.63585722 250 278 1.3 09
1964 8 4 7' 39 27.1844 10 70449 9010 -940655008 -.79004058 0.45886045 340 269 05 .7
1964 d 4 10 20 11.1`191 1.0 70461 9001 -.772,56789 -.09084477 0962839962 290 284 1.0 .6
1964 . 8 4 10 20 11.1191 1.0 70461 9012 .06265226 -.61330025 0 9 78736110 230 227 08 94
1964 d 4 10 23 19.1777 1.0 70462 9001 -989627223 -.15899298 0.41402575 280 278 13 .7
1964 b 4 10 23 19.1177 1.0 70462 9012 -.07482106 -974462137 0,66326035 270 238 05 03
1964 8 4 10 26 15.2 0 09 100 70463 9001 -.96013719 -919429919 ,0,20095871 250 274 ,5 .5
1964 b 4 10 26 15,2009 100 70463 9012 -.20825096 -.84581050 0.49115795 300 245 96 1.0
1964 b 5 0 14 230810 1.0 70464 9004 .67704349 .67823763 0.28566734 300 245 08 ,4
.	 1964 b 5 O 14 23.1810' 1 0 0 70464 9008 .86938457 -.34950680 0.34930712 240 279 1.3 1.2
1964 8 5 5 45 31.1843" 1.0 70450 9001 .84778110 -.41498778 0.33023075 2s"10 240 09 101
1964 8 5 5 45 31 9 1843 1.0 70450 9010 .61287304 -.498528?.6 0.61307113 330 244 1.0 05
19 6 4 8 5 5 45 43,1848 190 70451 9001 984818022 -.42260640 0.31936522 230 240 .6 .71964 8 5 5 45 43.1848 100 70451 9009 .26218379 -.40531223 0,87577489 260 251 12 93
i
1964 e 5 5 45 43.1848 100 70451 9010 .61566185 -.51156110 0.59938779 330 244 061964 8 5 5 46 791535 1.0 70452 9001 .84861590 -943748325 0.29742135 230 241 96 97
1964 8 5 5 46 7.1535 1.0 70452 9010 .62.067062 -.53716560 0.57115768 330 245 .6 .31964 8 5" 5 50 51.1865 100 70453 9009 .30298903 -.74853638 0958982280 350 257 .7 .7
1964 8 5 5 50 51.1865 10 70453 9010 .61502441 -.77049299 0;16758737 340 252 1.2 08
1964 8 5 5 51 3.1866 1.O 70454 9001 481574614 -957830852 0.01083932 220 248 ,6 .71964 d 5 5 51 3.1866 10 70454 9009 ..30311413 -976081470 U.57383170 350 257 .7 .7
1964 8 5 5 51 3.1866 10 70454 9010 .612`11722 -977657488 0.14914411 340 252 1.3 .91964 8 6 9 23 31 9 1928 1.0 70427 9001 -962571470 -.41628057 0965961465 340 274 97 05





































































Y	 M D H M
	 5
1964 d 6
	 9 28 1191837
1964 8 6
	 9 28 11.1837
1964 8 7
	 7 29 2711204
1964 8 7	 7 29 27.1204




1964 8 7 10 15 15.1858
1964 8 7 10 15 15.1858
1964 8 7 10 19 5561888
1964 8 7 10 19 55.1888
1964 6 7 10 24 27.1886
1964 8 7 10 24 2791886
1964 8 9 C3 5 19.2031
1964 6 9 23 5 19.2031
1964 b 9 23 8 55.1922
1964 8 9 23 8 55.1922
1964 8 9 23 13 27.2209
1964 8 9 23 13 27.2209
1964 8 10 10 12 19.1895
1964 8 lU 10 12 19.1895
1964 8 lU 23 53 39.2037
1964 8 10 23 53 39.2037
1964 8 10 23 57 3.2U79
1964 8 lU 23 57 3.2U79
1964 8 11	 0 1 47.2143
1964 8 11
	 0 1 47.2143
1964 8 11
	 5 39 1,9.1473
1964 b 11	 5 39 19.1473
1964 8 11 11 4 391936
1964 d 11 11 4 3.1936
1964 8 11 11 7 43,19U8
1964 8 11 11 7 43.1908
1964 8 12 23 8 4711935
1964 d 12' 23 8 47.1935
1964 b 12 23 11 55.2U54
1964 8 12 23 11 55.2054
1964 b,13 10 7 15.1886
1964 8 13 10 7 15.1886
1964 8 13 10 10 55.1980
1964 8 13 10 10 55.1980
1964 b 13 10 15 35.1943
1964 8 13 10 15 35.1943
1964 8 17	 5 27 39.1317
1964 8 17
	 5 27 39.1317
1964 8 1't	 8 16 11,1893
1964 8 17
	 8 16 11,1893
1964 8 18	 3 40 27.1908
1964 8 18	 3 40 27.1908
1964 8 18	 6 24 51.2U10
1964 8 18	 6 24 51,2010
1964 8 18	 6 R5 3.2011
1964 8 18	 6 25 3.2011
1964 8 18
	 6 25 312011
1964 b 18	 6 25 27.18315
1964 8 18	 6 25 27/18395
1964 8 16 22 53 43.2035
1964 8 18 22 53 43.2035
1964 8 16 23 2 51.2103























































































































































































































M	 N	 OMEGA PHI
	-.54347074 .26 78054	 310 269
	
-.90562409 0.40730922	 240 243
	
-.53447368 0,78249548	 310 236
	
.40894874 0.86835788 	 300 280
	
-.84090274 0.48914618 	 350 240
	
-.69139723 0.59583142	 330 272
	















-.87282513 0.35491401 320 249
	









-910502382 0.69103967	 300 283
	


























-,40241637 0/62782707	 240 290
	






















-.11111553 0.42821316	 290 277
	














































































































































0% TIME. SIGMA OBS NO STA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A b
Y M U H M S MSEC 5EC SEC
1 416+1 d 19 7 18 110870 190 70435 9010 -.54457772 -.58802644 0959804683 310 277 .8 .7
19b4 b 19 23 46 47.1574 1.0 70484 9004 .22721560 .50317891 0.83377698 270 120 65 97
1964 b 19 23 46 4791574 190 70489 9008 94710375 -.45578745 0.75506991 230 302 190 5
1964 b 22 7 15 3192$33 1.0 70436 9001 -.04984226
-•87639497 0.47900690 370 253 99 96
1964 6 22 7 15 31.2333 1 9 0 70436 9010 -,60651924 -961324365 0.50603027 300 176 1 9 U I92
1964 b 22 10 0 23.2U40 IA 70490 9001 -992312282 •02712797 008354704 240 281 9 3 101
1964 d 22 10 0 2392040 190 70490 9012 -.25436623 -.60656983 0,75324024 290 241 1.1 1.2
144 8 14 22 44 31.2159 1.0 70491 9004 .07067427 .65619652 0975127310 240 217 97 190
1964 8 24 22 44 3192159 1,0 70491 9008 ,39915503 -928714837 U.87075891 250 307 1.0 l.7
1964 b 24 22 46 43.2170 190 70492 9004 .20279716 970778329 0,67669500 260 426 1 9 1 1	 1
'--164 8 24 22 46 43.2170 1.0 70492 9008 954101349 -.27488039 0.79482399 260 246 1.3 .b
10b4 8 24 22 5U 19.2194 1.0 70493 9004 .41269561 976182766 0.49930046 280 237 1.0 ,7
1964 8 24 22 50 19.2194 1.0 70493 9008 .74788208 -625778249 0.61173571 270 285 1.2 1.0
1964 8 25 23 42 19.2205 1.0 70494 9004 .49059383 .46700152 0.73568150 320 236 98 .6
'	 1464 8 25 23 42 19o4iO5 1.0 70494 9008 961783774
-.50577333 0.60205470 220 292 1.2 93
1964 8 27 8 55 550ZU86 1.0 70495 9001 -.73441649 -.16161454 0.65917612 300 283 .8 .3
1964 b 27 d 55 55.2086 1.0 7049$ 9012 .11819972 -.64229195 0.75729114 220 227 1.`U 05
1964 8 27 8 59 23.2060 1.0 70496 9001 -,87591885 -.24729506 0.41425997 290 276 .5 1.4
1964 b 27 8 59 23.2060 1.0 70496 90I2 -oU1717769 -.78653637 0961730500 260 238 194 1.0
1964 b 27 22 46 31.2087 190 70497 9004 .4353601.6 974068193 0,511'(1458 280 237 .4 .6
1964 8 21 22 46 31.2087 1.0 70447 9008 .74590651 -.28b16082 0.60144448 260 285 98 .7
1964 1) 28 23 34 59 9 2U89 1.0 70498 9004 .12561266 ,41709065 098804171.3 280 218 1 8 1.0
1964 u 28 23 34 59.2U 89 1.0 70498 9008 .44441376 -950518745 0.73978514 220 3U3 1.6 1.0
1464 b 28 13 39 39.2179 1,0 70499 9004 .59077193 ,42775986 0.68411258 330 240 195 94
1964 b 28 23 39 39.2179 1.9 70499 9008 .65589849 -.52917290 0.53830587 21U 289 08 .b
1964 8 3U 6 5 21.2158 1.0 70459 9001 .40241952 -.53630291 004191490 3U0 235 1,1 .7
1964 b 30 6 5 27,2158 190 70459 9009 -.35513446 -.27803879 0,89250991 210 295 96 l.0
1964 8 3U 6 6 .005q 1.0 70460 9001 ,39728031
- * 57 109632 0,71442046 310 237 09 15
1964 8 30 6 6 ,UU59 1.0 70460 9010 -920529003 -.48U32276 0.85272859 310 274 98 08
1964 b 3U 6 9 8.UU10 1, 0 70437 9001 .35115968 -.78325839 0.51302356 330 245 1.4 1.1
1964 8 3U 6 9 b.UU10 1,0 70437 9010 -.28454107 -•69388304 0.66148523 340 270 911 05
1964 8 3U 8 51 31.2154 1.0 70500 9001 -01919395 -.11444724 0.68531882 290 185 1.0 .4
1964 8 30 8 51 31.2154 1.0 70500 9012 .11769254 -.60358084 008856746 220 225 IOU 94
1964 8 31 9 44 35.2.194 1.0 70501 9001 -977101619 .16713701 U961449105 240 291 1.0 09
1964 8 31 9 44 35.2194 1.0 70501 9012 -907207075 -.37103915 U.92581626 230 223 .6 .7
1964 8 31 9 48 27.22U1 1.0 70502 9001 -01005571 911476169 009828176 230 282 18 93
1964 d 31 9 48 27.2201 100 70502 9012 -00820982
-.49476672 0.81253468 290 242 .7 93
19b4 9
1
5 11 3.2324 100 70503 9001 .67325256 -,596410;8 0.43706413 270 240 1.0 1.0
1964 9 1 5 11 3.2324 3.0 70503 9009 -.10657880 -.46988817 0,87626826 250 272 1.5 93
1964 9 1 5 11 23.2254 1.0 70504 9001 967177429 -961274399 0.41625005 270 241 08 09
1964 9 1 5 11 23.2254 3.0 705U4 9009 -.11035395 -949099610 0.86414399 260 272 1.6 .4
1964 9 1 5 11 23.2254 1.0 70504 9010 920475065 -.69207974 0.69217253 360 255 68 09
1464 9 1 5 11 43.3137 1.0 70505 9001 .66991951 -962867952 09_39493026 270 241 190 1.0
1964 9 1 5 11 43.3137 1.0 70505 9010 .20252013 -.71657275 0966746467 360 255 .8 08
1964 9 1 7 56 10.2153 1,0 70506 9001 -.61096144 -.48924854 0.62238411 340 271 05 94
1964 9 1 7 56 10,2153 1.0 70506 9010 -* 83060727 -.2:4603104 0949857012 230 285 .4 95
1964 9 2 6 5 31.3773 1.0 70507 9061 .30280468 -.980486237 0.51039778 340 246 .B .3
1964 9 2 6 5 31.3773 i.0 70507 9010 -.33467449 -.69150275 0964016946 340 271 1.9 .3
1964 9 3 9 42 470211 100° 70508 9001 -985172386 .16151134 0,49847824 230 286 1.0 .4
1964 9 3 9 42 47.;3211 1.0 70508 9012 -.21312097 -.40532048 0,88896524 260 236 .3 195
1964 9 3 20 39 55.3192 1.0 70515 9006 .45247275 -.15978294 0.87734704 230 314 94 96
1964 9 3 20 39 55.3192 1.0 70515- 9008 .03667756 903483259 0.99871990 2,30 262 1.1 1.0	 a1964 9 3 20 44 39.3216 100 70516 9006 .70334178 -9022-47644 0.71049641 250 293 .7 97
1964 9- 3 20 44 39.3216 100 70516 9008 .33441105 .23165594 099135/233 310 267 97 93
1,964 9 3- 23 32 27,3252 1.0 70517 9004 .64606597 .34223849 0.68225478 350- 244 193 1.0
1964 9 3 23 32 27,3252 100 70517 9008 .65188523 -.56730717 000319799 200 288 98 -93
1964 9 4 5 6 31,2644 190 70509 9001 .64956577 -.57790982 0.49404914 280 239 97 .3
1964 9 4 5 6 31.2644 190 70509 9010 915966620 -962061294 0976768092 340 255 .7 .3
1964 9 4 21-36 27.3211 1.0 70518 9004 .13258532 .81200349 0956639376 240 229 07 05









Table 2 (Cont. )
6102801
UATr TIME SIGMA OB5 NO STA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A bY M U H M 5 MSEC SEC SEC
1964 9 5 6 U 23.3257 1.0 70511 9001 .24549003 -.73058986 0,62026922 34U 244 97 .31964 9 5 6 U 23,3257 1.0 70511 9009 -946892666 -.38980723 0979256426 220 287 1.6 .51964 9 5 8 44 3.3249 1.0 70512 9001 -* 75222768 -.06169521 0.65591374 28U 286 .d .31964 9 5 8 44 3.3249 1,0 70512 9012 .06652074 -.58043446 0.81158538 230 225 .6 .41964 9 5 19 46 430202 1.0 70519 9006 952548294 91.7427226 0.83276459 290 288 67 .8
1964 9 5 19 46 43.32U2 1,0 70519 9008 .00788803 .44309258 0.89644116 290 236 1.0 ,41964 9 5 22 25 35.8214 1,0 70520 9004 -.10872224 ,49693640 0.86094930 220 193 1.3 .31964 9 5 22 25 35.8214 1,0 70520 9008 ,18959382 -.37150909 0.90886478 210 332 1.6 .71464 9 5 22 29 15.8225 1.0 70521 9004 .11690801 .58386840 0680338671 250 115 ,4 .41964 9 5 22 29 15.8225 1.0 70521 9008 •41491545 -.36866801 0.03182274 230 307 1.0 .7
1964 9 6 9 3b 23.3229 1 1 0 70513 9001 -,74888812 .21907483 0,62543809 230 293 .4 .41964 9 6 9 36 23.3229 1.0 70513 9012 -907614666 -.29998009 0.95090148 220 222 1.2 Io51964 9 6 9 40 3.3258 1,0 70514 9001 -,88503443 .17325845 0.43208282 220 284 1.0 .6
1964 9 6 9 40 3.3258 1.0 70514 90;2 -.30617789 -.40212150 0,86287508 280 243 1.0 •B1964 9 8 22 25 55.33U2 1.0 70523 90U4 .15898791 .57263711 U.80424473 260 218 .6 68
1964 9 8 22 25 55.3302 1.0 70523 9008 .44489921 -08804557 0.80714641 230 304 ,7 ,61964 10 11 7 57 47.3683 1.0 70642 4001 -976402656 .24331820 0.59754470 220 292 1.0 .31964 lU 11 7 57 27.3683 1,0 70642 9012 -,13015781 -926344111 005585445 230 229 ,6 .61964 10 11 18 56 270627 1,0 70624 9006 ,46414001 -.20094327 0.86266787 220 315 .7 .81 964 1U 11 18 56 27.3627 1.0 70624 9008 .07300887 -,02250894 0.99707726 230 316 05 100
1964 lU 11 18 59 7.3673 1.0 70625 9006 ,60474292 -.13220204 008537165 230 302 .3 1.11964 10 11 18 59 7,3673 1.0 70625 9008 .23629064 ,06866079 0.96925354 260 281 1.3 .61464 10 11 19 2 1993733 1a0 70626 9006 975764240 -.05752738 0.65012967 240 291 .5 *51964 10 11 19 2 190133 1.0 70626 9008 ,45559354 ,1792.7908 0.87194813 310 273 .7 1.01964 lU 12 3 22 x.8726 1 9 0 70644 9001 ,57321437 -.54568267 0.61127384 280 236 .7 .3
1964 10 12- 3 22 6,6726 1.0 7U644 9009 -.20468389 -.35226832 0,91324232 220 284 .3 .61964 1:U 12 8 52 55.3661 1.0 70645 9012 -,37133755 .07049659 0.92581783 260 276 1.5 .71964 10 12 8 52 55.3661 1,0 70645 9117 -,24063141 -.19115735 0,95160674 220 238 .7 941964 10 12 k9 54 15.3744 1.0 70599 9004 .12511724 .74999457 0.64950275 240 225 08 71964 1U 12 19 54 1593744 140 70599 9008 ,49169937 -.17432455 0.85313696 260 296 .6 07
1964 lU 12 19 57 31.3746 1,0 70600 9004 .29513355 981084814 0.50539240 25U 234 .8 081964 10 12 19 57 31.3746 l.0 70600 9008 ,69808465 -.14022461 0.70215018 280 284 1.0 ,71964 1U ,13 1 54 39.3886 1.0 70542 9009 .32357657 -.62215222 -01289888 220 257 1.4 1.31964 1U 13 1 5439.3886 1.0 70542 9011 .36106643 -.90542987 0.22322138 260 256 1.1 .41964 10 13 1 54 51.3848 1.0 70543 9007 .51323939 -.842697BU -.16262148 340 259 1.4 1.6
1964 10 13 1 54 51 9 3848 1.0 70543 9009 .31690364 -.61567717 -.72146636 220 256 1.5 1941964 10 13 1 54 51.3848 1.0 70543 9011 ,358763107 -.90980453 0.20867248 270 256 09 01964 10 13 1 55 11.3843 1.0 70544 9007 .505001153 -.84082882 -.19488522 340 260 194
.
1.61964 lU 13 1 55 11.3843 1.0 70544 9011 .35464968 -991671840 0.18398636 270 256 09 .31964 10 13 7 0 59.3696 1,0 70646 9001 -977440345 900.386704 0,63268028 260 287 0 7 .7
1964 10 13 7 0 59.3696 140 70646 9012 .000474.35 -953184535 0.84684137 230 225 .5 .71964 10 13 15 16 270733 1 0 0 70627 9006 -045580600 .25475024 0,85284419 250 220 .7 .41964 10 13 15 16 27.3733 1.0 70627 9008 -.69465888 .35025257 0962830898 200 223 .8 091964 lU 1`3 17 59 43.3652 1,0 70629 9006 .36953627 -.03863507 0,92841277 240 312 .3 1.01964 10 13 17 59 43.3652 1.0 70629 9008 -.08859151 ,17658537 0,98029034 230 205 .5 97
1964 1U 13 18 5 43.3115 1.0 70630 9006 968423718 .19785191 000190747 280 284 ,7 951964 lU 13 18 5 43.3T15 1.0 70630 9008 .21936646 .50784975 0.83304681 320 250 .8 1,8	 J1964 lU 15 0 55 11,3/71 1.0 70545 9007 .88651797 -.46253165 0,01226220 280 263 1.1 •71964 lU 15 0 55 1163771 _	 1 0 0 70545 9011 .73770029 -.59518972 0,31866515 220 259 1.1 1.91964 lU 15 0 55 23.5273 190 70546 9007 .88560419 -.46442395 -,00395137 280 263 10 ,6
1964 10 15 0 55 23.5273 1.0 70546 9009 .70327750 -.39680177 -.58987212 230 262 .0 - .31964 10 15 0 55 23.5273 1.0 70546 9011 073922280 -.59976306 0 9 30632323 230 259 1.0 l.71964 lU 15 0 55 43.5164 100 70547 9107 .88361934 -.46718907 -03084210 280 263 ,9 .61964 10 15 0 55 43.5164 1.0 70547 9009 .69041939 -,39303387 -.60732647 230 -262 1.0 931964 10 15 0 59 31,3759 100 70676 9007 .81599960 -,46317632 -.34585018 300- 267 68 .4




Table 2 (Cont. )
6102801
DATE T1ML SIGMA OHS NO STA NO L m N OMEGA PHI A b
Y M li H M 5 M54C SLC SEC
1964 10 17 2 17 11,3809 1.0 70647 9001 .72186176 -.22093388 0465582!01 22U 225 .8 ,71964 !U 17 2 17 11,3HO9 1,0 70647 9010 05239649 -9179260OU 0.91852195 250 22; 1.3 1921964 IU 17 2 20 2393814 190 70648 9001 .75890102 -,38565772 0.52472599 240 234 1.0 031964 lU 17 2 20 230814 190 70648 9009 ,08032298 -.28521931 0.95509066 220 258 1. 4 031964 IU 17 18 52 190749 1,0 70631 9006 ,65948218 -,14958808 U.73659674 230 299 1 9 4 06
1964 IU 17 ltd 52 19.3749 1.0 70631 9008 933015137 ,04233326 U 9 94197824 270 285 1.2 l.01964 lU 17 18 55 31,3789 1.0 70632 9006 .80022435 -,08659645 0,59341557 230 289 0 8 1.01964 IU 17 18 55 310789 1.0 70632 9008 ,55315557 .13432897 0.82217677 310 276 1.0 ,41964 IU 14 9 39 580071 1.0 70649 9012 -.39944095 .47730916 0,78270230 240 290 1.1 lob1964 lU 19 9 39 58,9071 1.0 70649 9117 -.31834510 925389553 U.91334192 240 283 1.1 1-2
1964 lU 19 9 41 58,8916 1.0 70650 9117 -.43403323 ,30710178 0.84693781 260 278 .9 1.21964 1U 19 9 41 58.8916 ISO 70650 9012 -.49717519 .52365093 0.69181394 250 285 1,8 1941964 lU 22 15 9 7,3815 1.0 70633 9006 -,35688691 956237221 U.74590162 300 240 05 091964 10 22 15 9 7.3815 1.0 70633 9008 -.64036749 .56925068 U.51563858 220 233 1,5 ,61964 10 22 2U 39 39.3843 1,0 70602 9004 ,53506304 .48191717 0.69318003 310 238 .7 .5
1964 1U 22 2U 39 390843 1,0 70602 9008 ,65318788 -.48501587 0.58146814 220 2 N o7 .71964 lU 22 20 43 27.3908 1.0 70603 9004 .77519474 ,45b50843 0,43666139 320 246 1,3 o91964 1U 22 20 43 27.3908 k,0 70603 9008 .77948092 -.4943041U 008480248 210 282 94 01964 10 23 2 14 590810 100 70651 9001 .72782754 -,52807728 0.43749452 250 239 1.6 091564 10 23 2 14 59.3870 1.0 70651 9009 .00715572 -.43691463 0489947451 240 266 1.8 .3
1964 lU 24 0 24 19.3893 190 7U662 9004 .11215228 -.95948005 0,25849545 210 278 1.3 .71964 lU 24 0 24 190893 1,U 70662 9010 .88518966 -.12410949 0.44837049 240 240 •7 091964 10 24 3 27 31.3902 1.0 70652 9001 943913967 -.63224479 0.63829686 300 239 192 1.31964 lU 24 3 27 31,3902 1,0 70652 9U10 -,15029330 -956763470 0.80944597 320 269 1,2 1.71964 lU 24 3 10 47.3947 1,0 70653 9001 939234911 -.81887090 094/894227 310 246 •4 .7
1964 10 24 3 10 47.3947 1 0 0 70653 9010 -.22137794 -.77715229 0.58908923 340 267 04 1021964 10 24 19 40 17.3755 100 70604 9004 .25094877 .70876121 0965620354 264) 229 .4 1.41964 10 24 19 40 17.3755 1.0 70604 9008 ,587 ,59593 -.26797988 U ► 76349054 250 293 Lou .61964 lU 25 1 16 43.3864 190 70654 9009 .34718469 -.26199112 0990022578 230 240 .3 ,31964 lU 25 1 16 43.3864 1.0 70654 9010 * 67194697 -.34014038 0.65786913 280 239 0 8 .3
1964 lw 25 1 20 3 9 3899 1.0 70655 9009 .41295185 -.46196405 0978489489 270 249 .1 071964 1U 25 1 20 393899 190 70655 9010 ,72409070 -.52654166 0.44547339 310 246 1.2 .51964 10 25 1 30 31,4003 1,0 70656 9009 .40618937 -.91154872 -.06394628 340 257 9 7 .41964 lU 25 1 30 31.4003 1,0 70656 9010 ,56682217 -974068537 -.36069074 240 255 .8 991964 lU 25 1 32 51.4010 100 70657 9009 .341150587 -.89635528 -,27655179 310 251 ,5 05
1964 lU 25 1 32 51.4010 160 70657 9010 949718006 -01156847 -.49646984 220 G56 97 .61964 lU 25 1 40 39.4130 1.0 70677 9009 912734209 -.65404982 -.74565597 200 2$3 .7 961964 1U 25 1 4U 31.4130 l,0 70677 9011 .14488952 -,97739245 0.15398385 270 254 1,U 1.31964 lU 25 4 3 47,5858 1.0 70658 9001 -.09342969 -.8161.9646 0.57017035 360 254 06 951964 10 25 4 3 47.5858 I.0 70658 9010 -.61269548 -.55397827 0.56371411 280 278 1.1 ,7
1964 10 25 15 1 27.3801 1.0 70635 9006 -933709867 ,28775611 0989641559 250 222 .7 .41964 10 25 15 1 270801 1.0 70635 9008 -.63244404 938791999 0.67047194 200 222 1.0 1.81964 lU 25 15 3 4793831 100 70636 9006 -.32838587 945644851 0,82693257 290 235 98 .31964 lU 25 15 3 47.3831 1.0 70636 9008 -.62814958 ,50591652 0.59116544 210 229 1.2 .81964 10 25 17 45 7.4162 100 70557 9006 946726239 -.07770252 0.88069755 240 3U8 .7 .4
1964 lU 25 17 45 7.4162 190 70557 9008 903529317 ,13519048 0.99019085 240 236 o6 .3 {1964 10 25 17 45 2794166 100 70558 9006 .48518872 -.06638198 0987188608 240 306 08 951964 10 25 17 45 27.4166 1,0 10558 9008 .05293072 ,15042260 0.98720382 240 240 .7 931964 lU 25 17 48 270820 190 70637 9006 .64312948 .03211210 0.76508384 250 293 9 6 .71964 lU 25 17 48 270820 1.0 70637 9008 922747166 ,29202288 0692896678 290 256 .8 .9 y
1964 lU 25 17 50 39.3953 110 70638 9006 974800615 .09660013 0.65662410 260 286 .7 071964 10.25 17 50 390953 1 0 0 70638 9008 .36864318 .39512471 0.84141466 320 260- .4 1.11964 10 25 20 35 230832 100 70606 9004 .51337596 ,44750119 0,73224846 310 237 04 .3- I1964 10 25 20 35 23.3832 l,0 70606 9008 ,62615451 -950269696 0.59600864 210 291 .6 o5 x1964 lU 25 20 37 43.3835 1,0 70607 9004 .67762655 •43693361 0.59153299 330 243 .8 .7






DATt TIME SIGMA 085 NO 5TA NO- L M N OME4A PHI A l?
Y M U H M b M5EC SEC btG
1964 IU 26 2 27 11.4047 1,0 70678 9007 •.16167424 -989036930 0.40840426 Zhu 458 .1 It
1964 IU t6 2 27 11.4047 1.0 706`78 9010 .03922+28 -,84890861 -.52708217 210 455 4 1 ,7
1964 10 24 2 30 19.4212 1.0 70550 9007 -•2322422:I -,95734070 0,17193702 290 25b 05 .7
1964 lU 20 2 3U 19.4222 100 70550 9011 -.23585660 -.88498554 0,40146165 210 255 .7 ,b
1964 to 2b 2 30 43,3981 1.0 70551 9007 -.24147609 -996037904 0.13914524 300 256 .b 07
1964 10 2b 2 30 43,3981 1.0 70551 9009 -,26914831 -.82569994 -.49576UB3 230 04 160 .4
1964 10 26 2 30 43.3981 Ito 70551 9011 -.24435125 •.89222227 0.37977873 210 256 .7 .6
19b4 to 26 2 30 59.4191 100 70552 9009 -.27109515 -.81608551 -.51040362 230 254 1.0 .4
1964 IU 16 2 30 59.4191 1,0 70552 9011 -.25010004 -o09678753 0.36499602 210 255 IOU 1.0
1964 lu 2b 18 41 13.3419 1,0 70561 9004 .02309'188 479605781 0.60213800 220 425 1.6 ,+/
1964 lu 46 16 41 13.3419 1.0 70561 9006 .68606526 -.619835835 0969801158 21.0 298 1.1 18
1964 10 2b 18 41 13,!419 1,U 70561 9008 .40127632 -,03249815 0.91538035 270 291 .4 15
1964 1U 46 18 41 33.4580 1 9 0 70562 9004 ,G3826913 980649072 0.59000694 220 426 1.5 04
1964 10 2b 18 41 33.4580 1.0 70562 9006 00305215 -.19[55634 0,68457266 210 197 1.1 .7
1964 1U 26 18 41 33,4580 1.0 700b2 9008 .42440246 -,02498770 0.90512881 270 289 ,ti ,F
1564 1U 2b lb 41 51,5006 1.0 70563 9004 •05184945 .8138224U 0 4 57b79$94 220 127 lob LOU
1964 10 26 18 41 51,5066 1,0 70563 9006 ,71624782 -,18744374 0,67220079 210 296 1 4 2 4b
1964 1u 2b 18 43 51,4030 I,0 70565 9004 .1 4050585 .85646295 0.49671855 220 232 .: .7
1964 1U 26 18 43 51.4030 1.0 70565 9006 .79726026 -.15581346 0,58317943 210 290 0 9 .5
1964 IU 26 16 46 57.5U41 IOU 70568 9004 .26796454 .89889512 0.34667358 220 238 .b .7
1064 iU Zb 1646 570041 Ito 705b8 9008 •77512422 47801697 0,62697352 3I,U 475 1.5 03'
1904 10 2b Ib 47 21.3764 1.0 705b9 9004 .28299460 .90207391 0,32584 7 69 220 239 .8 .7
1964 1U 26 18 47 21.3764 1.0 70569 9008 ,79651217 .08347785 0.59883404 310 275 1.4 03
1964 IU 2b 18 50 35 0 5204 190 70608 9004 ,39053762 990854647 Uo14840377 220 244 .4 108
1964 10 26 18 50 35.5284 1.0 70608 9008 .93058999 .11276184 0.34826289 300 171 .7 3
19b4 IU 27 3 6 59 4 4560 1 4 0 10660 9009 -944047497 -.52609827 0,72746300 240 279 08 05
1964
to
27 3 6 $9.4560 1#0 70660 9010 -.26986942 -.76386164 0.58624730 330 268 1,1 03
1964 10 27 19 30 45.5915 1,0 70570 9004 -.06561165 955852324 0,82688990 220 202 ,b 06
19,4 10 27 19 30 45.5915 ISO 70570 9008 .23666884 -.31700423 001842048 220 325 .8 .4
1964 10 27 19 31 9.5U63 1 *0 70571 9004 -904323497 656906367 0.82115606 22.0 205 .6 06
1964 1U 27 19 31 9,5063 1„0 70571 9008 ,26120803 - 9 31508482 0.91240995 220 324 .b .4
1964 10 27 19 34 5.6122 1.0 70573 9004 .12927467 .64133197 0.75629450 240 219 ,8 .7
1964 1U 27' 19 34 5.61'22 1,0 70573 9008 .44411126 -.30207492 0.84351404 240 303 1.3 .5
1964 10 27 19 34 29:5254 1.0 70574 9004 915344631 ,65011605 0,74417965 250 221 .7 ,6
1964 10 27 19 34 29.5154 1.0 70574 9008 .46875400 -.30045720 0.83665947 240 301 1 4_U 04
1964 ',10 21 19 37 45.6306 1.0 70576 9004 .35135453 .70772758 0.61292060 270 233 .8 ,7
1964 1U 27 19 37 45.6306 1.0 70576 9008 .65948610 -.28863432 0.69409532 25U 489 .11 07
1964. 1U 27 19 38 9.5392 1.0 70577 9004 .37477661 .71259392 0.59308718 270 134 i8 07
1964 10 27 19 38 995392 190 70577 9008 .68063.701 -.28737738 0.67390467 250 288 48 .7
1964 10 27 19 41 23.3030 1.0 70609 9004 .54887844 * 73U77324 U,40583609 280 „41 06 .7
1964 10 27 19 41 23,3U30 1.0 70609 9008 .82668380 -.27880827 0.48873290 250 2.81 .7 .7
4964 10 27 19 45 550034 1,0 70610 9004 ,71662490 .69074861 0.09651482 260 247 96 .3
1964 10 27 1.9 45 550034 IOU 70610 9008 .94147384 -,27269960 0.19814625 220 174 0 7 .7
1964 10 27 19 -49 23.3043 1.0 70611 9004 .77179296 .62117210
-.13594429 230 251 .7 06
1964 10 27 19 49 23.3U43 1.0 70611 9008 .96181960 -.27328795 -.01472255 200 269 09 1.0
1964 10 28 1 29 7.4100 1.0 70679 9007 .3298344,1 -982923329 0.45119997 270 156 .b 100
1964 10'28 1 29 7.4100 -1.0 70679 9009 .28925824 -.91690265 -927498946 310 257 .4 05
1964 10 28 17 46 .9925 1.0 70580 9006 .41102736 -913620324 0.90139070 220 $17 5 .6-
i
1964 10 20 17 40 99925 190 70580 9008 -.00960962 .05973912 0,99816777 220 112
0
 .7 .8 -
1964 10 28' 17 40 24,9849 1.0 70581 9006 .43235393 -.12322328 0.89324470 230 314 .6 *7
1964 10 28 17 4U 24.9849 1.0 70581 9008 .01052658 4 07648105 0,99701547 230 228 09 1.0
1964 10 28 17 43' 30,3273 1.0 70583 9006 ,59669481 -902461529 0.80209064 250 297 97 .5
1964 10 26 17 43 30.3273 I,0 70583 9008 418399588 921217742 0.95975323 270 258 05 ,4
1964 1U 28 17 43 54.3249 1 0 70584 9006, .61736628 -901233924 -0.78657906 250 2-96 IOU
.7
1964 IU 28 17 43 54.32,49 1.0 705194 9008 .20862107 .23028847 0,95049696 280 259 .7 05
1964 10 28 17.45 39.3171 140 70586 9006 * 70405945 4 03866751 0.70907659 250 290 .6 1.0
1964 10 28 17 45- 39.3771 1:0 70586 9008 .32012864 .30936526 0,89522415 300 261 1,3 .6
1964 10 28 18 4 11.4361 1,0 70613 9002 945195388 .67212254 0 * 58650574 190 254 0 5 ,4
196-4 1U 28 18 4 11.4361 1,0 70613 9008' .78748459 •40008195 -,4688.3094 200 256 1,4 97






OATL TIML 516MA 005 NO STA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A u
Y M U H M 5 M5EC $Ls. ULL
1964 10 28 20 23 39,3963 1 * 0 70614 9008 .22515058 -,47339671 0,85158838 200 323 197 l.i1964 IV 28 0 2.7 11,3894 1,0 70589 9004 016907851 $9750041 0,09787479 260 214 07 ob
1964 10 2b 20 27 1193894 I,0 70589 9008 •41460397 -949692722 0.76234302 210 305 1.3 ,91964 10 20 23 24 35.2597 1 0 0 70669 9004 .38122128 -.9063733U 0,18209277 230 173 ,b 041964 10 26 23 24 35.1597 1.0 70669 9009 .01649613 ,08288280 U.5 1 137073 210 240 ,8 a3
1964 10 2b 23 26 59.3696 1,0 70670 9004 .39163549 -01*72386 U,027U1230 210 270 ISO 051904 10 18 23 26 590696 190 70670 9009 .88948380 .01697627 0.45665126 220 145 .8 ,41564 10 Z9 18 36 59.3972 1.0 70592 9004 .01829240 .77681737 0,62946021 220 224 1.1 1931964 1V 29 18 36 690972 1,0 70592 9006 967172727 -.32334126 0,70632935 210 299 1 9 3 671964 lU 29 18 37 16,4567 1,U 70593 9004 .03156375 .78422267 0,61967615 220 424 0 .b
1964 1V 29 lb 37 1644,07 1,0 70593 9006 968452646 -•21db3972 0.69542807 210 198 SO .4
.	
1464 IV 29 10 37 16.4567 1.0 70593 1008 ,40495503 -.06302443 0,91216191 260 293 1.0 .51964 10 29 18 37 40,4558 1.0 70594 9004 •050,;0438 .79431401 0.60542941 220 426 9 7 .81964 1U 29 18 57 40.4558 1.0 70594 9006 00219710 -.21213998 0.67964392 210 497 98 .41964 1V 29 18 37 4U.4558 10 70594 9008 .43236314 -,U549377U 0.90002442 270 191 I.0 .5
`	 1964 10 29 18 :37 47.3965 1.0 70595 9006 .70723303 -.21028546 0.67498257 210 297 1.3 .71964 lU 29 18 37 47.3965 100 70595 9008 9 4 4030 4 40 -905261835 0.89630539 270 491 1,6 ,81964 1U 29 18 42 52.4986 1.0 70597 9004 ,27953625 oBB510170 007209470 230 .238 •7 101964 10 2Y 18 42 52,4986 1.0 70597 9008 ,76814301 903,04670 0.63931842 300 477 .7 .b1964 1V 29 18 43 16.4915 1.0 70598 9004 .29535278 .88853997 0.35108896 230 239 .7 1.3
1964 1V 19 Id 43 16.4915 1.0 7U598 9008 ,78980761 .04015866 0.61203058 3UU 176 .f 961964 10 29 18 46 43.4091 1,U 70615 9004 8 4145256/ 989594479 0.15953511 220 244 07 1.31964 10 29 18 46 43.4091 1.0 70615 9008 .93338794 .06951162 005207256 29U 272 .6 .71964 10 29 18 55 550896 1.0 70617 9002 ,63416061 .31465838 000627928 180 255 105 ,81964 1U 29 lb 55 550896 1,0 70617 9008 ,95621333 .03540021 -.291152176 200 461 1.4 1,0
1964 lU 30 U 16 11,4239 1.0 70673 9004 .05188621 ::96671241 0.2.8637246 200 279 ,b .71964 IV 30 0 16 11.4239 1 9 0 70673 9009 .59907130 -,11,98972 009268335 220 235 o5 .7064 10 30 0 35 31,5392 1.0 70553 9007 .74447730 x•.,65937257 0.104 9200 290 260 1,0 1.2
1964 1,0 3U 0 35 31.5392 1.0 70553 9009 959533339 -95813279b -.55464938 250 259 ISO I.O1964 lU 30 0 35 510276 1,0 70554 9007 ,74310839 -.66476534 0.07666136 3UO 260 98 ,9
1964 lU 30 U 35 51.5276 ISO 70554 9009 ,58261164 -•5752{5507 -.57414744 250 259 1.3 1.3	 J1964 lU 30 U 35 51.5176 I S O 70554 9011 .56014749 -,73853878 0.37522694 22U 257 .4 .31964 IV 30 U 36 I1.4180 1.0 70555 9009 06990226 -.56890055 -.59292797 240 159 lob 198
1964 lU 30 U 3b i1,4180 1.0 7055$ 9011 656081557 -.74776101 005544250 230 257 .4 ,31964 lU 30 19 25 39.4367 1,0 70618 9004 -,12994328' ,5O9267H3 0.8507414.5 210 194 1..1. •.°,
1964 IU 30 19 25 39.4367 I.O 70618 9008- 916386190 -03b40639 002662311 210- 336 48 .61964 lU 3U 19 34 55.4412 1.0 70619 9004 ,42672701 .69534541 0.57827227 28U 135 .5 ,5
1964 10 3U 19 34 $5.4412 1.0 10619 9008 00620853 -.3.1227942 0.63541410 250 287 93 1.01.964 IV 3U 19 38 15.4467 1.0 70620 9004 960408102 .70344664 0.37449450 280 243 .5 .41964 IV 3U 19 38 15.4467 l.0 70620 9008 .84313141' -.30664007 0944170272 240 280 162 .7
1964 lU 31 17 37 23.3895 190 70639 9006 .4863788.8' -.11411467 0.86626406 23U 309 .7 ,41964 10 31 17 37 23.3895 1.0 70639 9008 .07289813 908916378 0999334570 240 256 o7 ,61964 10 31 17 41 3,3939 10 70640 9006 .67617917 -.00611092 0.73671187 2$0 293 .7 1.01964 10 31 17 41 3,3939 1,0 70640 9008 .29610959 ,24436706 0.92336550 290 264 1.0 .61964X 10 31 17 44 23,3976 1.0 70641 9006 .82155445 .07579966 0.56506875 250 284 .8 ,7
1964 10 31 17 44 23.3976 1,0 70641 9008 .51606913 .37848410 0.76704248 330 264 .b 081964 lU 31 20 24 19,3986 I,0 70621 9004 .26416790 .37383993 0.88907760 260 221 05 .61964 lU 31 20 24 19.3986 1.0 70621 9000 ,45714202, -.51062404 0.72253047 210 .302 .6 .4
'	 1964 10 31 20 27 43.3965 1.0 70622 9004 .52798374 937319652 006286141 320 239` 97 031964 1U 31 20 27 4393965 1.0 70622 9008 960656878 -.53883836 008457466 210 292 1.5 1.3
1964 11 2 0 25 47.-3818 1.0 70683 9009 .74928782 -965374011 -.10579051 310 256 1.2 .71964 11 2 0 25 470b18 1 * 0 70683 9010 •77792773 -951936956 -.35367172 220 256 192 941964 11 2 0 -29 23.4237 10- _ 70684 9009 964548462 -.65075410 -.39983585 280 258 ,8 .31964 11 2 0 29 23.4237 1.0 70684 9010 ,61295735 -.50478032 -954067110 190 258 100 651964 1.1 2 U 34 43.4266 1.0 70719 9009 .44702396 -,54441728 -970977419 220 259 .7 .4






DATt T1H1: SIGMA 085 NO 57A NO L m N OMEGA PHI A b
Y H u H M 5 MSEC SEC SK
1964 11 2 3 2 15.4198 160 70687 9009 -06412751 «.61018336 0.55627010 240 275 64 ,7'
1964 11 2 3 2 15,4198 1 0 70687 9010 .• •42036013 a 983995393 0634317347 310 266 66 ,3
1964 11 3 9 22 35,0501 1.0 70694 9005 -677315230 -•41472799 0,47982936 260 237' 67 160
1964 11 3 9 22 35.0501 1.0 10694 9012 -640955968 .62597654 0,66363701 220 287 11 64
1964 11 3 9 24 43.0549 100 70695 9005 -686087427 «,36582400 11935364996 260 241 6 6 ,7
1964 11 3 9 24 43.0549 100 70695 9012 -.48620100 .6'7x33411 005698273 230 28J lei 64
1964 11 4 1 57 47,3970 1.0 70701 9001 .63101513 -.49084779 0160073984 260 234 .7' 1.1
1964 11 4 1 $7 47,3970 1 0 70701 9010 ,15128749 YF,4901,4 09 0,65827817 300 253 ,5 161
1964 11 4 2 1 3564014 Iwo 70702 9001 461791802 -968040081 007984424 270 243 16t .7
1964 11 4 2 1 35,9U14 10 70'702 9010 02355853 -676890182 0,6273143+4 350 258 .7 68
1964 11 4 2 3 31,6570 1.0 70703 9001 ,59486090 -•76426421 0,24907976 270 246 65 64
1964 11 4 2 3 3196570 1,0 7011 03 9010 .09795738 -•87964493 0,46543437 350 2$9 6 6 ,31964 11 4 2 10 .11.4080 160 70732 9001 .45602204 -.86511513 -,20885332 230 252 1,5 09
1964 11 4 2 10 11,4U00 160 70732 9010 -.01694886 -08988959 -•14082378 290' 258 ,7 ,7
1964 11 4 2 10 35+4078 1#0 70733 9001 #44626509 -.86382029 -.23379901 230 253 1#0 ,6
1964 11 5 2 10 35, 4070 160 70733 9009 -.31857299 -,92914363 0,16762560 300 264 67 67
1964 11 4 2 10 35, 6 076 160 70733 9010 -,02162106 -,98469210 -.17269486 280 258 61 •7
1964 11 4 2 10 59, 4 080 1.0 70734 9009 -•32424719 -693347163 0.15327908 300 263 160 162
1964 11 4 2 10 59.4080 1,0 707$4 9010 -603016371 -.97857251 -,20360111 270 258 68 69
1964 11 4 2 12 23,3732 10 70735 9009 -634232145 -,93895681 0,03429481 290 262 68 4,5
1964 11 4 2 12 23,5732 160 70735 9010 -605196267 -.95092513 -00502668 250 257 68' 031964 11 4 2 12 43,4lUO 1,U 70736 9001 .3941.9214 -664610571 -.35877147 210 254 1.0 o61964 11 4 2 12 43,4100 1.0 70736 9069 -.34621379 -,93813374 0,00641073 290 262 08 65
1964 11 4 2 12 43,4100 100 70736 9010 -.05680848 -694310967 -,32757877 250 2,7 67 631964 11 4 2 13 30801 10 70737 9001 .38616189 -484187949 -,37698530 210 254 9 o6
1964 11 4 2 13 30801 1,U 70737 9010 -9176170007 -,93492166 -.34944808 x40 257 08 ,3
1964 11 4 12 59 43,3990 160 70696 9005 ,14982737 667999425 0,71774618 290 s85 1,1 1,1
1964 1.1 4 12 59 43,3990 10 70696 9006 -03287658 .16881989 0 6 65908403 220 226 ,7 66
1964 11 5 0 21 3564203 1 6 0 70162 9009 672004949 -669095007 -,0641.6177 320 U6 163 64
1964 It 5 0 21 3564203 160 70762 9010 .76604097 -,55103621 -.33096077 230 255 ,3 69
1	 1964 11 5 0 21 56 6 0010 1.11 70763 0007 ,63148876 -655860728 0653775445 220 154 .6 ,31964 11 5 0 21 56,0010 110 70763 9009 671300939 -,69467301 -.0951158? 320 256 1.1 64
1964 11 5 0 21 56,0010 10 70763 9010 .75672347 -655131323 -635131654 220 255 o3 69
1964 11 5 0 22 1660059 160 70764 9007 .63590360 -657039635 0,51987942 230 255 66 63i.	
1964 11 5 0 22 16 6 UU59 too 70764 9009 670559092 -.6975158x -.1249;2,5 320 257 1,65 05
1964 11 5 0 25 $964190 1,0 70720 9007' .66674148 -668080170 0,30325706 270 258 65 63
1964 11 5 0 25 3964190 1 0 0 70720 9009 .60499447 -660657511 - 6 40323233 280 258 65 65
I;	 1964 11 5 0 28 43.4199 1 6 0 70765 9007 666064/03 -674885699 0,05259804 310 260 160 08
I"	 1964 11 b 0 28 4364199 1.0 70765 9011 ,47865604 -680085004 005989944 230 256 ,6 65
1	 1964
G+
11 5 0 29 7,3634 160 70766 9007 665659786 -,75405330 OoOI681877 320 260 too .8
1964 11 5 U 29 7,3634 1 6 O 70766 9009 647834538 -661904686 -662286972 240 258 94 ,7
1964 11 5 0 29 7,3634 1 6 O 70766 9011 9 47778TOI -981199791 0633522972 240 256 67 65
1964 11 5 0 29 2363595 1,0 70767 9007 o65342555 -675695458 -600740368 320 260 167 164
196.4 11 5 0 29 2363595 160 70767 9009 6 46843233 -661233168 -663688387 240 258 64 67
1964 !11 3 0 31 59.4161 1 60 70768' 9007 660207636 -.75822469 -621019867 340 261 162 1.0
1964 11 5 0 31 5964161 160 70768 9011 64585/668 -.87850257 0,13414801 200 257 68 63
1964 ;11 5 0 32 2363630 160 70769 9007 659095184
-675376911 -.28741616 340 261 1.0 68
1964 11 5 0 32 2363630 160 70769 9009 635940470 -652823679 -.76904779 200 258 6 6, 66
1964 11 5 U 32 23,3630 1,0 70169 9011 645373148 -68$517906 061C288720 280 257 ,7 .3
964 11 5 0 32 0,3561 1,U 70770 9007 658103478 -674908697 -631822523 340 261 1,6 163
1964 11 5 0 32 4363561 1 6 0 70770 9009 ,34835338 -651821901 -,78108833 2UO 258 x5 65
1964 11 5 19 21 3164033 160 70710 9004 608856406 655748288 0982545093 240 212 7 63
1964 11 5 19 21 3164033 160 70710 9008 x38053934 -.36470430 0,84981209 220 310 .3 161
1964' 11 5 19 28'2764'088 1.0 7071t- 9004 6 53203168- 664954037 0654317546 290 239 1.0 •8
1964 11 5 19 28 2764088 1 6 0 70711 9008 674635757 - 6 36255599 0.55812501 240 285 1 6 1 08
1464 11 6 1 9 264422 1.0 70736 9009 624756952 -.79656669 0,55153499 330 258 1,2 67
1964 11 6 1 9 241422 1 * 0 70738 9010 .55385542 -681966958 0614623937 320 253 1.0 ,8-
1964 11- 6 1 9 2064719 160 70739 900.E 678090362 -662462484 -600577456 210 249 1x0 *8
1964-11 6 1 9 2064719 1 6 0 70739 9009 624645408 -681295609 0,52760097 330 258 1 6 0 o6







Table 2 (Cont. 
6102801
OATt TIMt SIGMA OBS NO STA NO to H N U1.	 6A PHI A b
Y M U H M S M58C StL S6C
1964 11 6 l 9 41.4662 1 9 0 70740 9001 •77575572 -.63050018 -902593426 210 149 l * U •H1964 11 6 1 9 41.4662 1 9 0 70740 9009 ,24480207 - 9 87314567 0.49090186 340 1511 1,0 •61964 11 6 1 14 47.4266 1,0 70772 9007 •19740975 - 9 74760794 0.63412283 230 256 .4 *51964 11 6 1 14 47.4266 1,0 70772 9009 * 17964259 -.98355459 0 * 01867909 340 258 .9 071964 11 6 1 14 47,4266 1 9 0 70772 9010 * 44002904 -,85021428 -01734505 260 255 06 65
1964 11 6 1 15 704866 1 9 0 70773 9007 ,19563371 -,76199690 0 * 61732340 230 456 ,4 051964 11 6 1 15 7 * 4066 1,0 70773 p 010 941084375 -,84595729 -,33994658 250 455 *8 *81964 11 6 1 18 19,4116 1 0 0 70721 9007 .16794011 -.8898'1717 0.42428943 270 157 go 081164 11 6 1 18 19.4716 1,0 70721 9010 932360007 -,7850291.3 -.52818548 210 456 0 47
1964 11 b 1 20 59,405; 1 * 0 70722 9007 «12780430 -.967727113 0,21718729 310 157 * 7 47
1964 11 6 1 20 59,4252 1.0 70722 9009 ,04736578 -,1)706020 -,49066450 260 255 15 *7
1964 It 7 1 56 59,b006 1.0 70688 9009 ^,14570645 -,50554019 0.04031429 250 175 1.1 .7
1964 11 7 1 56 b9,bOU6 1010 y0b8b 9050 * 07945049 -.71832544 0,69115569 340 15 41 ,b .111964 11 7 18 30 3 * 6301 1 * 0 70713 9004 .28302127 ,82995685 0,48069802 240 Z35 l.5 .71964 11 7 18 30 3 * 63U1 1 * 0 70713 9008 00569405 - * 08973245 0,70281149 280 283 * 3 *8
196 4, 11 4 0 224 3,4498 1,U 7 0 723 9007 * 62326034 -,1699463(1 0,1368$483 300 459 * !1 051964 11 8 0 24 30498 1,0 70723 9009 9 48504863 -,67944769 -•54981992 460 408 * 5 o71964 11 b 2 54 470496 1 9 0 70704 9001 * 08292145
-,97019021 0,22771691 330 152 * 8 *3
196k 11 6 2 54 47 * 3496 1,0 70704 9010 ..50558588 -.79662372 0,33132094 300 269 160 *3
1964 11 0 2 57 230145 110 707.05 9001 •OI547849 - * 99987263 0.00389103 300 154 .6 ,7
1964 11 6 2 57 23.3245 1.0 70705 9009 -,66909483 - * 64120195 0.37572885 240 472 .7 ,41964 11 9 1 0 11.3892 1,0 70669 9009 .18847347 -.49325990 0,84921871 260 456 06 051964 11 9 1 0 11 * 3092 1.0 70689 9010 .53452528 - * b1615714 0957647481 330 248 1 * U *3
1964 11 9 1 4 3.3744 1.0 70706 9001 ,78074198 -.61881583 0,08660000 220 247 * 6 *41964 11 9 1 4 3.3144 1 * 0 70706 9010 ,52397543 -961069416 0.26119243 330 252 * 4 05
1 + 64 11 9 1 7 11.3971 1,0 70690 9009 •17586417 - *90380015 009015008 340 159 1,U 1.11964 11 9 1 7 11.3911 1,0 70690 9010 .46990073 -.88255722 -901691323 310 254 .3 *91964 11 9 1 13 7.4394 1.0 70726 9007 .13218705 -.84449791 0.51898927 250 257 05 071964 11 9 1 13 7.4394 1.0 70726 9009 ,07738242 •08216476 -917136016 310 258 ,7 1*01964 11 (; 1 16 19.4362 100 70727 9007 .08670445 -.95206125 0.29336277 290 257 .7 o3
1964 11 9 1 16 .19,4362 1.0 70727 9009 .01319411 - * 90589507 • 942329663 270 156 1.0 .51964 11 9 1 19 19.422,6 1,0 70728 9007 •02547689 -,99910745 U•03369320 330 256 48 081964 It 9 1 19 19.4226 1 * 0 70728 9009 -,,04179578 -,79749464 -960187650' 230 253 o6 1.01964 11 lU 2 8 23.4660 1 9 0 70691 9009 - * 45661055 -.86076515 -.22492257 250 2$9 ,4 051964 11 10 2 8 23,4660 10 70691 90)0 - * 18822908 -.84488763 - 9 50073417 200 Z56 .6 *6
1964 11 10 4 34 19.3809 1.0 70682 9010 •975620367 -.09786209 0.64697683 210 293 98 *61964 11 10 4 34 19,3809 1.0 70682 9114 -,60932501 -,66606658 0,42709493 300 265 1,2 1*01964 11 11 0 14 26,8890 1,0 70692 9009 .62577536 -977441641 --* 09319025 330 257 •9 *41964 11 11 0 14 26.8890 1,0 70692 9010 * 70235342 - * 61447106 - * 35933966 2.30 255 .5 971964 11 11 0 20 4299117 1,0 700 9009 9 42796559 -*69705418 -,57529203 250 257 .8 190
1964 11 11 0 2b 42,9117 1,0 70729 9011 9 39365998 - * 83009091 0,39494405 230 256 1,U *31964 11 11 2 48 15*3728 1,0 70741 9009 -957653054 -.46720308 0,66859775 220 282 * 8 ,,61964 11 11 2 48 15 9 3728 1 * 0 70741 9010 -.48727991 - * 68245425` 0 * 64480683 300 273 65 151964 11 11 2 48 35.4153 1,0 70742 9001 .09721940 - * 88989427 0 * 44568663 340 251 * 5 *41964 11 11 2 48 35.4153 1 9 0 70742 9009 - * 58673880 - * 47932979 0.65267184 220 281 ,9 .7
1964 11 11 2 48 35.4153 1,0 70742 9010 -,49524807 - * 69609795 0,51978553 300 273 * 5 *41964 11 it 2 48 550812 1.0 70743 9001 .08788744 - * 90434631 0.41165243 340 251 .5 *41964 11 11 2 48 55 9 3822' 1 * 0 10743 9010 - * 50290879 - * 70895303` 0.49443741 300 272 05 *51964 11 13 1 46 42 * 5535 1 * 0 70707 9001 .54800395 -.54905568 0.63105430 280 236 ,7 .71964 11 13 1_46 42 * 5535 1,0 70707 9010 * 01340309 -,52368263 0,85180799 310 261 07 1,0
1964 11 13 - 53 2.5573 1.0 70744 9001 ,47609504 - * 85295131 0921402704 290 248 .6 ,31964 11 13 1 53' 2.5573 1 * 0 70744 9009 -633938928 -•68582587 0 * 64378396 270 272 •8 51964 11 13 1' 53 26.5571 1 9 0 70745` 9001 * 46011497 - 9 86430470 0918397217 280' 248 •6 r31964 11 13 1 53 26.5571 1*0 70745 9009 -,34744593 - * 70420099 0.61917872 270 271 * 7 ,41964 11 , 13 1 53 26.5571 1 * 0 70745 9010 -* 09515342 -.92857806 0 * 35873195 340 262 .8 *7
1964 11 13 1 53 38.4216 1,,0 70746 9009 - * 35141724 - 9 71304398 0.60669119 280 271 1.1 ,71964 11 13 1 53 38 * 4216 i 9 0 70746 9010 - * 09864854 -.93506840 0,34046373 340 262 00 97	 -1964 11 13 1 56 11,6913 190 70748 9001 .40646261 -.91341222 - * 02159312 270 251 * 6 .71964 11 13- 1 56 11.6913 1.0 70748 9009 - 9 40057074 - * 80984614 0 * 42859341 290 268 s8 o71964 11 13 1 56 34.5600 1 9 0 70749 9001 * 39728752 -.91637087 -.04926515 260 251 .6 *7
2?
j,
1Table 2 (Cont. )
6102801
DATk TIME SIGMA 065 NO STA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A b
Y M U H M S MSEC SEC SLC
1964 11 .13 1 56 34.5600 I S O 70749 9009 -.40737527 -.82109663 U * 39980710 29U 268 1 8 9tl
1,964 11 14 0 13 27 :4249 190 70730 9007 .53631258 -.74861988. 0.38979109 270 257 1.4 1.1
1964 11 14 U 13 27.4249 190 70730 9009 .50074439 -.79940914 -.33196398 300 257 .1+ 94
1964 11 14 19 10 23.4565 19O 70714 9004 ,13060037 .49751731 Oe85156636 250 212 93 s3
1964 11 14 19 10 2394565 190 70714 9008 09776024 -.4.1874496 0 * 81635743 220 308 1.3 l02
1964 11 14 19 12 31.4466 1 *0 70715 9004 .27717382 952451257 0.80240210 270 224 s5 08
1964 11 14 19 12 31.4466 1.0 70715 9008 •51442991 - * 42445301 0.74511845 220 299 1 * 0 08
1964 11 14 19 19 51 4557 1.0 70716 9004 •74333797 .53962259 U09529245 310 245 1.4 s7
1964 11 14 19 19 51,4557 190 70716 • 9006 •81253676 -.43783530 0.38481718 210 281 93 .3
1964 11 17 19 5 23.4623 1,0 70717 9004 * 05753034 945554065 0.88835408 23U 203 190 99
1964 11 17 19 5 23.4623 1.0 70717 9008 .32970347 -.43141577 Os83974761 210 314 1.0 1.1
1964 11 18 0 46 19,5184 1,0 70693 9009 .06009020 -.36650588 0.92847327 230 262 s4 93
1964 it 18 0 46 19,5184 190 70693 9010 .38715872 -,50708363 U.77004826 310 246 97 13
1964 11 22 1 36 5 9 4915 1 9 0 70750 9001 ,44529229 - * 62996322 U.63628698 290 239 .a .3
I 1964 11 22 1 36 5.4915 1.0 70750 9009 - 932493860 -.37767037 0.86705248 220 286 19 *3
1964 11 22 1 36 33 9 4919 I S O 70751 9001 ,44072214 -965916597 U * 60931455 30U 240 * 9 04	
x1964 11 22 1 36 33.4919
too
70751 9009 -.33468321 -,40163686 0.85245233 220 285 *H 93
1964 11 22 1 36 33.4919 1 9 0 70751 9010 - 9 14405022 -960302187 Ou78461U63 320 267 .4 96
1964 11 22 1 36 55o4294 1.0 70752 9001 43672359 -960147986 0,58724587 WO 241 09 *4
1964 11 22 1 36 !^$s4294 1.0 707$2 9010 -.15162489 -962804303 0.76326394 320 267 94 96
1964 11 22 1 39 19.6152 1o 0 70753 9001 940/57885 - * 81174461 0.42403433 310 246 0 5 971964 11 22 1 39 19s6W 190 70753 9009 -939524241 -,53985930 0 * 74319269 240 218 1.0 93
1964 11 22 1 39 35 * 6107 1.0 70754 9001 .39678124
-.82407829 0.40430140 310 246 * 5 97	 i1964 11 22 1 39 35,6107 1.0 70754 9009 -.40121110 -955253248 0973057341 240 278 * 8 *3
^r 1964 11 22 1 39 35,6107: 1.0 70754 9010 - * 20806327 -.79079986 0.57562597 340 266 09 s8
1964 11 22 1 39 59 * 4322 1.0 70755 9001 .38933336
-,84155111 U.37444795 310 247 94 66
1964 11 22 1 39 59 * 4322 1.0 70755- 9010 - * 21629875 -981098975 0954360675 340 266 .9 08













70756 9009 -.46719183 -968092861 0 * 56397520' 260 273 1.2 93
Ik 55.6463 70757 9001 .32519411 -.93471218 Os14339432 290 2$0 97 *3
j 1964 11 22 1 42 5596463 1 90 70757 9009 - 9 47416425 - * 69312965 0.54289921 260 272 1.3 *4
1964 11 22 1 42 55.6463 190 70757 9010 -.27180495 -991825383 0 * 28797912 320 264 *4 .4
1964 11, 22 L 43 1994317 1.0 70758 9001 .31566006 -.94225981 0.11182655 290 250 .7 03
1964 11 -2 1 43 19.4317 1.0 70758 9010 - 9 27830070
-092674175 0.25238552 320 264 1 5 *5
1964 11 22 1 49 35.4985 1.0 70759 9001 .16512134 -.92704262 -.33664064 230 2,54 194 as
1964 11 22 1 49 35.4985 1 1 0 70759 9009 - * 57650022' - * 8'1447428 0@06541516 250 264 07 .6
1964 It 22 1 50 3.5005 190 70760 9001 * 15504923 -«91824390 * 36440071 220 254 1,2 .3
1964 11 22 1 50 3.5005 190' 70760 9009
-958037692 -.81373919 0 * 03148272 250 264 .7 .6
1964 11 22 1 50 305005 1.0 70760 9010 -.34629758 -•89416781 -.28379907 240 259 97 .7
1964 11 22 1 50 27.5008 1,U 70761 9001 914660362
-991013668 - * 387-50304 220 254 1 9 2 .3
{ 1964 11 22 1 50 27.5008 1 0 0 70761 9010 -.34817050 -.88494667 -.309268OU 230 259 1 * 0 192
1964 11 24 8 55 7.42,15 1.0 70697 9005 -.74381325 -.21932070 0.63137966 290 237 .6 1.0
1964 It 24 8 55 7.4215 1.0 70697 9117 -921450383 958107173 0.78507563 21.0 292 1 * 0 94
1964 11 24 8 58 21 9 3443 1,* 0 70698 9005 -989662617 -.11221943 0.42833201 300 244 1 9 1 1v0
' 1964 11 24 8 58 21.3443 1.0- -70698 9117 -.32677036 .68704280 0„64899409 220 283 1.0 *,7
1964 11 25 1 34 390082 190 70708 9001 .38579934 -.74597390 0.54284603 310 244
1964 11 25 1 34 3,UU82 1 * 0 70708 9010 -.21791946 -.67832260- 000170475 320 268 08 08
1964 11 29 5 9 1,5.5386 190 70709 9001 -.88337035 ol1048675 09 45546625 220 283 1.5 1.0
1964 11 29 5 9 150386 1.0 70709 9012 -.27029158 -.46706533 0.84189812 260 240 09 1*0
1964 11 29 18 54 51.69b6 1.0` 70718 9004 ,41662914 .38383630 0.82406908 290 233 08 94
1964 11 29 18 54 51.6966 1 7 0 70718 9008 * 55068360 -952152316 0.65173704 210 295 1 * 2 94
1964 11 30 0 43 794304 1.0 70731 9007 -913595944 -01149071 0968941715 200 261- 05' 97
1964 11 30 0 43 7.43U4 1 * 0 70731 9010 904565349 -08268562 -917956818 280 257 *8 99
1964' I1' 30 0 46 3594266 1O 70774 9007 -920249725' -.8327!;'4361 0.51526535 - 240 259 , 97 .5
1964
It
3U 0 46 3594266 1.0 70774 9009 -00019392 -994741843 -•11082386 280 260 98' 9.3
1964 11 30' 0,46 59.4264 190 70775 9007 -921104892 -984486962 0.49158283 240 259 *7- .5`
1964 11 30 0 46 59.4264 1.0 70775 9009 -930444835-
-.941`78142 -.14268482 280 260 98 03	 J
1964 11 30 0 46 5994264` 1 * 0 70775 9010-
-.01975416 -989710582 -944137390 230 256 .5 s3	 111
1964 1 1 30 0 47 '94754 1.0 70776 9009' - * 30583036 -.93967544 -.15322732 ` 280 259' 1 9 3 95







DATL TIML SIGMA OBS NO 5TA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A is
Y M O H M S MSEC SE(L SLC
W4 11 30 6 8 5660235 1.0 70699 9012 -984864277 •.05721891 0.52586257 340 263 1.1 .7
1464 11 30 6 8 56.0435 1.0 70699 9117 • 9 69086372 -.37857892 0961594263 320 252 1.0 93
I Q 64 12 1 1 38 18.9162 1.0 70778 9001 902770690 -.94081869 -.33777584 230 254 1.5 I,1
104 12 1 1 36 18,9162 1.O 70718 9007 •.52757704 -.964429338 0.55366823 ZOO 464 1.6 .7
1964 11 1 1 38 180162 1.0 70778 9010 -,47146788 -.85057306 -.13290228 230 261 .11 1.1
19b4 12 1 1 3b 38.9163 190 70779 9007 -953572236 -965102332 0,53774547 200 264 1.5 old
1964 12 1 1 38 380163 1.0 70779 9010 -#47200580 -,84412845 -.25427875 230 261 09 I..:
1964 12 1 1 40 [2,9341 1.0 70780 9007 -,57763997 -.681,25749 0 9 44968911 210 262 15 .e
1964 12 1 1 40 220341 1.0 70780 9010 -.47254437 -.80549130 -.35760869 210 159 93 .5
1964 12 1 1 40 420140 1,0 70761 9010 -.47226108 -.79726026
-.37595951 2l0 259 .3 05	 1
1964 IZ 1 1 40 40.9140 1.0 70781 9UO7 -.58554299 -,68607059 0.43179457 210 161 .4 .3
1964 12 1 1 40 4299140 1.0 70781 9001 -901342037 -.88077733 -.47334046 ZIU 255 1.0 .b
w 1964 14 1 1 41 6.9141 1 9 0 70782 9001 -,01943228 -986948612 -.49357499 200 255 IOU .8
1.9 f54 12 1 1 41 60141 ISO 70782 9007 -.59494527 -,69138481 0.40991117 210 261 .4 03
t964 12 2 5 2 17,0132 LOU 70786 9001 -.76798413 .17$54432 0.61594202 230 491 .8 102
1964 12 1 5 2 170732 1,O 70786 9012 - # 10410392 -,34370125 0.93329086 220 226 1,5 .b
1964 12 2 18 48 12.0003 1.0 70787 9004 .20448610 934672667 0.91540486 260 216 .4 05
1964 12 2 18 48 12.UUO3 1.0 70787 9008 .41225859 -.51855009 0,74909856 2UO 3U5 IOU 08
1964 I2 2 lb 51 31.9981 l.0 70788 9004 945849927 934715747 0981808319 300 236 06 103
1964 12 2 18 51 31.9981 1.0 70788 9008 .56229583
-.54131814 0.62513844 200 294 1,3 '1.0
IQ64 12 4 1 25 3.4615 I.O 70783 9001 .20356772 -.89124831 0.40526119 330 249 08 .7
19h4 14 4 1 25 3.4675 1.0 70783 9010
-.40685074 -.75423094 0.51531167 310 270 .7 *6
1964 14 4 1 25 26.9402 1.0 70784 9001 .19380810 -990726172 -0.37324870 330 250 ,7 .7
1964 le 4 1 25 26.9402 1.0 70784 9009 -.54210935
-.53985536 0.64395158 230 278 .5 1.0
1964 12 4 1 25 26.9402 1,0 70764 9010 -.41545931 -.76989044 0.48441952 310 270 .7 05
1964 12 4 1 25 46.9298 1.0 70785 9009 -.54992696 -.55217681 0.62664273 230 278 ,5 09
1964 12 4 1 25 46.9298 1.0 70785 9010 -.42253363
-,78232778 0.45763367 31U 269 18 .7
1964 11 4 7 0 43.4872 la0 70790 9012 -.50892097 ,48994302 0.32496569 270 271 1.0 1.0
1964 12 4 7 0 43,4872 1.0 70790 9117 -.83044357 .26503787 0.49001878 3.:0 265 1.5 .3
1964 12 4 7 3 51.4839 1.0 70791 9012 -.84888914 652U36799 0.09275981 250 267 .7 .4
1964 1L 4 7 3 5194839 1.0 70791 9117 x991944496 .32774597 0,21726377 7J?O 263 1,0 06
1964 12 5 18 44 3.6973 1.0 70792 9004 .18185061 .31707414 0.93080306 260 213 .8 1.0
1964 12 5 18 44 3.6913 1.0 70792 9008 .39093169 -.53037671 0.75224528 200 306 1.2 1.0
064 12- 5 18 47 230645 1.0 70793 9004 ,43656626 .31180289 0.84391283 300 235 9 4 .8
L964 I2 5 18 47 23.x645 1.0 70793 9008 #53996826 -,55560367 U.63224886 200 295 1,5 ,7
1965 1 18 10 44 28,2519 1.0 71021 9001 .10337970 -.4262702.9 U.89866917 300 86 1.0 .3
1965 1 18 10 44 28.2519 1.0 71021 9114 .03967194 -987175103 0.48834033 320 95 1.2 .4
1965 2 2 10 21 7.2271 1.0 71026 9001 -.908421749 -.75141304 0.65443553 360 99 09 .7
1965 2 2 10 21 7.2271 1.0 71028 9010 - 9 60071270 -.49821679 0962523938 270 122 .6 .3
1965 2 2 1U 21 31.$174 I.0 71029 9001 -.08722106 -.72364693 0.68463684 350 99 1.3 1.1
1965 2 Z 10 21 31,1174 1.0 71029 9010 -.59821044 -.47465923 0.64563371 270 123 .7 .4
1965 2 5 15 50 3,7U95 ISO 71022 9005 -,77706262 -.43688663 0,45310458 250 79 .7 1.4
1965 2 5 15 50 3.7095 100 71022 19117 -.37573065 .43542837 0.81806394 230 128 18 65
1965 2 9 5 38 19.758 !.0 71023 Cj004 .15813371 .1.81644584 0.55534667 260 126 ,6 .7
1965 Z 9 5 38 19.7528 1,0 71023 9010 .79039352 .14091553 0.59617187 210 71 1.1 1,,7
~ 1965 2 25 14 30 39.7979 190 71024 9005 -.71184017 -.51638933 0.47605213 240 77 ,1.1 97
1965 2 25 14 30 39.7979 1.0 71024 9012 -.42719660 .53157965 0.73138645 220 130 08 7.1
1965 1 25 14 33 11.7948 1.0 71025 9005 -.60815767 -.49695120 0.61901838 240 _7.1 1.1_ 1,4
1965 2 25 14'33 11.7948 ISO 71025 9012 -.29171629 .52230986 0,80130696 200 139 1. `9 05
1965 2 27 13 36 43.9756 1.0 71026 9005 -.46353409 -,66233093 0.58860334 210 67 1.7
,
1.2
1965 e' 27 13 36 43.9756 -	 1.0 71026 9012 -.24712291 .29462289 0.92310759 ' 200 148_ .3 .9
1965 3 2 7 57 5596593 1 0 0 71067 9010 -.21921600 -947829736 0.85039754 2BO 120 .7 .3
1965 3 2 7 57 55.6593 1.G? 71067 9114 .28174444 -.91263297 0.29617754 26U 92 .4 .6
19655 3 5 10 39 150512 110 71031 9001 -.78644482
-914241237 0,60101852 270 123 1.8 .5
1965 3 5 IU`39 150512 1.0 71U31 9114 -.83865152 -.49523160 09226736`17 260 114"' 1.5 05
1965 3 5 1U-39 37.7024 1.0 71032 9001 -977485131 -.12431481 0.61979938 270 124 1.2 .3
1965 3 5 '10 39 37.7024 1.0_ 71032 9012 903803500 -962974805 0.77586773 240 73- 08 .6
1965 3 5 10 39 370024 1 * 0 71032 9114 -983917706 -.48235086 0925123596 260 115- 1.4 .5
1965 3 5 10 40 1.6605 1.0 71033 9001 -976166355 -.1045-1191 0.63948878 260 125 1.6 o4














WATG T1ML 5IGhA 00S NO 5TA NO L M N UMEGA NH) A b
Y M G H M 5 MSEC 5EC bL(
19b5 3 5 10 43 17.6960 1.O 71034 9001 -.63878259 .05486200 0,76742880 240 137 1,5 .^
1965 3 5 10 43 17 9 6960 1.0 71034 90.12 .10716720 -.4316492U 0,89565292 210 58 1.0 03
1965 3 5 10 43 41.6521 1 0 0 71035 9001 -,62253156 •07360168 0.77912593 230 139 1.2 .3
1965 3 5 10 43 41.6529 1.0 71035 9012 .11517039 -.41017359 0.90470625 210 56 .7 ,3
1965 3 5 LU 43 41b529 1.0 71035 9114 -.80021320 -.29762169 0952065359 290 121 .8 . 4
1065 3 6 6 7 59saIU2 1.0 71068 9001 ,63680932 -908782114 0.76600348 220 56 1.0 .b
1965 3 6 6 7 59,8702 1.0 71068 9114 970340644 -943960096 0,55854308 250 14 15 .n
1965 3 6 11 34 11.7479 1.0 71069 9001 - .83296872 .16545793 0,52600264 220 127 .d ,h
1965 3 6 11 34 11,7479 1.0 71049 9117 - .07957475 - ,54b61920 0,83359181 220 70 .6 ,4
1965 3 6 11 36 43.7225 1.0 71070 9001 -973918168 924613336 0.62692010 210 134 .b l,U
1965 3 b 11 36 43.7225 1.0 71070 9117 -,00394910 -.42891776 0.90333491 200 59 1.0 .4
1965 3 6 11 37 7,7124 1,0 71071 9001 -.72317473 .25854905 0964U44570 210 135 1.0 1,3
1965 3 b 11 37 7.7124 1,0 71071 9114 -,91021764 -.02307991 0941348660 250 123 1.3 03	 y
'	 1965 3 6 11 37 7.7124 1,0 71011 9117 .00021814 -941072942 0.91172025 200 57 l,U .5
1965 3 6 11 37 19.7566 1,0 71072 9114 -.90528298 -.01487711 0.42454846 250 124 1.5 ,4
1;965 3 6 11 37 19.75b6 1.0 71072 9117 .01433430 -.40166230 0 4 91567567 2OU 56 1.3 ,b
1965 3 7 6 58 3.4214 1.0 71073 9001 .5'1'363151 -939060548 001998212 260 71 .4 .5
1965 3 7 6 58 3.4114 I.0 71073 9114 953753687 -.75418330 U,37717591 250 85 06 .4
1965 3 7 7 0 43.4365 110 71074 9001 ,49158856 -.25107803 0,83364601 250 62 .7 ,5
1965 3 7 7 U 43,4365 1.0 71074 9114 .50094393 -,66296532 0.55635615 280 61 1.3 100
1965 3 7 9 42 19.8509 1.0 71037 9012 .26287681 -.68UU5289 0.68441497 210 69 1.1 .1`
1965 3 7 9 42 19.8509 1.0 71037 9114 -659190579 -.74276974 0.31295471 290 109 1.3 03
1965 3 8 lU 39 1597430 1.0 71039 9012 oUS056134 -.43219403 0.89817492 220 60 .b 05
1965 3 8 10 39 15.7430 I.0 71039 9114 -.82897072 -.30413139 0.46937367 29U 12U .7 .7
1965 $ b 13 l4 27.7740 1.0 71075 9012 -.30842666 .36728771 U.8774BU90 200 142 .6 04
1965 3 8 13 24 27.7140 1 9 0 71075 9117 -.21376626 ,13564177 0,96742198 200 135 1.0 -	 93
1965 .i 11 18 51 19,7717 1.0 71076 9005 .47311353 .70896886 0,52299784 230 127 .9 1.1
1965 3 11 18 51 19,7777 too 71076 gU08 -.70028860 •46281048 U.54350928 20U 71 08 09
1965 3 12 11 29 15.8929 3.0 71077 9901 -.74294529 .28420219 0.60602097 200 133 1.4 1.0
1965 3 12 11 29 15.8929 1.0 71077 9117 -.03473110 -.30752999 0,92120261 200 6U 1,5 1.2
1965 3 12 14 12 43.9682 I.0 71078 9005 -.73099755 -937366335 0.57098011 260 77 1. 2 1.1
1965 3 12 14 12 43.9682 1.0 71078 x-117 -,27668169 .47U18692 0983807607 200 135 15 .5
1965 3 22 b 36 19.9192 1.0 71040 9001 .50951964 -961539983 0.60139237 2190 81 1,2 1.1
1965 3 22 6 36 19.9192 1.0 71040 9009 -.26625989 -.39433268 0.87954955 200 13U 1.2 .5
1965 3 21 6 36 43,9UU9 1.0 71041 9001 650051472 -.59655195 0.62738408 290 81 .8 97
1965 3 22 6 36- 43.9U09 I.0 71041 9009 -.26985840 -.37290465 0.88776042 200 132 08 .3
1965 3 22 6 36 43.9009 1.0 71041 9114 .40458096 -.88836845 U.2170h,161 230 91 .b .3
1965 3 22 6 37 7.7648 1.O 71042' 9001 .49124626 -.57699594 0.6524,9735 290' 86 1.2 1.1
1965 3 - 22 6 37 7.7648 1.0 71042 9114 ,40175780 -.BB273614 0.24365463 240 90 .'1 .3
1965 3 24 8 24 36,0177 1,0 71061 9001 -.41111521 -.56647846 0.71420336 330 111 .5 .5
1965 3 Li , 24 3b.0117 1.0 71U81 9114 -,42095821 -,87933901 0,.22261422 270 105 .7 .4
1965 3 24 44";15 47.7130 1.0 71086 9004 .15876331 087922318 0.44917793 210 75 15 .4
1965 3 14 22 15 4797130 1.0 710b6 9006 .82507986 -.10987601 0.55422963 210 126 .7 ,8
1965 3 25 3 47 24.1695 1.0 71087 9004 .08417321 -.BB093591 U.46568959 230 12 .4 190 .4
1965 3 25 3 47 24.1695 140 71087 9010 .79539584 901682667 0.60585660 230 73 1.7 .4
1965 3 25 6 32 35,9189 1.0 71043 P009 -.29808436 -639393573 0.86945981 200 131 'I.i 93
1965 3 25 6 32 350189 1,0 71043 9114 .37314124 - .90757613 0.19253878 230 92 .3 09
1965 3 25 6 32 58#1U34 1.0 71044 9009 -.30065952 -,37420489 0987725398 200 132 1.2 .3
1965 3 25 6 32 58.1U34 I.0 71044 9010 -.1005261,8 -,56318466 ,0.82019359 300 112 ,B .5
1965 3 25 6'32 58.1034 1.0 71044 9114 .37059994 -.9030447.8 0.21717691 240 91 .3 .8
1965 '3 25 6 33 14.0088 1.0 71045 9009 -.30241583 -,36018185 U488250 ,,22 _	 190 134 1,b .4
1965 3 25 6 33 140088 1.0 71045 9010 -,10604009 -.54431097 U.83215447 300 113 .8 .4
1965 3 25 6 36 19 * 9229 100 71046 9001 038430838 -.42099307 0,82161!759 280', 13 .6 .5
1965 3 25 6 36 1999229 1.0 71046 9114 .33971761 -982391464 0.45360402 28U 88 .b .4
1965 3 25 6 36 39.9226 1.0 71047 9001 .37557615 -.40002123 0.83601769 280 72 .b 05
1965 3 25 6 36 39.9226 Lou 71047 9114 933580350 -.81151946 U+47768732 280 08 .6 15
1965 '3 26 lU 12 43.7021 l.0 71U82 *001 -•M6480139 903478678 0.50090761 240 124 96 93
1965 3 26 10 12 4397021 1.0 71082 9111 ^-.04849097 -.66513985 0.74514267 220 73 1.0- 05
1965 3 26 1U 16 43.7102' ISO 71083 9001 -,72145293 618181473 0.668 6845 220 135 6 .4
1965 3 26 10 16 43.7102 1.0 71083' 9117 048025-1^) -.48277795 0.87442497 200 59 .7 94
30
Wr
1Table 2 ( C ont. 3
6102801,
OATt TIME SIGMA 085 NO STA NO L M N UME(3A PHI A L
Y M u H M S MSEC $LC SLC
19t+h 3 27 5 35 21.3061 1,0 71084 9001 .71252052
-.44446282 0,54292477 240 76 1.2 .5
1 q i4 5 3 27 5 35 21,3061 1.0 71084 9114 .64251306
-•731148955 U.20447531 210 87 1,5 .3
1965 3 27 8 21 15.91'71 1 0 0 71085 9001 -.44786208
-.51410216 0.73151796 320 113 1 1 0 ,4
1965 3 27 8 21 15,9111 1.0 71085 9114 •..46428648
-.84935237 0,25107492 280 106 1.Q .7
1965 3 Zd 6 36 03608 1.0 71088 9010
-922537188 -.10676616 0.96840513 210 160 *1 .k
1vt5 3 2b 6 36 .3608 1,0 71088 9114 .25191991 ..,66658142 0.69939011 320 85 1.0 93
196-,, 4 3 9 6 35 .7677 110 71090 9001
-.81893317 -.22004849 0.53002559 280 120 .7 .41965 4 3 9 6 3567677 1,,0 71090 9114 -.82496793 -*54702303 0.14210461 240 113 .4 .7
1965 4 4 7 17 37.8.193 1.0 71044 9010 -957916806
-.32135856 U.74919492 24U 131 . p8 05
1965 4 4 7 17 37.8193 1,9 71049 9114
-,18012011
-.90923974 0.37528635 2.90 lU0 05 .8
Iv65 4 4 7 17 55.7154 1.0 71050 9001
-912095525
-950185334 9.115586701 310 101 .1 05
1965 4 4 7 17 550154 1 * 0 7105U 9010
-.57552646
-00390053 0.75921918 230 132 .8 .5
1965 4 4 7 17 55.7154 1.0 71050 9114 -*18280420
-.89872057 U,39H60251 300 1U1 05 1.01965 4 4 7 18 120459 1.0 71U51 9010 -*57194391 -.28732604 9,76832539 230 133 ,7 05
1965 4 4 7' 18 12.7459 140 71051 9114 -.18523581 -988801567 0,42085136 300 101 15 190
1965 4 4 7 20 35.8192 1.0 71053 9001
-*115547OU -*29421124 0.94873001 280 107 1,9 .7
1965 4 4 7 ;U 3548192 1 9 0 71053 9010 -,53778604 -.15093681 0.82946022 210 144 1.7 09
{. 1965 4 4 7 20 35 0 8192 1.0 71053 9114 -.19992554 -.77006015 9.60583591 330 101 15 ,31965 4 4 7 20 47,8194 1.0 71054 9010
-.53465772 -.13981484 0.83342242 210 145 1.6 .8l x0$ 4 4 7 2O 47.41194 i.0 71054 9114 -420060552
-.75786046 0.62080991 330 101 05 .3
1965 4 4 1 23 22 0 25H7 1,0 71092 9001 ...09989073 -,09311864 0.99063150 240 131 .5 .414'$ 4 4 t 23 2L.2587 1.0 71092 9114 -.20018148 -.57176852 0.79561808 35U 103 .7 Od I
1 1410 4 5 5 29 42,0201 1.0 71055 9001 ,48825927
-•23661548 U.84000952 250 6U 1.1 94 1
1965 4 h • 5 29 4'.U2Ul 1,0 71055 9010 .00632865
-.16U88812 U,98695236 230 111 07 05
1965 4 ti 5 30 50984 1.0 71056 9001 +47550380 -921478149 U.85309147 240 59 101 .4
1965 4 6 5 30 5.9984 1.0 71056 9010 -.00413849 -.13713163 0,99054419 220 115 .7 .5
1965 4 5 5 30 5,9984 1.0 71056 9114 .49497626 -.62986117 0.59855944 28U 80 .4 08
1965 4 5 5 30 19.6869 I.0 71057 9010 -.00995210 -.12374430 0.99226423 220 118 1.1) 1.0
1965 4 5 5 30 19,6869 1.0 71057 9114 .49068149 -961900461 0,61324136 260 79 ,3 .8
1965 4 5 13 40 35.8322 1,0 71094 9005 -.86604045 -.08925602 0.49194238 300 86 1.0 1.3 1
1965 4 5 13 40 35.8322 1,0 71094 9117
-.284619'75 .68459596 0,67105884 200 127 ,7 .41965 4 8 13 36 31.8678 1.0 71095 9005 -.87919478 -.04642330 C,47419555 300 88 09 .71965 4 8 13 36 31.8678 1,0 71095 9117 -928253353 970856820 0.64658918 200 126 1.4 03196'2 4 10 9 54 3.7291 1.0 71096 9001
-.87791218 .16036149 0.45117003 210 114 1.7 .7
1065 4 10 9 54 3 9 7291 1.0 71096 9117 -.15978771 -.57375836 0.80328652 230 75 1.0 .4
1965 4 Ib 8 46 11.7947 1.0 71097 9001 -.91709314 -.13562322 0,37489534 250 118 1.5 081965 4 18 8 46 11.7947 1.0 71097 9117 -904660210 -.80330170 0.59374626 220 78 1,0 96
1965 4 23 7 42 30291 ^"Q 71099 9001 -.80666738 -.53549484 0,25006602 300 111 .7 .4
1965 4 23 7 42 3.7291 71099 9114 -.68006309
-.72281214
-.12270617 200 109 09 .4
1965 4 24 5 52 24.0607 i 1 0 71058 9009 -.58495300 -.46886773 0,66181043 200 123 1.1 .3
1965 4 24 5 52 24,U6O7 1,0 71058 9010
-.49713189 -.68126470 0.53734374 300 116 .6 1.1
1965 4 24 5 52 47,9570 1,0 71059 9009 -.58272416 -.45054951 0.67634140 200 124 1 9 0 ,3
1965 4 24 5 52 47*9570 1.0 71059 9010 -*49914333 -.65883369 0,56284465 290 117 .5 1.0
1965 4 24 5 52 47.9570 1.0 71059 9114 .00854830
-.99937156 0.03440075 220 99 .8 05
1965 4 24 5 53 7.9417 1	 0 71060 9010
-.50045852
-,63962976 0.58345207 290 117 ,7 -,1.5
1965 4 24 5 53 7.9417 1 9 0 71060 9114 .005`10344
-,99842521 0 9 05586640 230 99 08 05
1965 4 28 6 46 19.9UY4 1:* 0 71100 9010
-.76114195
-.26389756 0.59247026 220 127 1,0 451-965 4 28 6 46 19.9924 1 9 0 71100 9114
-949247271 -,83182099 0*25601654 260 107 08 .7
1965 4 29 7 39 29.8993 1.0 71101 9001
-.78564357 -.23878178' 0.57074289 280 121 1.6 03
1965 4 29 7 39 29.8993 1.0 71101 9114 -.79960207 -.57448623 0.17493456 250 113 T6 .6
1965 5 6 5 36 51.8532 1.0 71102 9010
-.63232763 -.62804292 0.45356792 280 116 .7 .3
1965 5 6 5 36 5198532 1.0 71102 9114 -.14367535 -.98909493 -903238230 22U 102 1,.2 .7
1965 5 6 8 24 47,82U2 1,0 71103 9001 -,92278625 ,074,,59528 0.378022259 220 121 .4 .41965
-5 6 8 24 47.8202' I, 0 71103 9117
-.17941838 -.67828824 0.71255464 240 79 1,1 .4
1965 5 9 5 35 16..0546 1.0 7.1065. 9001
-.19582474 -.76963988 0*60770645 350 102 08 96
1965 5 9 5 35'16.0546 1,,0 71065 9010 -.65664377
-.49713225 0.56716707 260 121 .4 .4
1965 5 9 5 35 36.0547 1.0 71066 9001
-.19737248 -.74811979 0,63353049 350 102 1.0 - 98
1965 5 9 5 35 36.0547 1*0 71066 9010 -.65459221 -.47933603 0.58459046 260 122 .4 .41965 6 1 3 59 7.9237 1.0 71198- 9001 908184040_
-.92390581 -.37376490 210 102 .7 051965 6 1 3 59 79923" 1.0 71148 9010'
-.41444053











Table 2 (Cont. )
6102801
UATL [I ML SIGMA OBS NO STA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A B
Y hl, 1r H M S MSEC SEC SEC
1965 6 1 4 1 55.9246 100 71199 9001 •04756308 -.97921857 -.19715158 250 101 96 •51965 b 1 4 1 550246 1.0 71199 9010 -•48367198 -•87121815 -•06390680 270 107 9 5 1.01965 o 1 4 4 39.9152 1.0 71200 9001 901028827 -•99986978 0,01243280 290 100 1.1 031965 o 1 4 4 39.9152 1,0 71200 9010 -.54107358 -983153021 0.12568568 290 110 .4 061965 b 1 o 46 4.7133 1.0 71201 9001 -.93956281 -923015080 -•25348044 200 107 09 .7
1965 o 1 b 46 4,7133 loo 71201 9012 -•42453833 -011057247 -•09346889 260 98 1.1 .81965 o 1 6 48 3667140 1.0 712UZ 9001 -•97522225 -•19062686 -.911226292 210 109 0 8 •71965 6 1 6 48 36.7140 1.0 71202 9012 -.44514768 -.88877909 0.10915710 290 95 ,7 .51965 o 1 6 51 48.7108 10 71203 9001 -.98978740 -.12020556 0907662588 220 113 •8 .31965 o 1 6 51 48.7108 1,0 71203 9012 -•43L58791 -.81842840 0,37935054 310 93 ,7 .3
1965 6 1 9 28 4999902 1.0 71204 9U12 -986520916 .39758919 -930550932 240 103 .5 •51965 6 1 9 28 49.9902 1.0 71204 9117 -994033469 .19278077 -928036805 290 103 1.8 051965 o 1 9 31 33,9866 1.0 71206 9012 -.88033557 .45836277 -•12211820 250 106 .4 ,61965 b 1 9 31 33.9866 190 71205 9117 -.96477575 .25802154 -.05130923 310 105 1.0 961965 b 1 4 51 3 g obl45 1 1 0 71206 9001 -,35680638 -980099700 -.47057948 210 105 .7 .6
1965 b 2 4 51 390745 1,0 71206 9010 -01149112 -962491488 -.32134371 200 104 09 .51965 o 18 16 35 23.94U5 1.0 71212 9006 •77348933 961830922 -.13931247 250 L07 .6 1.01965 o 16 16 35 13.9405 1.0 71212 9008 933173376 •92947846 -.16131492 270 101 1.4 .81965 b lb 16 39 3599478 1,0 712`13 9006 .83221L21 ,52777234 0.16994369 280 111 •7 1.51465 b 18 16 39 35.9478 1,0 71213 9008 .38729549 .90100275 0,19542960 330 99 •6 1.0
065 o z5 u 36 4860735 1.0 71215 9007 •63016947 -.75161707 0.19482869 300 IU4 06 ,41965 0 25 0 36 48.0135 1_•0 71215 9009 .51483645 -.69217662 -.50580130 260 105 1.4 •41965 0 25 U 36 48.0735 1.0 71215 9011 944193644 -.77371401 0.45393702 210 105 .3 1.3	 I1965 b 25 U 37 11.8621 l.0 71216 9007 .61932859 -.75135665 0.22780536 300 103 06 .41965 0 25 U 37 11.8621 110 71216 9009 •51724775 -00821012 -.48U51347 260 104 196 05
1965 b 25 9 2 23 8 9095 1.0 71209 9012 -00169991 .70926275 -.06755433 210 106 1.4 .71965 0 25 9 2 23.9895 1.0 71205 9117 -977639385 .63024757 0.00076824 270 106 1.2 961965 6 25 9 5 51 0 9888 1.0 71210 9012 -.64594545 .75U72133 0,13846285 220 111 o5 ,81965 b 25 9 5 51.9888 1.0 71210 9117 -969497564 .67082533 0.25884790 270 110 1.2 981965 0 2h 8 57 56.1263 1,U 7`1211 9012 -.68464352 .72064043 -.10927315 210 106 ,4 1.4
1965 6 18 d 57 56.1163 1.0 71211 9117 -.75706697 .65108138 -.05424610 260 105 191 •51965 9 5 8 45 40.3565 1.0 71314 9007 .55609550 -.55196545 0,62136297 220 253 46 641965 9 5 8 45 40.3565 1.0 71314 9010 ,74934030 -.59573555 -.28911636 240 254 1.3 971965 9 11 8 37 46.4557 1.0 71315 9007 ,47884477 -•59198530 0.64827547 220 253 1.4 1951965 -y 11 8 )7 48,4557 L.0 71315 9010 ,69839019 =.66127857 -•27379152 250 254 1,2 .5
196h 9 11 8 42 4.4747 1 0 0 71316 9007 .50749389 -,76621467 U.39416371 280 257 1.0 ,41965 9 11 b 42 8,4147 100 71316 9010 056640983 -.63047511 -.53073632 210 257 .7 961965 9 Ib 9 23 12.4249 1.0 71317 9001 .56454386 -.78691604 -924910515 220 253 •4 ,4965 9 18 9 23 12.424^ 1.0 71317 9007 -.04626941 -01458610 0.69801565 210 260 08 1.01965 1U 5 8 8 46.2U34 l.v 71324 9007 .12785750 -978247179 0.60941805 240 257 1.0 .7
1965 IU 5 8 8 46.2034 1,U 71324 9010 .34189793 -.86768595 -936086964 250 255 05 971965 IU 5 8 11- 2292092 1 0 0 71325 9047 .09832709 -.88685141 0,45147133 270 257 .7 1.01965 10 5 8 11 22.2U92 1,0 71325 9010 .27349268 -.81195256 -.51568866 220 255 .6 .41965 LU 8 8 3 4.6U32 1.0 71326 9001 ,65356109 -•71712471 -•24205382 210 253 1,4 1,21965 lU 8 8 3 4.6032 1,.0 71326 9007 .09821446 -,70698097 0,70037977 210 257 1.2 ,6	 i
1965 1U LU 1 7 8.5472 1.0 71327 9007 .50024481 -.62412,546 .0 9 60018542 220 254 ,6- 08	 J1965 lU 1U 7 7 8.5412 1,0 71327 9010 ,68231540 -;65469162 -.32530690 240 255 1.3 .7	 J1965 1U 18 8 45 32.4113 1_.0 71326 9007 - 9 42216689 -.65344043 0.62832374 200 265 .7 1601965 IU 18 '8 45 32.4113 100 713 .78 9010 -,,,35511942 -.91038452 -.17452814 260 261 1.3 1.41965 1U 18 8 45 56.3186 1,0 71349 9001 .16854565 -.941)59433 -.29474509 240 254 1.3 .3
1965 lu 18 6 45 56,3786 1.0 71329 9007 943180659 -•66423626 0,61019117 200 264
_
0 5 -,71965 LU 18 8 45 56.3786 1•U 71329 9010 -.35753375 -.91150130 -.20331010 250 261 99 -091965 IU lb 8 46 20.3788 1.0 71330 9001 •13948773 -,93388994 -932002069 240 254 1.9 941965 10 18 8 46 20.3788 10- 71330 ` 9001 - 1 44149635 -.67469685 0.59149398 200 264 .5 961965 IU lb Li 49 56.3118 1.0 71331- 9007 -052917708 -.74908397 0.39655341 - 230 260 1,0 .6-
1965 IU 18 8 49 56.3118 IoO 71331 9010 -,37076251 -•813.87004 -.44738207 200 257 1.0 .41965 1U 26 18 34 8.1862 1.0 71332 9005 •08433056 .91258170 0,40010373 280 275 10 •7







UA'1 L TIME SI GMA	 OBS tiis STA NO	 L	 M	 14	 OMEGA PHI 	 A	 8
Y	 11	 L 1i	 M	 S MS EC SEC	 SEC
1965
	
10 31 1,4 43 28.6603 1.0	 71335 9005	
-.72447950	 -.41US22U9	 0.55371569	 260	 235	 1.3	 .5
19h^	 lu	 31 14 43 26.6603 1.0	 71335 9012	 -.34925156	 .61967425	 0,70286967	 4z0	 291	 .6	 115
6202901
UATc T1ML SIGMA 085 110 STA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A b
Y M 0 H M 5 MSEC SEC SEC
1963 o Ib 11 24 22.5459 1.0 70215 9004 .54857021 975239462 0.36465471 210 31u 1.2 05
'	 1963 d 16 21 z4 22,5459 1.0 70215 9008 .85867228 -919433578 0.47425259 170 333 1.0 1.1
1963 b 11 20 21 18.5516 1.0 70217 9004 ,43129139 .83175141 0.34953874 180 309 .5 1.3
1963 8 11 20 21 lb.5516 1.0 70217 9006 .84536860 -.00036875 0.53418330 1N0 334 1-.0 .7
1963 b 44 3 38 2.5621 1.0 70218 9001 969009490 -.67880364 0.25098734 200 307 1.3 .5
1963 n z4 3 3b 2.5621 1.0 70218 9009 .00167627
-.66591598 U.74602486 200 3.13 04 e d
6206801
VAft T1ML SIGMA 085 NO STA NO L M N GMEUA PHI A b
Y M G ti M b MSEfi 5EC SEC
1965 E 6 b 13 35.6049 1.0 71189 9012 -.47825419 -,67963580 -.55620869 29%3 491c .6 .3
1 <t65 4 6 6 23 3506049 1.0 71189 9117 -927477152 -ofJO299807 x.52886171 220 263 0 8 08
1965 t b 7 47 43.6959 1.0 71191 9012 -•93920924 -907572970 0.33488956 290 317 .7 .5
1965 2 8 7 47 43.6959 1.0 71.191 9117 -.80985366 -.39098509 0.43734164 280 304 1.7 .6
1965 1 zG 6 36 31.6420 10 71192 9012 -.99954933 -.00214604 0.02994213 290 316 07 05
1965 2 2U 6 36 31.6420 1.0 71192 9117 -.92902972 -934187607 U.14150806 2901 3U7 .9 1.4
1965 6 18- 20 41 4.UU89 1,0 71218 9006 .82553379 .54737402 0,13738866 420 312 ,6 *4


















UATr- TIML SIGMA 085 NO 5TA NU L M N OMEGA PHI A u
Y M 1< li M S MSEC SEC 5LC
1964 14 6 3 17 19.4480 1 0 0 71002 9007 - * 56401565 - .74141804 006357343 210 96 1.2 13
19h4 14 b 3 17 19.4480 1.0 71002 9009 -.63OU1301 -.75298257 -.19000225 230 55 .b 93
lWb4 14 6 6 21 4490993 1.0 70996 9001 -98T793106 ,03847831 0,47723838 230 116 190 ,7
1964 12 b h 21 44,0493 1 9 0 70998 9012 -,20054794 -954532491 0,81388038 260 74 1.8 .4
1964 12 b h 25 l6 *U802 1 0 0 70999 9001 -.74878586 ,14062573 0,64772227 230 124 .6 93
1964 14 0 6 25 Ib.QOU2 1. 0 70999 9012 -.05677059 - * 37792925 0.92409230 220 59 116 , 7
1404 i2 7 1 36 43,4466 1.0 71004 9009 .14058620 -,82654361 -.54503319 260 95 1,U 06
1964 11 1 1 36 43,4466 1.0 71004 9011 911804198 -* 89973727 U,42016537 210 95 .8 0
1964 14 1 1 41 47,4887 1.0 71OU5 9009 ,12467813 -08090177 -914128850 320 96 1 9 5 .5
1964 1,^ 1 1 41 47,4887 1.0 71005 9010 •35762852 -,82719019 -,43342615 2;10 95 0 4 .4
1964 le: 7 1 58 2.9356 1.0 70969 9010 .18952228 -,50309133 0,84319655 3UO 88 1.3 94
1064 14 1 1 5b 2.9356 1,0 7U9b9 9001 ,64855042 -,49293223 0.58000015 260 69 .7 *4
1964 14 7 1 58 14.9358 ISO 7099U 9001 .64533262 -.48375376 0.59120902 250 69 07 94
19h4 14 7 1 58 14.9358 1.0 70990 9009 -.09457223 -.33373057 0993791258 2uO 115 * 6 05
196, 14 1 1 58 1 4 9 93 58 1.0 7099U 9010 9 18486390 -.48916953 0,85237228 300 88 I.3 .4
l g b4 14 1 1 58 34.9357 1.0 70991 9009 -.09785271 -931560725 0 * 94383098 200 116 .b 05
064 11 7 1 5b 34.9357 100 70991 9010 017714064 -*46591703 0.86691552 290 88 193 .4
1964 11 11 1 6 3,4176 1 0 0 70992 9001 ,76337604 -939825936 0 9 47719122 230 69 1 * 8 1.0
1964 14 I1 1 6 3.4176 1.0 70992 9U10 ,46844426 -.43651129 0976812621 300 78 97 1.1
1964 le 11 1 6 27,4179 1.0 70993 9001 ,77701886 -938437808 0.49849291 230 68 1,4 *8
196 4 14 11 1 6 27.4179 190 7U993 9009 ,12886468 -929b24969 0.94574892 210 93 05 .5
1964 It .11 1 6 27,4179 1.0 70993 9010 ,45446766 -,41339064 0.78902936 290 77 .5 .7
19h4 12 11 1 6 5194177 1.0 70994 9001 .77027893 -.37001137 0.51.938613 230 67 1.4 *8
1964 14 11 1 6 51.4177 I.0 70994 9009 911885115 -.27773271 0.95327800 200 93 .B .7
1964 14 6e 2 48 43.0807 1.0 710uO 9001 -.26803391 -996316310 0.02178683 300 95 .4 .4
1964 l2 24 2 48 43.UB07 1,0 71000 9010 -971163961 -969217549 0.12025871 250 104 1.1 1*5
1964 12 23 U 59 11 * 5610 1,0 71OU6 9009 -,12233007 -,84061452 -.52763869 250 93 4.9 .4
1964 le! 23 U 59 I1.5670 1.0 71006 9011 -.11411125 -,91349810 0.39051226 200 93 1 0 1 09
1964 12 43 1 3 23.6198 1.0 71007 9009 -.16615540 -.95997665 -.22547109 290 96 0 6 .3
1964 IZ 23 1 3 2306198' 1.0 71007 9010 910895649 -.86068300 -949734621 220 96 .7 .7
1964 12 23 1 15 39.4838 1.0 71OU8 9009 -.26332625 -.63901434 0.72271707 250 108 .3 *4
1964 le: 23 1 15 39.4638 1,O 71008 9010 .00596216 -.86531171 0950119866 340 97 .7 1.0
1964 12 23 1 18 11.4887 1.0 71009 9009 -.26601514 -,49715223 0 * 82587869 220 114 ,,7 .4
1964 12 23 1 18 11,4887 1,4 71UO9 9010 -.02464792 -.71640124 0969725300 330 98 05 09
1964 11 23 1 20 190362 1.0 70995 9009 -.26513273 -.37938887 0.88643597 200 121 *6 05
1964 11. 23 1 20 19.5362 190 70995 9010 -.04711669 --.56753024 0,82200331 300 100 05 •4
1964 12 23 1 20 43.3970 1.0 70996 9001 .50152488 -.57910318 0.64273813 280 72 .7 .8
1964 le 23 1 2U 43 9 3470 1.0 70996 9009 -92647149I -.35794226 0.89543473 200 122 .7 ,6	 i
1964 12 23 1 20 43.3970 100 70996 9010 -.05083498 -953876829 0.84091886 300 101 .5 *4
1964 12 Z3 1 21 3.4879 1,0 70997 9001 .49709185 -,56056702 0.66231738 280 71 .7 ,7
1964 12 23 1 21 3.4819 1.O 70997 9009 -.264322,68 -.34003408 0.90250227 200 124 .7 *7
1964 14 25 20 31 23.7447 1.0 71001 9004 .57682437 - * 35836462 0.73406297 330 104 o7 ,3
1964 12 25 20 31 23.7447 1.0 71001 9115 083553663 -.50237158 0.22248896 230 105 1,2 .8
1965 4 7 8 43 19.8549 1.0 71105 9001 .21575882 -973683866 0964071594 330 ,254 1,1 *6
1965 3 7 8 43 19.8549 1.0 71105 9114 .12349837 -.97959881 0.15853809 250 258 1.8 09
1465 3 7 8 45 51.8156 1.O 71116 9001 ,19016720 -.8765.1802 0.44221329 330 257 .9 03
1965 3 7 8 45 51,8756 1.O- 71116 9009 -•54239603 -.49581202 0.67821603 220- 288 * 7 1.0
1965 3 7 8 45 51.8756 1.0 71116 9114 .09190668 -.99571436 -,OIO29929 220 259 *4 .7
1965 3 7 8 46 398684 100 71117 9001 .18778503 -.88540285 0,42520416 330 258 .7 .3
1965 3 7 8 46 3.8684 100 71117 9009 -.54590623 -.50437598 0.66902261 220 287 .6 .9
1965 3 8 7 5 27.4618 1.0 71106 9009 .04780749 -931354558 0.94836892 210 274 05 .7
1965 3 8 7 5 27.4618 1.0 71106 9114 .67438310 -.71291999 0.19223039 220 250 08 .4
1965 3 8 7 8 31,4559 1.0 71107 9009 .08490793 -949623863 b,B6402423 250 271 .7 .4	 s
1965 3 8 7 8 3l*4559 1.0 71.107 9114 .64420105 -.76457283 0,02081814 190 253 l e
i
1.4
1965 3 9 8 13 5397809 100 71100 9010 -,21316847 -.34920288 001247825 260 291 96 .4
1965 3 9 8 13 53* 78U9 1.0 71108 9114 .,29386694 -.85734495 0.42261313 290 _254 * 7 1.3
1965 3 9 8 17 27.7`157 110 71118 9010 -.25356330 -*59960861 0,75906203 310 280 * 7 .5
1965 3- -9 8 17 27.7257 ISO 71118 9114 -*24944046 -,95376231 0.16768099 250 256 09 .3-
1965 _3 9 8 17 49,8230 1*0 71119 9009 -.41385361 -,41407639 0.81071939 210 293 .8 .7
1965 3 9 8 17 49.8230 1.0 71119 9010 -.25773755 -.&2447010 0.7172OR07 310 2R0 _A .5
I'fable 2 (Cont.)
6303001
DATt TIME SIGMA UBS NU 5TA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A B
Y M U H M 5 MSEC SEC SEC
1965 3 9 8 17 49,0230 1,0 71119 9114 ,24456470 -•95909089 0,14259303 240 257 ,9 .3
1965 $ 9 8 18 9,7756 1 9 0 71120 9009 -,41893136 -,43U77060 0,79933298 220 292 •7 •7
1965 ! 9 8 18 90756 I O U 71120 9010 -926145683 -,64652883 0,71668738 320 279 ,7 97
1965 3 9 8 2U 597835 190 71122 9010 - 9 26156281 -976452901 0.57984289 330 276 1	 8 ,7
1965 3 9 8 20 5,7035 IOU 71122 9114 .21470473 -,97667151 -00382629 220 258 ,6 1,3
1965 3 I2 11 01 47.88U9 3,0 711U9 9001 -,91509273 ,11579862 0,38625895 220 289 1,4 .61965 3 12 11 51 47.8809 I,0 71109 9117 -918257461 -,64604391 0.74114356 230 243 I,I .4
1965 3 22 6 54 7.9858 1,U 71110 9009 -924096680 -.38668099 0,89017031 210 293 .3 1,41965 3 22 6 54 70058 1,0 71110 9114 943934003 -.87874060 U,18653497 240 254 10 ,4
1965 3 25 7 35 15.9040 1,0 71111 9010 •,36623248 -.24357579 0,89807828 240 305 ,7 .7
1965 3 25 7 35 15„9840 1.0 71111 9114 .10636279 -,83644830 0.53762552 320 257 10 .>
.	 1960. 3 25 7 37 39.9943 1.0 71124 900`1 914290498 -.56230580 0,81.448779 3.10 252 9 7 ..4.
1965 3 25 7 37 39.9943 I,0 71124 9010 -,41672751 -.39450178 0«81896674 270 294 I,4 .5
1965 3 25 7 37 43,9237 1.0 71125 9001 014229676 -,56721947 0981118009 310 252 .0 05L965 3 25 7 37 43.9237 100 71125 9010 -,41810529 - .39861555 0.81626810 270 293 1.1 ,4
'	 1965 ! 25 137 43.9237 1.0 71125 9114 ,07085645 -.93496188 0,34759904 290 259 08 03
1965 3 25 7 38 3.9249 1.0 71126 9010 -.42509429 -.41949481 0,80207166 270 292 1.0 ,3065 3 25 7 38 3.9149 1.0 71126 9114 .06616254 -.94441472 002203005 280 25 0 .7 ,31965 3 25 7 39 5290000 1,0 71127 9009 -,54056087 -,34707063 006637645 200 29 1 1.0 ,81965 3 15 7 39 52.UUU0 1.0 71127 9114 904182847 -.98139119 0,18740787 260 260 1.0 .4
1965 3 25 7 39 59.6646 I.0 71128 9009 -954312491 -.35274473 0.76196226 200 296 lei *a1965 3 25 7 39 59.8646 1,0 71128 9010 -,46411371 -953697693 0.70445315 290 286 lei ,71965 3 25 7 39 59 9 8646 I,0 71128 9114 .04013621 -,98322685 0.17791584 260 260 0 9 .41965 3 25 7 40 1598004 1.0 71129 9001 ,11469514 -,74672614 0.65516799 340 257 1.5 ,31965 3 25 7 40 15,80U4 IOU 71129 9009 -.54831449 -.36419803 005280211 200 295 1„0 .B
1965 3 25 7 4U 15,BU04 1.0 71129 9010 -,46915701 -,552 39943 0.68901856 290 286 1,1 .71965 3 25 7 4U 15.8U04 1.0 71129 9114 9036744.89 -,98662389 0.15881786 250 260 1,1 .4
1965 3 25 7 40 310375 1.0 71130 9001 ,11132307 -,76402048 0,6355.1544 340' 257 195 .3
1965 9 95 7 40 31.9375 190 71130 9010 -.47416971 -.56776747 0.67290652- 290 285 190 .6
1965 3 25 7 40 31,9375 1.0 71130 9114 ,03336465 -,98963556 0,13967197 250 260 1.0 ,4
1965 25 7 40 39,9191 I O U 71131 9001 ,10962683 -97724164U 0,62558362 340 257 1,7 ,31965 3 25 140 39,9191 1.0 71131 9010 -.47661462 -,57528115 0.66474815 290 285 1,2 .7
1965 3 27 7 7 47.8333 190 71112 9001 ,26809250 -,24949768 0,93052529 250 228 .6 ,51965 3 27 7 7 47:8333 1.0 71.112 9114 ,24790384 -.7lb95603 0,64934268 320 252 ,5 95
1965 3 27 7 14 31.7815 1,0 71132 9009 -946900066 -.38958097 0,79263160 210 295 IOU ,5
1965 3 27 7 1.4 310815 1.0 71132 9114 .16568584 -,97321461 0,15937856 250 258 1.2 ,61965 3 27 9 59 47.5138 1.0 71114 9001 -.74931464 -02120378 0,66187459 260 295 ,8 081965 3 27 9 59 47,5138 I.0 71114 9114 -.86187330 -938692287 0,32761871 260 282 1.2 .41965 3 24 6 41 2397127 190 71133 9001- ,35113990 -,19298809 001621852 240 220 195 .81965 3 29 6 41 23.t'127 1.0 71133 9124 ,35846955' -.64666809 0,67329040 310 247 ,4 .3
196$ 3 29 6 41 43.4267 1,0 71134 9001 ,35468684 -,21488364 0.90995729 24U 223 1 * 0 ,51965 3 29 6 41 43.4287 1,U 71134 9010 -,15058486 -.12124992 008100925 220 315 0 8 ,31965 3 29 6 41 43.4287 190 71134 9114 ,35725692 -.66827384 0.65251634 310 248 .4 031965 3 29 .6 42 7.4'237 100 71135 9001 .35889158 =924178915 0.90151808 250 225 1,1 ,61965 3 29 6 42 7«4237 -1.0 71135 90`10 -,15297729 -.14766023 007713582 220 310 1,0 03
1965 3 30 13 35 440721 1.0 71151 9005 -.81570606 -.34427100 0,46486676 270 247 1 9 0 .6	 {1965 3 30 13 35 44.021 1,0 71151 9012 -940401990 ,67775566 0.61434126 210 294 1.2 1.01965 4 6- -13 28 3599621 190 71146 9005 -,77767171 -922222630 0.58808348 290 247 1 9 1 .71965 4 6 13 28 35,9621 190 71146 9117 -,24219402 .59330332 0.76768042 210 298- 108 .31965 4 23 5 38 44.1460 1.0 71136 9001 912822809 -.66425961 0.73642157 330 255 193 1,4
1965 4 23 5 38 44,1460 1s0 71136 9009 -.52448339 -,31209480 0.79215782 190 299 1,1 051965 4 23 5 39 4.46'21 1,0 71137 9001 .12442023 -,68806403 0471490384 330 256 ,9 .q1965 4 23 5 39 4,4621 1 9 0 71137 9009 -.53108534 -.32688973 0978172339 200 298 97 .31965 '4 23 5 39 28.1138 100 71138 9001 911981617 -01511487 ' 0.68866161 330 256 1,0 1,01965 4 23 5 39 2891138 100 71138 9009 -.53877018 -,34404203 006900050 200 297 08 .4






Table Z (Cont. )
6303001
UAIL t1ME SIGMA 085 NO 51'A NO 1. M N OMEGt PHI A W
Y N L. H M 5 MS1:C SEC SEC
1965 4 t3 5 43 47 * 014 1.0 71141 9009 -,61990997 -052009606 U,5875471U 420 185 1 0 1 lot
1965 4 13 5 43 47.bU14 1,0 71141 9114 -,00672635 -,99576053 -,091737+"1 210 261 1 4 3 161
1965 4 24 6 52 27.7860 1,0 71147 9012 .26456613 -,81369540 0.51159498 210 244 1,U *5
1965 4 44 6 52 270660 I.O 71147 9114 -•53067334 -.84515964 0,06)9hUR4 240 769 .3 93
19b5 4 24 6 55 23,6946 1,0 71148 9012 921710341 -.90170128 0.37146423 210 249 ,9 ,7
0465 4 z4 6 55 ..3.6946 1.0 71148 9114 -,53220905 -.83788830 -912122949 2U0 468 160 ,bOM5 ti 14 9 37 8.0209 1.0 71149 9012 -936894380 -909213894 U,#92487344 250 212 1.0 .H
1465 M 44 9 37 8.U2U9 1,0 71149 9114 »,97153188 910583379 0 i,21195ti22 190 206 .9 .5
1965 4 30 5 27 52.0880 1,0 71142 9010 -.44756242
-.14234048 O1Rb2B5167 220 314 1.3 .b
L945 4 3U 5 27 52, 0840 L.0 71142 9114 -.04492815 -,76197308 U,644116707 34U z61 1.1 07
19b5 4 30 5 28 7.6942 1.0 71143 9001 ,01841829 -,29183987 0.95628964 270 2$4 I O U .3
1965 it 3U 5 2b '7.6942 1.0 71143 9010 -o45431471
-.15677747 0.87693727 230 312 1.2 .8
1965 4 30 28 7.6442 1.0 71143 9114 -.04990101 -.7766841b 0,62542852 340 461 l.0 .7
1965 4 3U 5 28 31.6939 IOU 71144 9001 .01162423 -02151086 0,94683454 280 256 1 1 0 03
1965 4 3U 5 18 31.6939 1,U 71144 9114 -,05743986 -,80165096 0.59502639 330 261 1,U 07
1965 6 20 7 16 47,9411 1,U 7124U 9U12 -.58233421 .52914120 0.61716ttl(o Z50 288 1.0 05
1965 6 2U 1 16 47.9411 1.0 71220 9117 -•53655606 01405139 0.76324921 260 282 ,5 ,6
1965 a 21 23 56 35,8197 1.0 71222 9007 921205002
-,95901521 0.18794844 31U 264 ,7 .4
1965 6 24 23 56 35.8797 1,U 71222 9009 .11949642 -.84506095
-*52114547 260 263 ,7 1*0
1965 0 22 43 59 35.9385 1.0 71223 9007 .18661664
-997787006 -,09457431 340 264 .4 .5
1965 o U 23 59 35,9385 1,U 71223 9009 .07834663 -.7258081x7 -,6834iUbO 120 262 .7 ,4
1965 p 29 23 55 18.0701 1,U '1224 9007 -,08679046 -,96868419 -.23263352 330 261 1 8 105
1965 0 19 '13 55 16.U101 IOU 71224 9011 -,14178391 -.98U71472 0.13452123 25U 260 .5 195
1965 1 t7 7 51 3,8661 1.0 71261 9007 .92401900
-.37950957 0.04649058 270 99 ,8 1.0
1465 7 27 7 57 3,0661 1.0 71261 9009 .76920185 -.33727024 -.54274976 220 99 93 .3
1965 .1 2b 9 14 j.9o03 1.0 71262 9007 ,31784298 -978644720 0.52960037 250 96 1.3 .4
19b5 1 2b 9 14 3,9663 1.0 71262 9010 ,48094099 -.75725973 -.44186624 220 95 ,4 09
1965 b 2 9 32 4,1172 I,0 71 2 63 9009 -,11512739 -.94278424 -93128586) , 290 95 10h 1.0
1965 6 2 9 32 4.1112 1.0 71263 9010 .14819759 -.81898216 -.55435160 10 96 63 .7
1965 0 [ 9 32 11.9847 I.O 71264 9007 -,U4479893 -.90432269 0,42449208 2611 96 ,4 1.2
1A45 b 4 9 32 27,9847 1.0 71264 9009 -911946348 -.9.5230975 -.28077503 290 95 1.1 .7
1965 p 2 9 32 27,9847 I.0 71264 9010 914799554 -,83238313 -.53407.57 210 9b .3 0 N
1965 b z 9 32 51.9274 1.0 71265 9007
-,04715182 -.89114713 0,45125169 250 9b 66 1.8
1965 is 1 9 32 51.9214 1.0 71265 9009 -.12380417 -,96086955 -.24779474 300 95 1,6 1.0
1965 0 11 7 48 44.3041 1.0 71266 9007 ,28989469 -.6462277a 0.70593960 210 95 .b 1:4
1965 b 17 7 48 44.3641- 1,0 71266 9010 ,55551899 -.80501207 -.20821676 260 92 1.7
i
.7
1965 8 21 6 53 57.6510 1.0 71268 9007 ,63102104 -.59101993 0950250163 240 94 05 96
1965 8 21 6 53 57.6510 1.0 71268 9010 .72819297 -,55545371 -940150489 210 94 ,6 .7
1965 6 21 6 56 31.6526 1,0 71269 9007 ,55060081 -.52869191 0.64600509 210 92 .6 08
1965 8 21 6 56 31.6526 1,0 7`1269 9010 976728862 -.59435293 -.2408564U 230 91 .8 1.0
1965 b 22 8 4 36,2619 1,0 71270 9007 ,00302830 -98719626U 0,48956277 250 96 1.2 03
1965 b 22 8 4 36.2619 1.0 71270 9010 .19696046 -.85289522 -.48350421 220 96 .3 .4
1965 b 25 6 4 48,36U6 I O U 71271 9007 ,74042856 -.35050147 0,57351048 210 91 09 111
1965 b 25 6 4 48,3606 1.0 71271 9010 .89314545 -.37893364 -.24228186 210 90 15 03
1965 b 25 8 5.2 52.0103- 1,0 71272 9001 ,16898121 -01707623 -.36113230 220 93- 1 9 .7
1965 8 2.5 8 $2 52,0103 1.0 71272 9007 -.44176754 -964703914 0.56478127 190 100 .b .3
1965. b 26 7 13 55.9142 1.0 71273 9007 931310475
-977986625 0.54200927 250 96 .7 .3
1965 8 26 7 13 55.9142 1.0 71273 9010 .48275242 -.76320450 -.42949854 220 95 .7 .4
1965 8 27 8 27 8.1168 100 71275 9001 .30283599
-.88592717 -.35131668 210 tit I.0 .3
1965 b 27 8 27 8.1768 1.0- 71275 9007 -•32952.046 -,73740814 0,58961471 200 99 1.4 05
1965 8 27 8 27 8.1(68 1.0 71275 9010 -919015171 -.93607716
-.29597614 260 97 .4 ,4	 #1965 b 27 8 27 32,1322 1.0 71276 9007 -932743292 -.72333571 0,60792527 200 100 1.4 05
1965 8 27 8 27 32,1322 1.0 71276 9010 -.19564526 -994353230 -,26733823 260 97 94 .4
1965 9 3 11 14 16,1846 1.0 71287 9012 -.36839076 -.69224888 0.26111335 300 86 .5 93
1965 9 3- 11 14 16,1846 1.0 71287 9117 -.19324927_ -03976589 0.28194821 240 82 1.2 .8
1965 9 3 11 '18 492264 1.0 71288 9012 -,28372607
-.77995054 0.55783212 290 81 1.0 .8
1965 9 3 11 18 4.2264 1.0 71288 9117 -912686176 -984766695 0.51513769 230 76 1.3 .6
1965 9 3- 14 1 56.4393 1.0 71289 9012_ -4,83266868 .50893884 U2L827535 270 104_ .7 1.0
1965 9 3 14 1 56,4393 100 71289 9117 -988013652 .29567506 0037139257 330 100 1.1 1o2
1965 b 3 14 6 12.4431 1,0 71290 9012 -.68358159 ,52086443- 0.51128901 260 110 07 .3
36'
DA? ►. TIME; SIGMA 005 NO STA NO l M h OMEGA PHI A u
Y M Lr N M 5 M5EC SEC SEC,
1965 9 3 14 6 12944,11 1a0 71240 9117 -.66233212 •29986016 0,686541574 290 105 o9 •7
1965 9 3 14 9 56 * 4307 1,U 71291 9012 •x49885108 +50194344 0*70502960 240 110 1,0 ,4
1965 9 3 14 9 56.4357 too 71291 9117 -.43253500 928166594 0.0564911.4 240 114 ,7 03
1965 N 4 12 27 24 0 4213 1.0 71292 9012 -,81490067 -.29712447 0,49764842 350 95 lot 97
1965 9 4 It 27 2494213 1.0 71292 91,17 ».60203713
-w58022860 0,54053U0x 310 86 1	 5 97
1965 9 4 12 35 32,4103 1 6 0 7129) 9012 -.33323082 -.06559302 0,94056063 240 10). l,,U .8
1965 9 4 12 35 32,4203 1.0 71293 9117 -,19737445 -•30771923 0093076043 220 0 1.7 ,44
1965 9 13 12 1 56066.8 I,0 71296 9012 -947749372 -.07702092 0,07525284 270 101 ,7 1,0
1965 9 13 12 1 5603658 100 71496 9117 -.32203990 -,33941067 0,80319336 240 76 1,0 *4t^
1965 9 1-3 12 5 16 , 3690 1. x7 712x/7 9012 •• 26994050 s00U13491' U,96 407700 220 109 07 •N
1965 y l:3 12 5 1693690 1,0 71247 9117 •914756475 -,2365379b 0,95905630 200 62 1,9 1,1
1965 1U U 20 13 370501 1,0 71318 9008 .08149666 .22628210 0,97064664 250 00 1.0 ,7
1965 1U 4 20 13 370501 1.0 71310 9115 0 11853128 ,91132641 0,39425184 230 70 1,2 96
1965 1U 15 22 4 52,2014 1,0 71319 9004 .2324944'3 ,49575184 0983676540 260 55 ,4 •6








OATk 11M4 SIGMA 085 NO 5TA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A h
Y M y H M S MSEC 58C 5kc
1964 1 is 17 4 2098213 l,0 709b1 9006 ,84215564 -.05937598 0.53595557 200 118 96 102
1164 1 1Z 17 4 26,0413 3,0 70251 9008 964933639 915644535 0*74423592 280 109 loll ,3
1964 1 13 1 25 26.8121 ISO 70241 9001 •44036457 -977025830 0.461x8212 270 80 * 4 1.4
1904 1 13 1 25 2690221 190 70241 9009 -,32513452 -03760.102 0,77799218 210 113 ,7 ,81964 1 14 1 35 '4,8213 1,0 70244 9001 -,22530948 -989160139 0;,39278624 320 94 95 1,1
1964 1 14 2 35 54.8213 1.0 70242 9009 -970898657 -,44023205 09550939U0 190 113 97 99
19h4 1 14 b 27 540bU10 too 70243 9001 -.88370956 •13298771 0,44874456 200 116 •5 1,2
1964 1 14 5 17 54,81110 I S O 70243 9012 - # 33806593 -+941296201 0 0 84b66973 250 tit 47 ,7
1064 1 15 0 46 34,bU97 1 4 0 70245 9007 •,03642496 -o gO853430 0,41621947 240 96 .a 100
1964 t 15 U 44 3408097 190 70245 9009 -,10763137 •,96062915
-9256131188 200 95 97 03
1964 1 16 2 U 4,,8173 1.0 70244 9047 -.58443827 -960651079 0,42940051 190 97 1 5 901964 1 16 1 0 42,b173 1,0 70244 9009 -.67649984 -03258105 -•07531914 220 97 102 051964 1 16 2 0 54,8216 100 70225 9001 -,03252706 » .89577761 -.44331080 200 96 ,5 031964 I. 16 4 0 540116 1,0 70225 9007 -•58249641 -•68407097 0,43902715 180 98 03 r51964 1 l_6 2 U 5440.'1:16 too 7041 9009 -,67818815 -,,73220139 -.0627001 220 97 1.1 o4
1964 1 16 2 1 18.8117 100 10226 9U01 -.03508449 » 990570797 -9422447141 200 95 .( 93
1964 1 1b 2 1 lt1.8197 1,0 711226 9007 -.57853966 -.67498914 0,45790907 180 98 03 V5
IYh4 I l6 2 5 30,8149 1.0 70247 9001 -906027245 -084782U6 -916300175 250 94 .4 .3
Wj1 4 1 16 2 5 3098149 190 70227 9009 -.69646676 -,69189753 0.22349454 220 102 ,7 19319b-f 1 .0 1 37 50,8442 1,0 10246 9009 -.735630841 -,66727895 -.1I655905 200 96 •6 1,2
196 90 1 15 1 $7 5U,b342 10 70246 9010 -05860429 -,73621702 -938202846 200 96 ,4 93
1964 1 19 15 3 lbob402 1.0 70252 9006 968279175 •30560714 0.35676743 240 109 1.4 w6
1964 1 29 15 3 lb.b482 1 0 70252 9008 ,57384241 •67372505 0946561721 320 X15 l,1 1,0
1964 1 19 15 7 50.6433 190 70263 9006 .77651852 ,15345208 0.61112310 240 116 15 05
1964 1 29 0 7 5U,8433 1 0 70203 9008 .43046983 .45460111 007976506 300 96 1 9 8 94
IV64 1 4 23 30 1993 4 99 190 70061 9006 -939992924 •28246615 U.87193433 250 233 ,7 05`
1964 4 2 23 30 19.3 4 99 100 70061 9008 -.66485339 ,37639324 0.64521167 200 233 1,6 .4
1964 4 2 0 39 4363656 1.0 10136 9006 -,47443070 982575330 0.30503606 320 256 166 08
1964 4 2 23 39 43„3656 1.0 70136 9008 - 9 68096402 * 70602874 0,14445159 210 252 1,1 ,8
1964 e 7 0 57 34,0569 190 70062 9006 -.11323457 ,48775016 0,06W029 300 455 1 9 U .5	 1
1964 4 7 23 51 34,8569 100 TOUO2 9008 — # 52006370 .56208745 0,64311069 240 239 1,1 ,7
1964 4 b U 2 6.0633 .90 70137 9006 -,07722512 .81345464 0,57647882 360 261 .7 93
1164 4 b U 2 6,N633 1 0 0 70137 9000 -,50287513 .76854567 0.39554247 250 249 ,8 .4
1964 4 H 0 8 906.6445 1 9 0 7013H 9006 —.00421598 .99956466 -.02920062 320 263 1.0 l•3
1964 k 6 U 8, 26,4135 lot 701-18 9008 -:43012279 .90240903
-.02554071 230 257 1.0 93
1964 4 4 19 47 310304 160 70145 9006 -.25573475 684587354 0.46807872 360 258 1.0 ,6
1964 4 4 19 47 3190104 I,0 70145 9008 -.59069595 ,74774017 0.30325391 240 249 1,U .7
1964 •, 4 22 24 59.U172 1#0 70064 9006 .50786261 -.18565396 0984119449 220 322 .6 98
IQ64 4 4 22 24 590172 190 10U64 9008 910669316 90041712b 0,99428324 240 312 1.5 96
1964 4 5 20 48 10132 1*0 70146 9006 914195638 -904028941 0.98905265 220 352 ,7 95
1964 4 5 20 40 IoOl:, 1„0 70146 9008 -.31031097 ,16317777 003652556 220 201 .7 97
1964 4 b 20 59 45.U308
two
70065 9006 .51540871 .72166450 0,46211926 360 274 99 .7
1964 4 5 4U 59 450308 1,0 70065 9008 -.11311164 090614144 0.40614940 330 253 1,3 98
1964 4 b 23 36 3190269 1.0 70271 9004 —.02795606 .62435834 0,78063764 240 221 .7 .8
1964 4 5 23 36 31.U269 1	 0 70271 9008 92.9533406 -.2968176U 000811734 230 330 ,8 100
1964 4 8 21 37 39.U1U5 1#0 70147 9006 ,43373961 -909601748 0.89569109 230 324 ,8 96
1964 4 b 21 37 3990205 1x0 70147 9008 -.01895035 ,11806395 0999282515 240 228 1,0 .3
1964- 4 b 11 40 43.0254 1.0 70148 9006 ,58069031 ,04560617 0.81284614 260 305 1.2 .8
1964 4 b 21 40 43.0Y54 100 70146 9008 910668510 931225899 0994398761 290 256 1,2 r8
1964 4 14 23 13 5.6167 490 70261 9004 -.01134022 '957941927 0981495074 250 219 1.3 94
1964 4 14 23 13- 5,5367 1 9 0 70261 9008 930278574 -.35110865 0988602681 220 330 1.7 .3
1964 4 19 4 2 39,0493 100 71284 9004 -.21215717 —.71003623 0.67144463 230 310 1,.0 .7
1964 4 19 4 2 3990493 1,0 71284 9010 050995754 .16108900 U,84498144 220 2.17 .6 69
1964 4 2U 19 2U 23,U421 1,0 70067 9006 .11500057 ,56337520 0.81815845 350 267 .6 o4
1964 4 20 19 20 23,0421 1.0 70067 9008 -.40750336 .66185237 0.62919485 280 242 1:2 .8
1964 4 2U 19 24 39.U4UI 190 70068 9006 ,20046122 985538795 0947762617 380 261 1,1 1.1
1964 4 20 19 24 39.0481 190 70068 9008 -,35521096 686653501 0*35062615 280 250 .7 98
1964 4 20 22 9 2797116 1_,0 70322 9004 .21367467 99/300412 0,34751491 230 244 05 94
1964 4 20 22 4 27.7116 1,0 70322 9008 974233347 .09124015 0,66378931 330 285 1.1 .6
1964 4 20 22 9 4702U4 1,0 70323 9004- 921435455 .91733233 0,32888666 230 245 96 94
3
I





DAI6 TIME SIGMA 1105 NO STA NO L m N OMEGA PHI A 8
Y A U H M 5 M5Ec SEC SLC
1964 4 10 22 9 47 9 .7204 100 70323 9006 *69660416 *90971028 0.42902524 220 292 .7 07
1164 4 ZO 22 9 47 9 7204 100 70323 9006 .76140624 .10116418 0.64023792 330 284 1•0 .51964 4 ZU ZZ 10 7 9 0909 1.0 70324 9006 ,90549971 -.103154161 i1A41161903 220 291 ,7 •7
196h h 20 22 10 7.0909 ISO 70324 9006 ,77923306 •11113086+* 0 * 61670210 330 r83 1,1 ,6
1464 4 21 3 46 15.0 4 11 1.0 70116 9004 .06787585 -,94821023 u•31030667 230 189 1.3 ..0
1964 4 21 3 46 15.0477 10 70116 9009 «60896199 - 9 03440509 0.79255021 230 240 1.3 981164 4 23 2U 7 27.0511 1,0 70180 9006 ,54324436 .30082747 0,700711,96 310 210 1.7 1„6
.1964 4 13 20 7 2790511 110 70160 9008 •902797231 .09030383 0.80611008 320 440 to to1464 4 43 22 53 3.0522 110 70U0 9004 .2633 4952 .67416144 0.69003868 200 43b lo t, .6
1964 4 23 22 53 3.0922 100 7000 9008 .57051546 • .34561646 0,74502441 250 J05 106 08
104 4 13 22 56 41.0523 1 0 0 70256 9004 045086754 ,74508aO 0.49149311 290 145 i.2 031964 4 23 Z2 56 410023 1,0 70256 9008 •75853715 -,30003055 0,57813724 260 293 1.0 1.1
1,964 4 2b 18 6 39.0490 1.0 741101 9006 -.292209111 .47154132 11,03202321 310 446 98 160
1964 4 26 18 6 39 9 0490 100 70101 9008 - 9 62072498 952149401 0.58544313 230 237 1.4 1#6
1964 417 19 23 5$,0580 190 70070 9006 947799633 .74518992 0.46498547 360 273 .7 09
a	 19h4 4 27 19 23 55.0560 1.0 70U70 9008 -,14974398 990487005 0.39846261 320 253 1,2 69
1964 4 27 22 0 51 9 0928 1 9 0 70220 9004 •.03009388 •6437406U 0,76465182 240 e42 1.5 ,41964 4 27 2Z 0 5190 96 100 70220 9008 «29694955 -,281011819 0 9 91195501 230 330 1.b 1,01964 4 29 18 59 4300986 190 70262 9006 .323550.71 9 80618854 41.49534816 300 Z70 ISO .5
1144 4 29 18 59 23.0586 190 70262 9008 -.27353379 ,880372B3 0.38745702 300 251 .6 1.1
1964 4 49 ZI 40 359U583 1,0 70221 9004 .11812269 ,81407434 U.5686Z114 240 236 SO 041964 4 29 41 40 3540563 1,0 70221 9008 .53116451 -.10607109 0.84060267 28 n 301 .7 1911964 4 30 3 16 7,0130 1.0 70272 9004 -._12006985 -981614156 0.56524012 23U 302 1 4 1.1	 I1964 4 3U 3 1.6 790730 1 9 0 70272 9010 ,63820998 067?9170 0,76684069 240 429 a7 .t1964 4 U 3 ZO 43.0525 I O U 70229 9004 •00110898 -.94676124 0,32193466 220 290 lob ob
1964 4 30 3 20 43 9 0515 1.0 70228 9010 .82136110 -.11900101 0.55785723 260 243 1 *9 1.01964 4 30 3 20 59.0637 1.0 70229 9004 ,00686275 »,95171843 0.30689564 220 290 1.8 .B1964 4 3U 3 20 59.U637 1.0 70229 9009 .55834068 -.083OWU 9,82536462 230 241 08 04
1964 4 3U 3 20 590637 190 70229 9010 •82997747 -.129394113 0.54258122 260 244 1.3 ,7
1964 4 30 3 11 19.0548 I S O 70230 9009 •57265137 -.09695011 0.81404159 230 e4? .0 04	 I
1964 4 30 3 21 19.04B 110 70230 9010 .84034255 -.14W21120 0.52306823 260 Z45 1.4 97l0h4 5 1 18 34 550618 1.0 70263 9006 .15706388 .84926046 0,50407104 380 266 #1 ,51964 5 1 18 34 55.0628 1,0 70263 9008 - 9 38025647 .84959711 0036549934 280 250 .4 .51964 5 1 21 17 47 9 0512 1.0 70264 9006 981197897 -,15095079 0.56382977 220 298 100 041964 7 1 F1 1 7, 47.0512 1.0 70264 9009 * 59423834 .041g 1824 0,30319590 31. 0 291 48 05
1944 5 2 19 47 43.U601 190 70257 9006 979076725 .51134357 0033494958 310 179 1.0 .3	 I1964 5 2 19 47 43.0601 1.0 70257 9008 .26938974 .88479255 0.38022534 360 260 .8 i.l1964 5 2 22 29 3.0622 i3O 70273 9004 .39949460 .66299714 0.63311836 300 242 .3 .41964 5 e 22 29 3,0622 1,0 70273 9008 .65978322 -,37851603 0.64916232 250 300 95 071964, 5' 3 18 8 51.0637 160 70265 9006 -.03473006 .76949488 0.63770797 370 262 9 8 ,3
1964 5 3 18 8 510637 1.0 70265 9008 -.48927742 .75122718 0.44301853 260 246 .7 .51964 5 4 21 58 230653 1.0 70274 9004 -02063943 .53760867 0984294183 250 215 .4 941964 7 4 21 58 23.0653 1.0 70214 9008 .28642226 -.30791352 0..87606243 220 332 10 051964 5 4 22 1 55.U676 1 9 0 70266 9004 .1.8871916 .65909621 0,72799537 27U 232 ,6 *41964 5 4 22 1 55.0676 10 70266 9008 .50497726 -&34124104 0,79281304 250 310 1„2 07&
1964 5 5 17 41 3.0602 1 * 0 70151 9006 -.20469959 .51625928 0.83160954 330 451 *91964 5 5 17 41 3.0602 1.0 70151 9008 -.57749665 .56430804 0,58996106 24U 238 51964 5 6 18 51 23.U623 1_.0 70.152 9006 936080831 429642716 0 * 80427841 310 290 ;e4' 1031964 5 6 18 51 23.0623 1.0 70152 9008 -020119070 .52431014 0.82741038 290 230 ;a4 1;11964 5 6 18 57 23,0692 1,0 0 70153 9006 .56220546 .66957489 0 9 48538077 350 276 11,1, 1y
1964 5 6 18 57 23,0692 1.0' 70153 9008 -,,06275.522 •89224241 0.44717476 330 253 4 u d1964 "5 7 20 7 31.0712 1 0 0 70154 9006 «86841049' .16865682 0,46628114 270 288 let `R11964 5 7 20 7 31.0112 I.0 70154 9008 •54723067 ,53581367 0.64299479 370 270 1 4 1 X1964 5 b 15 47 19.0799 I S O 70268 9005 .04284397 .99614587 0 9076536?12 250 278 * 1 e
1964 5 8 15 47 19.0799 1.0 70268 9006 -obAI04014 .49595898 0,17249745 23U 251 04 Sal






Table 2 (Cont. )
6303004
UATL 71ML SIGMA 085 NO 5TA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A b
Y M U H M 5 MSEC SEC SEC
1964 5 1 16 46 43,0554 1.0 7025E 9006 -05900064 .11291343 0.92648211 240 215 1 7 93
1964 5 11 2 29 15.0683 1.0 70259 9004 ,02368431 -993994036 0.34079195 220 291 9 7 1.0
1964 5 11 2 29 15 9 0688 1.0 70259 9910 982550980 -.08726046 0.55760128 260 243 10 96
1964 5 it 17 '37 51.0721 1,0 70155 9006 .00796322 .4 0,1$27696 0.89031426 A20 262 161 .4
1964 5 11 17 37 51.0721 1.0 70155 9008 -.46281583 .56442412 0968353999 260 237 1.0
-C
1964 5 13 2 4 5Y#0651 1.0 70156 9004 •11511501 -.93645163 0*33137121 230 289 1.0 05
1964 5 13 2 4 5990851 1.0 70156 9009 .63204059 .01135715 0.77485206 22U 239 .8 97
1964 5 13 16 l 7,0794 1-0 70275 9005 •40703719 .70521193 0,58051431 260 298 13 .7
1964 5 13 16 1 7.0794 1.0 70275 9006 -.59676761 •31290249 0973889137 270 236 .4 .4
1964 5 13 16 6 39.U7U6 1.0 70269 90J5 .34389774 •90747351 0.24130100 240 285 97 7+'
1964 5 13 16 6 39.0706 160 70269 9006 -967407712 961258867 0.41274103 290 249 .7 .4
1964 5 14 17 18 3,UO35 1.0 70260 9006 -,08230232 983600062 0.54252124 370 261 .9 -8
1964 5 14 17 18 3.0835 1,0 70260 9008 --50721395 -77917722 UO36626196 250 247 .9 0 .
1964 5 14 20 4 3.0007 1.0 70157 9006 ,88401255 ,01410809 0.46725023 240 29l 1.1 98
1964 5 14 20 4 3,0007 1,0 70157 9008 .66'798078 -30544518 0.67860513 350 278 1,0 99
1+64 5 15 1 41 43.0055 1.0 70158 9004 923805937 -,3771413 0.25302163 240 286 ;4 ,4
1964 5 15 1 41 430855 1.0 70158 90U9 -73533900 9 042$1674 0.67636446 220 243 .5 .7
1964 7 15 1 45 7.0855 1.0 70159 9004 929389'-1,?
-995505850 0.03857015 210 280 :.1 09
1964 5 15 1 45 7,U855 1.-0 70159 9009 606189533 - " 04758705 0.50484041 240 250 1.5 94
1964 5 15 10 24 59.0144 1.0 70160 9006 .46449656 -33154067 0 982117217 310 289 .7 05
1964 5 15 18 24 59,0(44 1,0 70160 9008 -.11040009 ,58446743 0.80387158 310 244 1.4 09
1964 j 15 18 29 35.U720 1.0 70183 9006 .62375611 .59564655 0.50609634 340 279 .6 1.1
1964 5 1+ 18 29 35 9 0720 1 W 0 70183 9008 .01632042 986733366 0,49745948 340 254 1.5 ,7 I
1964 5 16 16 58 55.0971 190 70164 9006 -.17980063 .98369670 0000351830 300 261 1.0 1.2
1964 5 lb lb 58 55.0971 l.0 70184 9008 -.51967274 ,85436291 --00206430 21 .0 255 .0 93
1763 .t 17 1 17 47,09U2 1.0 70231 9004 .35114105
-.91299905 0,2076;413 250 283 1.O .5
1964 7 17 1 17 47.0902 1.0 70231 9009 ,79468055 -09917337 0959881183 220 245 1 9 U 05
1964 5 17' 1 21 31-0875 1.0 70232 9004 940039116 -,91563666 --03600591, 210 278 .7 .7
1964 5 17 1 21 3190875 190 70232 9009 991570735 9018609?9 0940141467 230 252 .3 192 -i
1964 5 17 6 49 40.6462 1.0 70168 9001 -962075188 - * 38469611 0.66313689 340 285 .7 95
1964 5 17 6 49 40.64b2 1.0 70168 9012 .25120985 -0 '900'028 0.64713304 220 237 93 .4
1964 5 17 20 52 43 9 0086 I O U 70276 9004 •45119863 085b57979 0924343488 240 249 ,4 .7
1964 5 17 2U 52 43.0086 1-U 70276 9008 990290876 -908259793 0.42182147 290 204 ISO 94
1964 5 18 16 24 150813 1.0 70102 9006 -937591106 .50321513 007811658 310 245 1.1 .4
1964 b lb 16 24 159U813 1.0 70162 9008 -.65778771 .52905416 0953611288 220 238 I.I .6 I
1964 5 16 19 10 119U832 1,0 70163 9006 .65690543 .01668094 005378843 260 303 67 .6
1964 5 18 19 10-11 9 0032 1	 0 70163 9008 .23088313 ,28562136 0,93011473 -3.10 268 .7 08
1964 5 22 21 11 19.1021 1 60 70278 9004 .52715477 967304268 0.51676912 300 246 .6 1.0
1964 5 22 21 11 19.1021 1.0 70278 9008 ,753&lO66 -.36950846 0954335346 250 294 .3 99
1964 5 23 16 42'15.0879 190 70201 9006 -.07284882 ,23604234 0996900829 210 248 1.2 1.2
1964 5 23 16 42 15.0879 190 70201 9008 -.49517641 ,38797999 0977734925 240 226 9 8 ib
1964 5 26 14 43 59._1002 190 70279 9005 .27810844 .75190788 0.59773760 280 295 94 93
1964 5 26 14 43 59.1002 1 9 0 70279 9006 -970003487 .28004160 0965690782 250 237 1.0 .7
1964 5 28 5 57 21.8096 1.0 70034 9001 -.60226987 -.46314122 0.65020859 340 281 98 .6 =
1964 5 18 5 57 21.8096 1.0 70034 9012 926397156 -.75073546 0,60557021 210 239 1 , 41 .5
1964 ) 28 6 0 39 9 0995 1.0 70170 9001 -.69920010 -.60653190 0937846833 330 277 97 .6
I
1964 5 28 6 O 390995 LOU 70170 9012 919950761 -.87142061 0,44813261 220 246 .4 1 9 0 {
1964 5 29 18 16 57-1730 190, 70164 9006 .62616028 .03999471 0977866792 260 304 .3 95
1964 5 29 18 16 57.1730 100 70164 9008 •17917614 ,30937538 0.93390727 300 263 1.5 93_
1964. 5 29 18 23 180820 190 70185 9006 ` `.86284317 .28911122 0.414u2799 270 285 1,0 12
1964 5 29 18 23 18.9820 190 70185 9008 -49057202 .68104030 0.54362046 370 266 1.0 98
1964 5 3U 2 57 519UI48 1 90 70171 9007 -12386822
-.77243989 0962249001 230 265 9 4 95
1964 5 30 2 57 51,0198 ISO 70171 9010 .34338426 -,88034518 -.32723022 240 263 .7 .4
1964 - 5 3U lb 44 39.1077 1,0 70202 9006 92312846, .64864349 0972509932 350 270 1.5 1.6
1964 5 3U 16 44'3991077 ISO 70202 9008
-.32727176 975051714 0,57412300 -290 1o^-5 .4 1.0
1964 6 7 1 17 4391112 1.0 70172 9007 .61863467 -,51454892 0,59374283 210 26:1
-8 •7
1964 b 7 1 17 4391112 1.0 70172 9009 .73863376
-.67378816 0-02072882 310 262 97 94
1964 6 7- 1 21 3191U99 190 70173 9007 -68918977
--62001691 0.37496199 250 264 44 95
1964 6 7 1 21-3191099 190 70173 9009 .67910411
-.67083296 -929799454 270 264 ,7 95






Table 2 (Cont. )
6303004
DATt T.1140 SIGMA 0@S NO STA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A 8
Y M U H 14 B M5EO SEC SEC
1964 6 1 b 36 39•
	 w`37 Y 70174 4012 •01603767 -•41668595 0008090 230 228 97 .7
1964 b 9 0 39 51.;,11,,40 160 701.17 9004 - 001400336 -.94582361 0.32437880 210 290 1*3 190
1964 6 9 0 39 51.1140 1 1 0 70117 9009 ,52499851 -,11102103 0.84383108 220 241 08 15
1964 b 9 3 29 3,11;14 1,0 70233 9001 .23493587 -982797605 0.50917659 340 255 .6 .4
1964 6 9 3 99 3.113:4 1.0 70233 9009 -.51224893 -946078580 0.72476029 220 292 .5 07
1'964 6 9 3 40 35.1132 I S O 70247 9001 ,081715, 11 -092282374 -937645`,82 210 262 .5 .3
1964 6 9 3 40 35.1132 1.0 70247 9009 -.62277806 -976222480 0.01648768 230 271 .7 1.0
1964 b 9 3 42 47.1157 1„0 70248 9001 ,06019783 -.87011148 -,. oJ916483 190 262 .4 .7
1964 6 9 3 42 47.1157 1.0 70248 9009 +-.61778660 -077560671 -.12951428 220 269 .3 07
1164 0 9 6 15 3.1105 1.0 70249 9001 -,05031531 -007533983 0.52085294 270 291 9 5 195	 ^?
1964 6 9 t 15 3.1105 1.0 70249 9012 . ,05585136 -.64208785 0.76459389 260 241 .4 1.3
1964 0 9 6 20 31,,,1291 1,0 70250 9001 -.96667793 -.20019099 0.15955359 240 281 09 .7
1964 6 9 6 20 31,12` 91 1,0 702:5 0 9012 - 9 26647'3110 -.85365512 0044750819 290 253 .6 45
'	 1964 6 10 2 3 55 4 1213 1 0 0 70234 9007 •19229611 -.74769939 0.63558464 220 265 * 4 95
1964 6 10 2 '3 55.1213 1.0 70234 9009 .17460174 -998391669 0903771160 330 266 1 9 2 .7
1964 6 10 2 1 5501171 1.0 70235 9007 •20085750 -.89559331 0.39694946 260 264 08 1.0
1964 6 10 2 7 55.1171 1.0 70235 9.010 034281947 -077766200 - .52698826 200 263 1,4 1.0
I	 1964 6 11 0 34 47.1214 1,0 70175 9007 .89157435 -.43921217 0.11039859 250 267 .7 95
1964 6 11 0 34 47.1214 1.0 70175 9009 077546612 -.40312451 -.48175376 220 267 .6 .3
1964 6 11 0 38 0,; 9,1230 1.0 70319 9007 •87627857 -.43685174 -.20321522 260 271 1.5 1.0
1964 6 11 0 38 59,1230 1.0 70319 9009 c64546351 -•345269913 •, .68129700 180 271 08 r5
1904 6 11 0 39 23x1225 1.0 70320 9007 987060000 -943319017 -.23324.218 260 272 1.0 .7
1964 6 11 0 39 230225 1,0 70320 9009 .63268989 -.33798813 -,69675500 180 271 06 .3
1764 6 11 0 39 23.1225 1.0 7032.0 9011 •78727817 -.60974826 0.09165229 240 268 1.2 .3
1964 6 11 0 39 47.1187 1#0 70321 9009 .61993324 -.33055120 4-.71163100 180 272 .8 05
19b4 6 1.1 0 39 479 1187 190 70321 9011 .78861467 -#61164088 0.06310575 250 269 1.8 05
L064 6 11 5 57 7.1167 100 71286 9001 -•94243614 -,33016852 0.05294214 240 277 .6 03
1964 6 11 5 57 7.1167 100 '71286 9012 -.19833262 -093340048 0.29904467 270 254 .7 1.3
1964 6 1.1 6 0 43.1131 1.0 70176 9001 -,92261563 -,34441281 -017366697 200 273 .4 •3
1964 6 11 6 0 43.1131 1.0 701.76 9012 -.2740'7583 -.96112539 0.03347274 2$)0 258 1 9 0 .6
1964 6 12 1 37 55.0937 ISO 70236 9007 931793510 -.,66397682 0967679543 210 263 07 1.0
1964 6 12 1 37 55.0937 1.0 70236 9010 956446327 -979379044 -.22644636 250 261 .4 03
1964 6 12 1 48 3.1194 1.0 70187 9007 .35163741
-.93568266 -.029139.18 310 2E5 .6 07
1964 6 1i 1 48 3.1194 1 9 0 70187 9011 921658456 -993303074 0.26730605 230 263 94 .7
1964 6 13 2 aka 19.1226 1 6 0` 70188 9007 -08240784 -*92175107 0.06433668 260 P63 1.6 1 5	 l
1964 b 13 2 58 19.I226 1.0 701bb 9011 -935998903 -.88015439 000941259 200 262 08 94
19'',:4 9 13 21 42 37.8286 1.0 70527 9006 9 34630890 «62098165 000317276 350 100 .6 .3	 i
1964 9 13 21 42 37,6286 1.0 70527 9008 -•24886567 .76962518 0,58799912 300 75 .7 .3
1964 9 .18 5 9 47.3359 1.0 70529 9004 .26341307 -•96417516 -903079289 220 104 .4 94
1964 9 11 5 9 47.3359 1 9 0 70529 9009' ,88644589 -609401956 0945318209 260 82 192 05
1964 9 18 22 6 31,3395 -1*0 70530 9006 .54442110 .25975626 0.79757350 280 116 9 3 05
1964 9 18 22 6 3.5. 3395 1.0 70530 9008 •111184925 ,53480495 Oc64489246 300 76 193 190
1964 9 18 22 11 4393455 1.0 70532 9006 934703274 -•02181248 0'03759932 220 145 06 97
1964 9 .18 22 11 43.3455 1 9 0 70532 9008 -.107251'77 *t9002339 0.97590377 220 42 1.8 03
1964 '9 21 0 30 31.34.39 Z.O 70533 9004 •27911440 .70655942 0.65028374 260 64 1.4 1.4
1964 9 21 0 30 31.3439 100 70533 9008 .60251878 -.2754 022 0.74907966 240 124 97 94	 I
1964 9 21 22 52 3103401 1 9 0 70534 9006 .75287451 .01963444 0.65787116 240 12C 1,5 .8
1964 9 21 22 52 31.3401 140 70534 9008 .41043981 •29116121 0,86415526 300 101 1 9 4 97
1964' 9 25 7 29 5,192537 3.0 70525 9007 -•35986099 -953571231 -.76367983 290 73 1,7 96
p	 1964 9 25 7 29 51«2637 1.0 70525 9011 -.45949187 -07648300 -.431209,20 320- 76 1.1 1.1
1964 9 26 23 .10' 27.3404 190 70535 9006 989926406 -,07078003 0.43.164145 220 114 .5 .7
1964 9 26 23 10 27.3404 1 9 0 70535 9008 •75735256 .15609875 0,63407435 310 107 1.1 es
1964 9 26 23 12 47.3522 1.0 70536 9006 .829174168 -.12683626 0.54506861 210 118 .8 94
-1964 9 26 23 12 47.3522 1.0 70536 9008 663321810 .06729834 0.77104200 290 112 .5 :8
1964 9 16 _23 15 23.3554 ISO 70537' 9006 * 73380037 -.19098911 0.65196639 200 125 .4 .6
-1964 9 26 23 15 23.3554 1.0 70537 9008 •48339066 -•02822928 0.87494947 260 121 I.0 93
1964 9 28 22 46 17.3453 1.0 70538 9006 084038601 -•03517913 0,54084543 220 117 .6 96
L964 9 28 22 46 470453 1 9 0 70538 9008 .61263851 ,21264504 0.76122017 310 107 .5 1.0
1964 9 28 22 50 27.3499 1.0 70539- 9006 .7.0422381 -.,13943010 0,69615233 210 126 .8 06









DA TL T M8 SIGMA 085 NO 1A NU L m N OMEGA PHI A 8
Y M 0 H M S M58C 5EG SLC
i
1964 9 29 23 57 30492 1,0 70540 9004 .49076866 076228500 0.43333944 2bO 75 1 * 0 93
1964 9 29 23 57 3.3492 1.O 70540 9008 ,80489380 -023791010 0,54364028 230 113 67 08
1964 9 30 11 13 7,3472 1.0 79526 9001 - 9 73872398 9 19947399 0.643814 4,I4 220 123! ,6 03
1964 9 30 11 13 7.3 4 72 1.0 70526 9012 - 9 08089916 -•30424421 0:44914626 210 61 .9 *3
1964 IU 1 1 13 3.3482 ISO 70832 9004 * 46612764 * 24124357 0.05119126 300 76 as .3
1964 10 l 1 13 3.3482 Ito 70832 9008 ,53703728 -,53317722 0,60950413 190 1,24 94 09
1964 IU 1 23 40 27,6168 1,0 70845 9004 ,04026445 9 577091+53 OeB1568276 220 46 ,7 ,5
1964 1U l 23 40 27 9 6168 1	 0 70845 9008 .33742225 - 9 30466184 0.89068928 290 14;5 05 96
1964 10 1 23 40 51 9 6707 1,0 70846 9004 902126111 * 56;3'14495 0.82p08458 220 44 67 ,5
1964 IU 1 23 40 $ 1.6707 ISO 70846 9006 .31587802 -.31066925 0 * 89e49634 200 1 47 05 ^6
1964 IU 2 10 44 59.3508 1.0 7006 9001 -,83700633 904954851 0 * 54494527 240 1116 .4 `4
1964 1U t IU 44 59.3508 ISO 70856 9012 w * 13020202 - .5122992U 0,84807983 240 70 1 * 0 1*1
1964 IU 2 10 48 23 * 3519 1.0 70857 9001 - *700299.19 * 146 40410 0.69858461 220 125 * 7 * 4	 a
1964 1U 2 1.0 48 23,3519 1 * 0 70857 9012 -•..00445581 -.054255011 0.935137`94 200 54 195 ,6
196, lu 2 19 8 350530 1 9 0 70810 90U6 -932135223 956468489 0 * '16U17645 300 77 •7 ,3
1964 IU 2 19 8 35,3530 1.0 70810 9008 - 9 62044949 o576 14` 14 0. 53173914 220 68 .9 *7
1964 1U 2 19 12 11,3561 1.0 70811 9006 - .26957046 -3245,;66, U * 90669923 250 65 .6 .7
1964 lu a 19 12 11.3561 1.0 70811 9000 - 9 5'0057116 9421752.03 Oo68800504 210 58 as 05
1964 10 3 Z'.; 27 30624 1.0 70B13 9006 •14832452 4,054;4782 0.98741029 210 139 .5 .3
1964 10 3 2U ,27 3.3624 1.0 70813 9008 -.28743828 .24508850 002591083 210 37 1.8 1.:0
1964 IU 3 23 10 430654 1.0 70833 9004 ,18972747 ,3681.2459 0 * 61154567 230 63 .4 Lai
1964 lU 3 23 10 43,3554 1 *0 70833 9008 , 56264110 -e14081213 11 981462073 240 123 0 8 *4
1964 1U 3 23 14 31.3632 1.0 70934 9004 ,03413270 ,414544999 006303949 220 50 *9 95
1964 IU 3 23 14 31063; 110 70834 9008 ,34934649 --,,22906750 0.908'56211 210 142 as .8	 1
1964 lu 4 4 43 54,8588 1,0 70853 9004 -0,9,476AA2 -,90592558 0.41919820 210 116 05 •3
1964 IU 4 4 43 54 98586 1 * 0 70853 9010 *72445475 -,12.17903E 0.67847803 240 68 .6 *5
1964 1u 4 4 44 14.41595 190 70854 9004 w.06792184 -.89763084 U.43548306 210 116 .5 .3
1964 IU 4 4 44 14,b596 100 70854 9009' ,42433835 -.06278837 000332 4 19" 190 63 1 * 0 1.0
1964 IU 4 4 44 14 9 8596 1,O 70854 9010 «71113583 -•11038603 0,69433476 240 67 06 *6
1964 lU 4 4 44 3U.8598 1 9 0 70855 9004 -.07451085 =.89074546 0.44835327 2,10 117 .5 .3
1964 lu 4 4 44 30.8598 110 70855 9009 ,41342329 -&05429167 0,904191892 190 62 1 * 0 1.0
196., IU 4 4 47 23.3622 1.0 70865 9004 -: ,14014667 -o6O32936U 0.57666390 230 122 1 * 2 05
1964 10 4 4, 47 23.3622 1.0 70865 9010 .57888685 .00137753 0991540672 220 56 .7 191
1964 1U 4 4 50 510642 1 9 0 70866 9004 -.23912,14 -96713613- 0.70149351 200 132 .5 a
s
1964 IU 4 4 50 51 93642 1.0 70866 90 10 .43204205 .12511503 0 * 89313224- 190 37 .4 ,7
1964 IU 4 10 2U 15.3540 1.O 70858 9001 -979440117 -.016874,30 4,607158?9 250 117 *7 *4
1964 IU 4 10 20 150540 ISO 7085H 9012 -.03546566 - 9 55187805 0.83317U33 230 65 .7 *7
1964 1U 4 10 22 35 9 3591 I.0 70859 9001 -.69775851 .06096673 001373393 230 123 1.3 .7
I964 IU 4 10 22 35.3591 1 * 0 70859 9012 ,03688796 -,,43995344 0.89726264 210 55 1 9 7 *5
1964 IU 4 18 43 51 * 3543 1 9 0 70814 9006 -9426941885 .49799560 0;75479866 280 72 * 8 o7
1964 IU 4 18 43 51 9 3543 1.0 70814 9008 - * 67200288 ,51903894 0 * 52821464 200 67 1 * 4 1.2
1964 IU '4 18 47 23.3508 100 70815 9006 -*35792569 *27978241 0.89084847 240 59 .6 .4
1964 IU 4 18 47- 23.3508 1.0 70815 9008 - * 63633574 .37743346 0 * 67277099 200 57 1.1 1*0
1964 -IU 4 i8 50 430594 1.0 70816 9006 -=*29764(1&84 *08356087 005101206 200 34 .7 98
1964 1U 4 18 50 4393594 1.0 70816 9008 - * 59420089 922*114614 0.77157627 180 44 1 9 2 14,1	 j
1964 IU 4 21 34 19* 3595 1.O 70817 9006 c60800777 9 06230974 009148218 230 124 * 3 y4
1964 lU 4 21 34 190595 1.0 70817 9008 .18271532 *31667804 003076857 260 88 1 * 6 95
1934-10 5 0 19 59.3474 1.0 70635 9004 455887908 *51193673 0.65236106 300 75 .7 .4
1964 1U 5 0 19 590474 I.0 70835 9008 o68474611 - * 45520641 0.56973185 210 119 1.3 1.2
1964 10 5 0 23 27.3519 1.O '0836 9004 * 34715759 943348430 O.B3160866 270 64 as * 8-
1964 10 5 0 23 27 * 3519 1,0 70836 9008 .52716951 -,47646762 0 * 70361276 200 128 * 7 12
1964 10 5 22 44 31,3618 1*0 70837 9004 * 16187041 -.82819423 Oo53655595 220 66 .9 1.2`
1964 10, 5 22 44 31 * 3618 1,0 70837 9008' .57778913 - * 02115110 0 * 81591198 260 117 1 * 6 i6
1964 10 6 9 -59 310613 1 1,0 70860" 9001 -.55694655 *07218325 _0 *82605589 230 130 _ 1.3 .7
1964 10 6 9 59 310613 1.0 70860' 9012 .15455461 - * 38797279 0 * 9086.1983 180 42 *6- *7
1964 10 o 21 9 55.3643- 1,0 70818 9006 ,51220689 .08354950 0.6508862 230 127 as *6
1964 1U 6 21 9 55o36 4,3 Leo ' 70818 9008 * Ov64,1.645 * 32482750 _0.94408913 250 75 0 5 *4
1964 IU 6 23 55 55,3603 1.0 70838 9004 .43540454 957720646 0969083668 280 69- •6 o3
1964 10 - 6 23 55 550603 1.0 70838_ 9008 -_,64236497 -,39570480 0,65634210 220 122 .7 .7







Table 2 (Cont. )
6309004
DATL TIME SIGMA 085 NO 5TA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A BY M U H M S MSEC SEC SLC
1964 1U b 23 30 59.3636 1.0 70840 9008 962567048 -.32600876 000852271 220 123 1 * 4 .61964 10 9 10 42 51.3633 1.0 70861 9001 -•76105959 •20995389 0961376515 210 122 .4 .31964 10 9 10 42 51.3633 1,0 70861 9012 -.13524885 -•281100132 004803111 210 68 .4 .71964 IU 9 21 54 59.3659 1,0 70820 9006 00538759 -08535804 0.70366352 210 125 95 051964 IU 9 21 $4 59.3659 1.0 70820 9008 .39755667 912413002 0.90914269 260 112 1.2 ,7
1964 IU IU 20 20, 'd9.3755 1 0 0 70621 9006 .30254873 .09412349 0.94847511 220 132 I.O .31964 IU 1U 20 20 59.3755 1.0 70821 9008 -.15836618 .30186117 0.9401OW 220 51 .7 .71964 1U 25 21 20 27.4142 1,0 '70841 9004 .02275537 •70844933 0.70539474 200 55 .4 .71964 1U 25 21 20 27,4142 1,0 70841 9008 •34826084 -.10698230 0.93127288 210 134 1,$ .61964 IU 26 19 43 43.6426 1.0 70823 9006 .40670058 901277018 001347226 200 13 1 94 +5
1964 IU 26 19 43 43.6426 1.0 70823 9008 -.01834128 •21952301 0.97543490 210 62 .7 .71964 1U 26 19 46 4U•8U54 1.0 708+47 9006 •30453943 -•11091717 0994601962 180 158 1.1 1,101964 10 2b 19 46 40.8054 I,U 70847 9008 -•08922160 .06870245 0.99363951 180 12 061964 10 26 19 47 4,9672 1.0 70B48 9006 ,29105612 -912671001 U,94027786 180 162 08
.4i
001964 1U 26 19 47 4.9672 1.0 701148 9008 -..09845243 .04977950 0.99389593 180 1 05 93
1964 1U 26 22 35 19,6194 I,0 70843 9004 ,00296988 .37668159 0.92633804 200 29 .8 .61964 1U 26 22 35 19,6194 1.0 70843 9008 925893461 -.42029288 0.86965899 170 151 .4 .71964 IU 27 X 18 10 7.3937 1,0 70824 9006 -.05074436 -.00788869 0,99868052 i8U 347 .4 ,51964 1U 27 18 10 793937 1	 0 70824 9008 -•411188'6 .15816718 0.89772329 180 28 194 031964 IU 27 20 54 5193985 1.0 70825 9006 .58599946 -.20157658 U.78483853 ISO 134 65 .3
1964 1U 27 2U 54 510865 1.0 70825 9008 .27760524 -.04751068 0.95951971 210 134 1.2 .31964 10 28 19 18 15.3959 1.0 70826 9006 •31.907319 .03071422 0.94723225 200 140 .8 .71964 lU 2b 19 lb 15.3959 1.0 70826 9008 -.11061464 .22967436 0,96696127 200 48 1,U .61964 1U 2b 22 8 23.6450 1 9 0 70850 9004 02368224 .45938606 0,88792094 210 38 .7 1011964 1U 28 22 a 23.11450 1,0 70850 9008 .28958871 -,36327374 0.88553406 180 149 1.3 .6
1964 1U 2b 22 b 4398109 1.0 7085. 1 9004 ,00740909 .44946116 0.89326915 200 35 .7 i.l1964 IU 28 22 8 43.8108 1.0 70851 9008 .27316776 -.36642545 0.88944464 180 151 1.4 .71964 lU 29 20 29 25.4101 1,U 70827 9006 .53023284 -916945596 0683074534 180 138 ,3 091964 IU 29 20 29 2.5.4101 1.0 70827 9008 919092821 -.00273526 0,98160019 200 132 1„6 ,3	 j1964 1U 29 20 31 51.4330 1,0 70828 9006 •43186354 -.23821701 04 86991180 170 150 I,0 .9
1964 IU 29 20 31 51.4330 1,0 70328 9008 .09098860 -,09022430 0.99175635 180 175 1.1 .31964 1U 31 17 19 7,4079 1,0 70830 9006 -918305413 -.05542901 0.08153900 170 352 03 961964 1U 31 17 19 7.4U79 1.0 70830 9008 -.49720411 .10305968 0.85149102 170 27 .8 051964 lU 31 20 3 59,4009 1,0 70831 9006 .46508336 -.14354696 0.87355122 180 143 1.1 01964 '1U 31 20 3 59,4009 1,0 70831 9008 /10121595 903069423 009439087 190 122 06 .7
1964 11 4 16 48 39.7030 1.0 70902 9005 951237729 946921959 001923744 190 130 Lou 981964 11 2 16 48 390030 1,0 70902 9U08 -.59029437 .28707952 0.75441229 180 49 .9 .31964 11 2 16 49 3.4022 1,0 70903 9005 .51291931 ,45047739 0.730742.02. 190 131 1.0 681964 1.1 2 16 49 3.4022 100 70903 9006 -929820003 .14105753 0.94402305 200 43 1.0 051964 11 2 16 49 3,4022 1.O 70903 9008 -.58556747 026992827 0676436213 180 48 "09 .3
1964 11 2 16 49 15.7038 1.0 70904 9005 .51314496 ,44069506 0.73652570 190 132 1.0 091964 11 2 16 49 15.7038 I,O 70904 90U8 -.58309878 .260993.15 U.76933633 180 47 1,5 .41964 11 7 19 55 3 9 7270 1,0 70885' 9006 •5542U549 -.16034064 0.81679077 180 136 .3 051964 11 7 19 55 3.7270 1 9 0 70865 9008 ,22574682 .00622723 0,97416610 200 128 .3 ,31964 11 8 21 6 47.7437 1.0 70871 9004 .07581077 ,54636258 0 9 83411070 210 48 .6 .6
196w 11 8 21 6 47.7437 1.0 70871 9008 ,35294061 -,29338605 0.88845796 190 142 05 1001964 11 8 21 9 51.7511 1,0 70872 9004 -•06231443 .45163215 0.89002546 190 30 05 .71964 11 8 21 9 51.7511 loO 70872 9008 .20432501 -.33345764 0992035715 170 16-1" •6 031964 11 1U 15 3 57.5990 1,0 70873 9005 924944671 .44559113 0.85979130 210 132 .6 941964 11 10 15 3 57,5990 190 70873 9006 -.55944123 .05351319 0.82714077 180 46 .6 08









Table 2 (Cont. )
6303004
OATL TIME SIGMA 065 NO 5TA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A 6
Y M U H M 5 MSEC SEC SAC
1964 11 23 1 55 55 9 6/43 1.0 70888 9009 ,47233245 -.74916753 -.46438138 270 96 .6 .8
1964 11 23 1 55 55.6743 Ito 70888 901.1 938483510 •08600006 0948384486 190 96 1.1 93
1964 11 24 0 17 7.6123 100 70905 9007 .98689896 -013686599 0.08542917 220 100 ,4 .3
1964 11 24 0 17 7.6123 I S O 70905 9009 .88965015 -.12835928 -.43823111 200 101 100 190
1964 11 24 U 17 31,6123 1.0 709U6 9007 .98382404 -,14095197 0.11055677 220 100 .4 93
1964 11 24 U 17 31.6123 too 70906 9009 .89892095 -.13405652 - 0 41709708 210 100 .7 .7
1964 11 24 U 17 31.6123 1.0 70906 9011 .88684029 -•28306985 006522015 190 100 1.0 .9
1964 11 24 U 17 55.4082 1.0 70907 9007 .98019471 -914468093 0013522485 220 99 .5 .41964 It 0 17 5594082 1.0 70907 9011 .87811227 -o28404305 008501739 190 99 09 .9
1964 It 25 1 25 23.2168 1 9 0 70889 9009 953863489 -.51304291 -.66832584 220 100 .5 .4
1964 11 25 1 25 23 0 1268 loo 70889 9011 .5'9220266 -.76294075 9.25926323 .240 98 .6 661964 11 25 1 28 $1.2273 1,0 7089U 9009 .61018668 -.63542244 -.47319186 260 97 .7 .6
1964 11 25 1 28 51.2173 1 0 0 70890 9011 .52220647 -.71713816 0.46153360 200 97 1.2 1.8
1964 11 26 2 38 59.6343 1.0 70897 9007' .01674749 -.98252344 0.18538396 290 94 1.1 1.2
1964 11 26 2 38 59.6343 '10' 70897 9011 -.04834803 -,90528706 0.42204005 190 93 1.3 97
'	 1964 11 26 3 5 33.4642 I.0 709UO 9001 .44330261 -.36bO9493 0.81730589 22U 62 .6 03
1964 11 26 3 5 33.4642 1.o 70900 9010 -.02286697 -.30019238 005360455 210 102 97 09
1964 11 26 3 5 33.4642 I S O 70900 9114 .42441826 -.73731005 0952558827 240 76 1.9 1.0
1964 11 26 14 16 8.4904 1.0 70877 9005 .28350449 9 65349631 000183173 220 121 18 .7
1964 11 26 14 16 8.4904 ISO 70877 9006 -057843609 .26453667 007164243 200 61 .4 .6
1964 11 26 14 19 2305663 1.0 70878 9005 .32613162 .49053679 0.80809147 200 130 •6 051964 11 26 14 19 23.5663 1.0 70878 9006 -o'19772502 ,12167824 U.85875736 190 48 .6 05
1964 11 27 1 2 3505,79 1.0 70891 9009 03574370 -.53268371 -.41824547 250 98 09- .7
1964 11 27 1 2 350529 1.0 70891 9011 .62576206 -.61767259 0.47634275 190 98" .7 08
1964 11 28 2 8 59.5223 1 0 0 70898 9007 ,23612979 -.96625942 .10288564 340 94 .6 .3
1964 11 2b 2 8 1995223 100 70898 9011 .11779713 -.96188607 0.24677728 240 92 I.0 03'1964 11 28 2 12 19.bU96 1.0 70893 9009 .12145332 -.85752393 -.4 9990179 260 94 .6 31964 11 2b 2 12 19,6096 loo 70893 9011 909757953 -.89274321 0.43987248- 190 94 .6 .5
1964 11 1b 13 48 22.6325 1 00 70879 9005 ,17255540 ,69711321 0.69588635 230 117 1.0 .61964 11 2b 13 48 22.63'15 1.0 70879 9006 -966705144 .25726259 0,69918405 200 63 .5 98
M	 1964 11 29 9 4 550598 ISO 70895 9012 -990713485 938940739 -.°15958775 240 97 1.0 09
1964 11 29 9 4 5595598 100 70895 9117 -097956458 .17557928 -.09810785 290 96 195 0111964 It 29 20 35 27.4505 1.0 70880 9004 .46309533 339337530 0,79422830 250 72 05 .51964 1-1 29' 20 35 27.4505 1-90 7088E 9008 .59051632 -.45730093 0.66495589 180 124 .6 .41964 11 29 20 39 11.4467 1.0 70881 90U4 .24611746 .32343587 0.91368235 220 58 .5 03
1964 11 29 20 39 11.4467 too 7088.1 9008 .43095093 -.47288827 0.76854276 170 134 1.2 .3	 I1964 11 30 10 30 510674 1,0 70896 9005 -.80014104 -.911977726 0.58773100 250 77 1.0 I.3
1964 11 30 10 30 51.5674 1.0 70696 9117 -928785476 060777790 0.74009841 180 120 o3 .41964 11 30 13 17 55.4229 1.0 70862 9005 -.02241025 .83976191 0954249213 250 109 118 03
7664 11 30 13 17 55.4229 1.0 70882 9006 .080070929 031382207 0.51027477 190 72 03 1.3
1964 11 3U 13 20 5104261 1.0 70883 9005 .05063120 .71476693 0.69752757 240 114 07 1.21964 11 3U 1320 5.1,4261 1.0 70883 9006 -.73766762 922746517 0.63569338 190 65 .4 .4
1964.11 30 13 24 4794281 1.0 70884 9005 914590800 ,51416100 0.84519188 220 124 1.2 1921964 11 3U 13 24 47.4281 1.0 70884 9006 -,63583133 .09270208_ 0.76624072 180 53 o7 .31964 11 1 0 31 31.4360 1 * 0 70927 9004 .00393732 -086662690 0.49894119 190 117 .'7 1.1
1964 1L 1 0 31 31.4360 1.0 70927 9009 .45273268 -.05169374 0.89014655 170 64 .4 o41964 12 1 0 34 11.4285 1.0 70928 9004 -.06497821 -.79277033 0 9 60604706 190 122 ,5 .6
1964 12 1 G 34 11.4285 10 70928 9010 .61037734 -.01402580 0079198660 190 59 1,3 .71964 11" 1 0 39 39.4467 1.0 70929 9004 -.21159508 -.60021656 0 0 77134143- 180 136 1.2 1901964 12 1 0 39 39.4467 1.0 70929 9010 .40458976 015387021 000146053 170 32 1.5 o4
1964 12 1 2 51 51.2540 1.0 70936 9009 -.30736682 -.69041495 -.65486Q56 210 86 .6 381964 12 1 2 51 51.2540 1.0 70936 9011 -.34135004 -.92484516 0.16775452 220 87 .4 .31964 12 1 2 55 2790503 1.0 70937 9009 -935311031 -.81083787 -946674946 230 90 .4 05
1964 12 1 2 55 27.0503 1.0 70937 9011 -931962927 -.87373576 0.36663736 180 91 09 .61964 12 1 3 2 35.4640 1i60 -	 70908 9001 .29243702 -o89390260 -333973332 800 94 1.0' 06
1964 12 1' 3 2 3504640 190 70908 9009 -043042191 -.9021,9632 0002790662 260 97 05 .61964 12 1 5 51 47.1533 1.0 70915 9001 -.87811848 -341307060 -.24141378 200 98 101 08	 J1 964 12 1 5 5 1 47.1533 1.0 70915 9012 -.24309010 -.96859270 -905230091 230 91 ISO 93








UATk T1Ml: SIGMA 005 NO STA NO E M N OMEGA PHI A 6
Y M O H M :J MSEC SEC SEC
1964 12 1 6 5 430538 190 70917 9001 - .79269600 ••15233387 0.59027743 230 113 .5 95
1964 11 1 6 5 43.1528 1.0 70917 9012 - •00853936 -.63617065 0.76932441 210 70 .7 .4
1964 12 1 6 40 59.4413 1.0 70947 9012 - .95949833 .27822505 0,04420154 260 99 1 0 1 .81964 12 1 8 40 59.4413 190 70947 9117 - 08819920 •01050796 0.15281336 310 96 1.4 .4
1964 12 2 9 49 19.4943 1.0 70949 901.2 -.70223359 970656116 -908740300 190 98 .5 192
1964 12 2 9 49 19.4Y43 1.0 70949 9117 -.77302906 .63370902 -,02894328 240 98 1.4 .7
1164 12 2 9 52 43.4994 1.0 70950 9012 -.67772483 972613194 0.10253259 200 102 .5 .6
1964 12 2 9 52 43.4994 190 70950 9117 -•73206539 .64696122 0.20719459 240 101 1.5 .6
1964 12 4 6 44 43.4635 I.O 70951 9012 -.51154148 -.56897100 0,64389232 270 87 97 08
1964 12 4 6 44 4394635 1.0 70951 9117 -.32806246 -.71589427 0,61633629 220 80 .4 l.5
1964 12 4 6 46 43.5222 100 70919 9001 - 9 92714593 .06567137 006890066 190 111 0 8 031964 12 4 6 46 43.5222 100 70919 9012 -•43478756 -.49673193 0,75114391 250 85 .7 .31954 12 4 6 49 55,5208 1.0 •70920 9001 -984769630 .12865552 0.51464429 190 116 .5 05
'	 1964 14 4 6 49 55.5208 190 70920 9012 -130135444 -,37751527 0.87559564 220 81 1.2 .6
1964 12 4 9 26 110419 190 70952 9012 -,75G43662 .64840158 0.12814160 210 102 09 .6
1964 12 4 9 26 11.3479 1.0 70952 9117 -981172022 .53066743 U.24393106 260 100 1,.4 .7
1964 IZ 4 9 32 19.3497 1.0 70962 9005 -.91426530 -.32468117 0.24228310 210 81 .8 1.0
1964 12 4 9 32 19.3497 1.0 70962 9012 -.60530866 964522015 0.46614631 200 110 1.2 1.1
1964 11 4 9 32 43.2868 1.0 70963 9005 -990709942 -932619866 0.26601706 210 81 09 101
1964 12 4- 9 32 43.2868 190 70963 90-12 -959237605 .64299588 0.48543477 200 110 .8 .7
1964 12 4 9 32 43.2N'" 1.0 70963 9117 -.58307975 .49920362 0.64094754 220 108 1.1 .3
1964 12 4 9 33 7.21195 1.0 70964 9012 -957913378 .64055087 0.50428033 200 111 1.2 1.1-
1964 12 4 9 33 7.2095 1.0 70964 9117' -.56561734 949508883 0.65951806 220 109 1.7 03
1964 12 4 9 35 43.2111 1.0 70934 9005 -983168339 -•33733218 0.44101258 220 77 .6 1.3
1964 11 4 9 35 43.2111 10 70934 9012 -.48603328 .61966191 U.6162716,7 190 115 1 0 1 68
1964 12 5 7 40 47.5492 1.0 70953 9012 -.89364252 -.10860200 -.43544076 240 95 1.0 1001964 12 5 7 40 47.5492 1.0 70953 9117 -•83849329 -.39470509 -.3756.8191 260 96 1,4 .7
1964 12 5 7 44 23.5423 1,0 70954 9012 -.97850922 -.09125894 -918490947 270 96 .6 051964 12 5 7 44 23.5423 1.0 70954 9117 -01173693 -.39868563 -.09892188 290 95 •4 .7
1964 12 5 7 47 55.5539 1.0 70955 9012 -999330947 -.05787640 0,09993307 290 98 .6 .5
1964 12 5 7 47 55.5539 1.0 7095 13 9117 -00544048 -937190636 0.20460494 300 94 1.5 .41964 12 5 B 4 19 9 5142 1.0 70957 9012 -929061022 .14103072 0.94639106 180 123 1.1 09
1964 12 5 8 4 19.5142 1.0 70957 9117 -.19010492 -.07760833 0.,1 7869151 170 85 .7 96	 j
1964 12 5 19 10 3.8113 1.0 70968 9004 .48577167 .75382239 0.44246773 220 76 1.0 08	 J
1964 12 5 19 10 3,6713 1,0 70968 9115- * 83187224 ,54020384 0 9,12715497 190 89 I.0 190
1964 12 5 19 10 27.6432 1.0 70969 9004 •47444595 974780576 0.46442178 220 75 .8 o71964 12 5 19 10 27,6432 1,0` 70969 9008- .79644860 -.14835273 0.58622615 220 113 08 .6
1964 12 5 19 10 27.6432 1.0 70969 9115 .82907773 1153876599 0914953704 200 89 97 .71964 12 5 19 10 51,2079 1.0 70970 9004 .46272066 .74146330 8.48592362 220 75 1.0 091964 12 5 19 10 51.2079 1.0 70970 9008 .78093199 -.15556485 0.60493372 220 114 191 .6
1964 11 5 19 13 .1129 1.0 70972 9004 .39050374 970068397 0.59711708 220 71 .7 971964 L2 5 19 13 .1129 1.0 70972 9008 968967422 -.19432574 0969755787 210 118 1 0 0 .71964 12 5 19 13 .1129 1.0 70972 9115 •79769803 02374506 0,29891138 220 88 1 4 5 .7
1964 14 5 19 13 27,7492 1.0 709T3 9004 .37339507 .69068841 0.619:9447 220 70 .8 08
1964 12 5 19 13 2.7,7492 1,0 70973 9008' 966894950' -.20242076 001521493 210 119 1,1 08
1964 12 5 19 15 55.7661 1.0 70974 9004 .27383178 .63093337 002590581 220 63 1.0 1.41964-12 5 19 15 55.7661 1,0 70974 9115 072743768 .49187194 0.47843130 240 85 1.2 1941964
"
12 5 19 16 18.W3 ISO 70975 9004 423727517 .62080327 004054898 220 62 o6 091964 12 5 19 16 18.9043 1.0 70975 9006 053497590 -•25005530 0.80701495 200 12.7 15 05
'	 1964 12 5 19 16 180043 10 70975 9115 •71509420 .48634255 0950210677 240 85 09 H.0
1964 12 5 19 16 42.5705 1.0 70976- 9004 .24012636 .61026244 0.75492985 220 61 .8 1.31964 12 5 19 16 42.5705 1.0 70976 9008 951595966 -.25625369 0981738588 200 128 .7 .7	 ,I1964 12 5 19 18 31.9068 1.0 70977 9004 •15882846 ,55971425 0.81332249 210 54 .8 1.41964 12 5 19 18 31.9068 -1.0 70977 9115 •62934734 .44815931 0.63488204 260 83- I.1 .51964'12 5 19 18 52.3692 1.0 70978 9004 .14334083 .54999989 0.82277186' 210 52 .S 1,4





iTable 2 (Cont. )
6303004
UATL TIME SIGMA 085 NO STA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A U
Y M U H M 5 MSEC SEC 5LC
1964 14 5 22 U 510124 1 9 0 70930 9115 09824207 -.53457612 0.27755715 200 105 9 5 03
1964 12 6 0 22 43.2761 1,0 70938 9009 P66754610
-.45907612 -,58619847 220 100 05 65
1964 11 6 U 22 43.2761 1.0 70938 9011 968831112 -.65462381 0,31214352 220 99 .6 94
1964 14 6 6 19 20.5068 1.0 70965 9001 -993098057 -44117959 0.36273078 200 110 1.0 95
1964 12 6 6 19 20,5868 1.0 70965 9012 -.35701689 -.62333993 0.69569122 2$0 42 ,4 1.3
1964 12 6 6 19 32.5865 l.0 70966 9001
-.92706022 -,03b93626 U.373U3884 200 110 I,0 05
1964 12 b 6 19 32.5865 1.0 70966 9012
-•35040592 -.61565806 0.70581927 150 82 .4 1.4
1964 12 6 6 19 32,5865 I.0 70966 9117 -.19754443 -972954197 0,65478600 200 75 1.5 65
1964 '12 6 6 19 52.U706 1.0 70967 9001 -.92048165 -•02996044 008963560 200 111 .9 .4
1964 14 6 6 19 52.U706 190 70967 9117 -.18947225 -.71897010 0.66071688 200 74 196 05
1964 12 6 9 7 28,4423 1.0 70958 9012 -.59051873 * 54903935 0.09147563 210 112 ,8 .3
1964 12 6 9 7 24.4423 1.0 70958 9117 -.55850465 .36768924 U.74355711 22 1 109 .6 -6
1964 12 6 23 6 19.4165 1 9 0 70931 9004 9406287822
-685110272 0„33249717 220 108 .5 95
I964 12 6 23 6 19,4165 1.0 70931 9009 .76296063 .08760618 9.64045743 180 74 -8 .7
1964 12 7 131 39,5216 1 ,.0 70939 9009 ,11155117 -970640658 -.69896071 220 93 .8 05
1964 12 7 1 31 39.5216 1.0 70939 9011 .11694980 -,96920311 U.21672119 240 92 ./ ,4
1964 12 7 4 43 34.3942 1.0 70921 9001 -.61688670 -.52431358 0.58698047 270 105 .8 .3
1964 12 7 4 43 340532 100 70921 9012 .17127584 -979034114 0,58823930 190 72 15 63
1964 12 8 5 52 51,4296 160 7092+ 9001 -00479248 -.13593619 0,40357393 220 110 08 66
1964 12 b 5 52 51.4296 1.0 70992 9012 - 9 24244023 -,69334559 0.67859754 230' 79 1.0 94
1964 11 b 5 55 55.4323 1.0 70923 9001 -.82758743 -.05537130 0.55859920 210 114 .8 1.0
1964 11 8 5 55 55.4323 1.0 70923 9012 -.15358356 -=956916864 O P 00774943 210 73 9 9 93
1964 I1 8 8 44 51.5104 1.0 70959 9012 -.44353284 943171025 0.78543293 190 120 1.3 -5
1964 12 8 8 44 51,5104 1.0 70959 9117 -.37133490 * 22623448 0.90051560 190 115 1 0 3 .6
1964 12 11 1 2 54 * 9194 1,U 7098.0 9001 975220557 -945694604 0-47474951 200 73 96 93
1964 12 11 1 2 5899194 1.0 70980 9010 945315026
-.50704929 0973318201 250 82 101 .3
1964 11 11 1 3 18.9788 1.0 70981 9001 ,74759558
-.44743293 0,49082036 200 72 .4 03
1964 1.2 11 1 3 18.9788 1.0 7,1 :981 9009 .14799790
-937814879 0.91383816 190 94 .7 1.1
1964 12 11 1 3 lb.9788 1.0 70981 9010 .44376289 -.49130174 0.74946454 2$0 82 1.3 93	 11964 12 11 1 3 3899318 1,0 70982 9009 .14067556 -,36313790 0,92105442 190 94 09' 105
1964 11 11 1 3 3809318 i.0 70962 9010 .43431326 -.47537084 0.76511081 250 81 lob .4
1966 12 11 6 37 3,U661 ISO 10924 9001 -.92135640 915649529 0635582525 180- 112 1.0 -6
1964 12 11 6 37 3,0661 1.0 70924 9012 -.52003844 -,36054756 0.77431614 2.50 90 ISO 09
1964 12 11 6 39 58.9137 1.0 70909 9001
-.85202559 .20549356 0.48148187 18U 116 05 -3
1964 lc 11 6 39 5899137 1.0 70909 9117 -.24261344 -.46115773 0985344899 200 71 193 .3
1964 12 11 23 2U 27.4236 1.0 70932 9004
-26115188 -495374749 0.14888056 190 106 .7
1
-4	 ?
1964 14 11 23 20 2794236 1.0 70932 9009 979121814 -.14658445 0.59370603 210 81 1.0 .7
1364 14 It 23 33 27.1149 100 70933 9004 -,07689270 -.68278369 0972656310 190 128 1.2 05
1964 12 11 23 33 27,1149 10,0 70933 9115 .23689222 -.86174843 0,44863317 180 115 ,3 1.2
1964 12 13 0 24 27.4548 1.0 70941 9007 ,46918617 -.52941174 0.70681507 170 93 9 3 1.9
1964 11 13 0 24 27.4546 1.0 70941 9010 ,74279475 -,66538028 -.07433063 230 91 03 .9
1964 12 15 5 43 51,5340 1.0 70911 9001 -.90712941
-901550805 0.42056597 200 112 .6 1.6
1964 12 15 5 43 51.5340 1,0 70911 9117 -.18248619
-.69493274 0.69553381 200 73 191 05
1964 12 15 5 47 35.5390 1.0 70912 9001 -•80490249 .07119612 0.58912061 200 118 .7 1.0
1964 12 15 5 47 35.5390 1;0 70912 9117 -.07969421 -.56750505 0.81950403 180 63
-7 .7
19.64 12 18 6 31 39.5587 1.0 70961 9012 -.36809368'
-910610477 0,92371469 2.10 98 1 0 9 .9
1964 12 lb 6 31- 39.5587 1.0 70961 9117 -.24288841 -.31993812 001577553 190 71 1.2 -3
1964 12 21 1 17 43.4796 1-0 70944 9009
-.24144589 -.92406699 -.29631753 250 94 1.0 1,0
1964 12 21 1 17 43.4196 1.0 70944 9010 .01413006 -.84584383 -.53324343 200 96 193 1.3
1964 1Z 21 1 22- h1.5340 1.0 70983 9009 -.28908439 -.95383445- 0.08142516 260 97 ,7 .4
1964 12 21 1 22 81.5340 1,0 70983 9010 -.02073995 -.97111007 -.23772902 240 97 ob 1.3
1964 12 ,21 1 23_ 3.5340 1,0 70984 9001 -40457152 -,87317190 -.271832`15 190 93 .6 .4	 ,JIJ
1964 12 21 1 23 3.5340 1#0 70984 9009 -429061469 -.95196969 0-09641997 260 98 .5 03
1964 12 21 1 23 3.5340 1.0 70984 9010 -.02240405
-.97427511 -922424555 240 97 .5 1111.7
1964 lz 21 1 23 27.4654 1,0 70985 9001 .40603134 -.87890212 -.25033900 _190 93 .6 .4
1964 12 21 1 23 27.4654 1.0 70985 9010 -.02577476 -.98007424 -.19695214 240 97 .5 -.7
1964 12' 21 1 28 27.2851 1,0 70914 9001 .41654332
-.90765385 0.05153786 230 88 -4 05
1964 12 21 1 28 27.2851 1.0 70914 9010 -.07240487 -08118191 0.17899607 280 98 1.1 1.4
1964 12 22 16 46 59.8505 1.0 70935 9006 .84039593' .05861437 0953879406 200 115 .8 08




DATL TIME 516MA 065 NO STA NO L M N OMEGA PHI A 8
Y m U N M 5 MSEq SEC SEC
1964 12 24 2 15 2795212 1 9 0 70986 9001 -•06212823 -.95015601 0,,30552191 270 92 •b 051964 14 24 2 15 2795212 190 70986 9010 -•55146019 - .74719629 0,37093462 240 105 .5 ,41964 12 24 2 15 47,4313 100 70987 9001 -06234586 -,,94168192 0,33067833 280 92 06 051964 le 24 2 15 47.4313 1,0 70987 9009 -.63207231 -. 9 54600565 0,54987492 180 110 9 7 .81964 11 24 2 15 47.4313 1,0 70967 9010 -.55120103 -.73664240 009183593 240 105 .4 04
1964 12 24 2 15 59.4611 1.0 70988 9001 -.06242712 -,43621623 0.34583526 280 92 .7 ,61964 12 24 2 15 5994611 100 70988 9009 - .63025879 -,$3955473 0.55826029 180 110 08 091964 11 29 5 29 55,6430 1,0 0 70925 9001 - •76127514 .26253544 0,59290413 170 122 ,4 091964 12 29 5 29 55.6430 1 9 0 70925 9012 -.24986743 -.16698812 0995377211 190 67 09 .41964 12 30 0 36 55.4109 1.0 70945 9009 -•20435642 -981519136 -954194159 220 91 1.0 1.3
1964 12 30 0 36 55.5109 1.0 70945 9011 -919912003 -.93185609 0,3033[1136 190 92 .4 971965 2 Z 16 38 110971 1.0 71152 9005 -.67157314 -.59478051 0,44164348 250 244 1.3 1.11965 2 2 16 38 1197971 1,0 71152 9117 - * 32497887 •27900522 0.90362H70 250 293 .9 .51965 2 2 16 40 5997978 1.0 71153 9005 -.77451665 -.57412000 0.26553154 250 249 1,3 1.01965 2 2 16 40 59.7978 1.0 71153 91,17 -.50969000 ,33079352 0,79422399 300 284 08 .3
.	 1965 2 25 15 4U 430069 1.0 71156 9005 -.78928271 -.42331815 0.44478596 310 246 .6 031965 2 25 15 40 43.9089 1.0 71156 9012 -.36260757 .69588379 0.61988830 240 296 67 051965 2 27 15 12 19.6355 1.0 71158 9005 -967976130 -.53232727 0,50453172 280 242 08 .41965 4 27 15 12 19.6355 1.0 71158 9012 -.33080794 .59871406 0.72945705 250 301 .9 .71965 4 27' 15 16 23.6348 ISO 71159 9005 -.84638006 -•48376640 0,22273496 270 250 .N 1.1
1965 1 27 15 16 23.6358 1.0 71159 9012 -.53310813 ,67426304 0.51104312 270 288 .7 1.01965 3 7 10 36 47.6679 1.0 71161 9001 -970638260 -920821286 0.67651388 350 291 .7 09	 j1965 3 7 lU 36 47 9 8619 1.0 71161 91,14 -.75090983 -962697812 0,20744364 310 278 1.4 .3	 11965 3 22 5 47 14.8146 1.0 71181 9001 * 78290638 -.26633529 0.56224827 260 237 l,3 071965 3 22 5 47 14.8746 1.0 71181 9114 .75619553 -.61379402 0.22677130 250 247 1.1 07
1965 3 13 6 56 47.7833 1.0 71163 9001 ,46314374 -.42246532 0.77911546 330 238 15 .31965 3 23 6 56 47.7833 1.0 71163 9010 -.17154862 -,32083130 0.93147107 320 292 ,6 .31 f065 3 23 6 57 7.7670 1.0 71164 900; ,46717347 -.44947255 0.76139568 340 239 .6 ,31965 3 23 6 57 7.7670 1.0 71164 9010 -917420165 -.34978839 0 * 92049001 320 -290 05 031965 3 13 6 57 70670 1,0 71164 9114 .39287158 -.86752389 0.30504790 320 252 1.3 1.2
1965 3 23 6 57 27.6791 1.0 71165 9010 -,17691944 -.37897306 0,90833856 330 268 .6 .31965 3 23 6 57 2796791 1.0 71165 91.14 938788487 -.87905 ` 137 0.27715342 310 253 1.1 1.11965 3 24 8 4 4798574 1.0 71166 9001 -.04427264 -921782083 0.97498411 320 265 96 .41965 324 8 4 47.8514 1,0 71166 9010 -,53462884 -.07811778 0,84146873 260 317 1.3 94
1965 3 24 8 5 7.7204 1.0 71167 9001 - * 05303188 =.24697340 0,96757003 330 265 96 .4
1965 3 24 8 5 7.7704 1.0 71167 9010 -.54596543 -.U9607878 0* 8310470b 200 315 1.2 .41965, 3 24 8 5 70104 1.0 71167 9114 -.14519501 - 9 81206UUU 0.56522293 420 Z64 1.3 1.11965 3 24 8 5 19,7274 1 9 0 71168 9001 -,05840643 -.26471776 U.96255556 330 266 97 .61965 3 24 8 5 19.7274 I.0 71168 9114 -914986910 -.82468295 004537811 410 264 1.3 1.21965 3 25 3 24 4891021 10 71182 9114 935353631 .49298048 0979497316 250 185 1.0 .6
1965 3 25 3 24 48.LU21 1.0 71182 9115 -.50872273 -928768765 0.81144131 260 17 .7 1.31965 3 25 3 27 26.2073 1.0 71183 9114 9 51396000 .38569990 0.76621192 260 202 1.4 .51965 3 25 3 27 46.2073 190 71183 9115 -.35996083 -.43830858 0,82359808 290 355 .7 081965 3 Z5 3 10 '10,2320 1,0 71184 9114 .66348613 .26592.143 0,69933679 250 216 1,6 .31965 3 25 3 30 1092320 1.0 71184 9115 -918342995 -.59598067 0,78176755 310 332 1,6 1.0
1965 3 25 6 28 5599231 1.0 71170 9010 -.02113056 -.28157877 0.95915449 310 278 08 .31965 3 25 6 28 55.9"1.31 190 71170 9114 .51785320 -.78288901 0.34483744 310 249 1.2 .71965 3 25 6 29 18.0112 1,0 71171 9010 -,02528861 -.31377754 U.94915970 320 277 08 .31965 3 25 6 29 18.0112 _1,0 71171 9114 .51363138 -,79795822 0.31534978 310 250 1.6 to
"	 1965 3 29 8 . 20 36.1091 1.0 71172 9001 -.31693489 -918277639 U.93066915 340 296 .5 95
1965 3 29 8 20 36.1091 190 71172' 9114 -.44556071 -972867225 0.52010807 410 274 1.4 .31965 3 29 8 20 56,0764 1 9 0 71173 9001 -.33343960 -.20903599 0.91930517 350 294 05 .6	 i1965 3 29 8 20 56,0764 1 9 0 71173 9010 -,68963706 -.06221038 0.72147806 250 309 1,0 08L965 3 29 8 20 56,0764 1.0 71173 9114 -.45374230 -974655739 0.48659016 400 273 L.0 03L965 3 29 8 21 1999129 10 71174 9010 -,70380765 -.08166254 0.70568125 250 308 1.2 '1.0




OATIf TIME SIGMA OB5 NO 5TA NO 1, M N OMEGA PHI A 8
Y M U N M S MSEC SEC SEC
1965 3 29 8 23 16.0756 1,0 71176 9114 -•49239667 -.83184854 0.25607328 340 272 .8 15
1965 3 29 8 23 39.9189 1.0 71177 9010 »08040946 -019180978 0.59512191 260 299 1.3 97
1965 3 29 6 23 390189 1.0 71177 911+4 -949614119 -•84020043 0,21887704 330 271 1.3 ,8
1965 5 6 7 47 39.8110 1.0 71185 9001 -•89090822 915364546 0942740568 250 295 1.4 08
1965 5 6 7 47 39.8110 1,0 71185 9117 ».08081559 -.63206587 0.77068903 250 237 ,7 ,0
1965 5 b 7 17 5908680 160 71186 9001 -#86840177 .06558685 0,49150456 270 295 1.7 1.1
1965 5 8 7 17 59obbOO 1.0 711H6 9117 .01647502 - 9 67635660 0,73638988 230 235 I.5 05
1965 5 8 7 23 23,8676 1,0 71107 9001 -.98834031 -.06248449 0.13884927 130 284 06 05
1965 5 b 7 23 23.8676 1,0 71187 9117 -,18347119 -,86825511 0,46094619 260 249 .8 .4
1965 5 b 7 25 43.6789 1,0 71188 9001 -,99552922 -.09409111 -.00827255 210 280 1,5 03
1965 5 8 7 25 43,8789 1.0 71188 9117 -.25635748 -,91730535 U,,30468301 270 253 1.1 ,9
1965 6 2 2 46 36.0156 1.0 71239 9009
-964585312 -•76342564 0.00741887 220 02 ,4 190
1965 b 2 2 46 36.0756 1.0 71239 9010 -.44470738 -,84446786 -.28397130 210 269 05 1.3
1965 b 20 1 12 35.9180 1.0 71240 9007 -943751401 -.84241445 001451452 210 266 ,7 .6
1965 b 20 1 12 35,9180 1.0 71240 9009 -,49113703
-.83895458 -923439204 200 267 ,7 .7
1965 b 2U 1 16 17.9,13 1.0 71241 9007 -.48013967 -.87393141 0.07555L57 220 263 1,0 .8
1965 6 20 1 16 27.9113 1.0 71241 9009 -947180400 -,76610031 -.43631264 180 162 ,5 ,5
1965 u 20 1 19 15.9101 1,0 71242 9007
-.50131075 -.85882168 -91U541752 230 261 IU .6
1965 o 4U 1 19 1.5,9101 190 71242 9009 -.45415715 -,69649806
-,55554634 160 259 9 3 .4
1965 b 21 7 43 12.2638 I.0 71255 9012 -655630610 .72441746 0,40711530 210 286 1.0 .4
1965 b 21 7 43 12,2638 1,0 71255 9117 -.55601927 ,61001728 U.5645$424 250 184 1,4 03
1965 b 2.1 7 49 92147 10 71256 9012 -966101894 .74493896 0.09011053 190 277 .6 .7
1965 o 21 7 49 ,2747 1.0 71256 9117 -01372457 .67387494 0,19102304 240 275 ,b 08
1965 6 22 0 46 12.0585 1.0 7124 9007 -931482786 -.93947246 0,13518475 240 264 06 ,6
1965 6 22 U 46 12.0585 I.0 71243 9009 -.33643260 -.84064711 -,42441200 190 263 65 94
1965 b 22 0 48 48.U572 1.0 71244 9007 -.33898643 -.93976735 -,0438HU84 24U 1b1 07 .31965 b 22 U 48 48.0572 1.0 71244 9009 -.32917811 -,77080264 -,54544U25 180 160 08 451985 b 22 0 51 lb.U4-96 1.0 71245 9007 -.35665374 -00952356 -+21345461 240 260 ,6 .6
1965 6 22 0 51 16.0496 1.0 71245 9009 -932134042 -,69725330 -.64076374 160 258 ,7 ,7
065 o
24, 0 17 7.9313 1.0 71246 9007 -,13492759 -08419942 0911465621 250 264 ,3 05
1965 6 24 0 17 7.9313 1.0 71246 9009 -.17537488 -,86581334 - 9 46862662 200 263 06 .7
1965 6 24 0 1.9 15,9363 1.0 71247 9007 -.15474641
-.98710315 -04099902 260 262 .9 05
1965 6 24 U 19 15.9363 1.0 71247 4009
-917914437 -.80246115
-.56917783 180 261 .6 .7
L965 6 24 U 22 7.9340 1.0 71248 9007 -,18001994 -.95141803
-924979299 260 261 94 94	 j
1965 o 24 0 22 70340 1.0 71248 9009 -,18348604 -.71001759 -.67985873 160 258 .7 ,7	 I
1965 6 25 23 52 56.1686 1.0 71249 9009 -,03721328
-00158882 -01160965 170 260 .6 .7
1965 25 23 52 58.1686 1.0 71249 9011 -.04927291 -.99740867 U.05242257 220 261 .b 95
1965 b 28 7 19 36.0721 100 71257 9012
-.39785238 .70498697 0.58711741 200 295 1.0 .7
1565 6 28 7 19 36.0121 1.0 71257 9117 -,35546968 .57084045 0.74U12329 220 294 ,5 .7
1965 6 28 7 22 28.0681 1.0 71258 9012 .49259059 074131837 U.45585259 200 289 09 68
1965 6 26 7 22 2890681 l.0 71258 9117 -,47795226 ,63177937 0.61025934 230 287 .5 .5
1965 b 2b 7 25 24.U735 1.0 71259 9012 -.56539361 976522050 000784355 190 283 1.0 191
1965 _o 26 7 25 24.0735 1,0 71259 9117 -.57976917 .68095882 0.44739557 230 282 .7 03
1965 6 29 0 27 51.9029 1.0 71250 9007
-,39916942 -991425623 0.06925073 230 263 .3 .7
1965 b 29 0 27 51.9029 10 71250 9011 -,37589440
-,87862839 0,29447505 180 262 05 101
1965 6 3U 23 56 120611 1-.0 71251 9007 -.20660366 -.95244350 0.22347836 230 264 ,6 ,8
L965 6 30 23 56 12.3611 1.0 71251 9009 -,25194263 -.89652456 -.36437429 210 264 1.0 1.3
6965 6 30 23 56 32.4532 1.0 71252 9007 -,20993086 -995665576 U,20183853 230 264 94 051965 6 30 23 56 32.4532 10 71,252 9009 -.25201731
-,88474072 -938291932 210 264 7 .81965 6 30 23 56 32.4532 1,0 71252 9011 -,21745339 -.89U51469 009962183 170 264 08 .7
1965 b 30 23 56 56.1918 1,0 71253 9007 -,21385797 -•96099232 0.17538110 240 264 .5 961965 b 30 23 56 5b.1918 1*0 71253 9009
-.25207719 -,87919751 -.40431279 200 263 ,7 1,0
1965 6 30 23 59 40.4631 100 71254 9007 -,24018885 -,97062190 -,01422827 240 262 •51965 6 30 23 59 40.4631 1.0 71254° 9011 -.25111750 -.93640632 0924511876 190 262 1,0
,3	 +I
08
1965 8 5 8 8 44.1980 190 71277 9007 ,42837037
-,58987981 0968450028 260 93 10 o7
1965 8 5 8 8 44.1900 I.O 71277 9010 ,65956622 -964807068 -.38075818 -280 91 45 .6
1965 8 8 8 47 28.1074 1.0 71278 9007 -,01783864 -.76074626 0,64860422 260 96 o7 .3,
1965 6 8 8 47 28.1074 1.0 71278, 9010- •21911981
-.85952079 -.46174725 290 94 09 93
1965 8 11 9 25 48.1512 1,0 71279 9007 -,44964.196
-973583947 0,5063224.1 250- 95 .1 .8








5TA NO	 L	 M	 NOAlt	 T1M4
Y M U M M
	
5
1(ih5 9 3 13 43 24,3072
1965 9 3 13 43 24.3072
1165 4 3 13 45 48,3854
1965 9 3 13 45 40.3854
1965 9 5	 4 48	 025 2 0
140	 5	 4 4 8	 .2520
1965 9 5	 4 48 20,3909
1965 9 5	 4 48 20,3909
1965 9 5	 4 48 400)448
1965 9	 4 48 40#3448
lvbh =,r 5
	 4 52	 ,3415
1965 9 5	 4 52	 .3475
1165 9 5	 4 52 2U,3473
1945 9 5
	 4 52 20 .3413




1965 9 5	 4 b2 440413
1965 9 5	 4 56 28 4H82
1965 9 5	 4 56 40,4882
1465 9 5	 5 0 36.4678
190 9 5	 5 U 36.481 6
1965 9 5 13 11 16,3375
1965 9 5 13 11 16.3315
1165 9 5 13 18 16.0175
1965 4 5
	 13 16 1.6,,4775
1965 9 7	 4 23 2U,4183


























































































































OMEGA PHI A 0
5EC 5LC
270 112 1.1 1*0
280 107 lot 1.1
240 119 1.0 .6
230 114 1#5 .4
230 106 #7 .3
260 18 ,3 .4
230 1 07 97 , 3
260 77 .3 .3
260 76 .3 94
26U 77 18 .3
220 67 * 1 *4
250 IU IOU .b
230 113 ,9 94
210 65 #b •4
25U 69 1.7 .4
230 113 ,9 94
250 68 1.8 .5
230 121 1,2 ,7
220 5b 1.0 5
210 134 4 9 10 2
190 36 .9 .3
320 105 06 . 8
330 98 .4 05
220 126 ,7 .4
200 112 1.3 44
250 114 ,U 9 6















































































































































































































































































































































Y A 11 H M	 S	 MW
1964 11 15 14 35 47,5134
	 ISO
1964 11 15 14 35 47.4134
	 1,0
1964 11 15 14 40 23.69!9
	 ISO
1964 11 15 14 40 23.6939
	 100
1964 11 16 lb 37 3794198
	 I.0
1864 11 I6 15 37 37,4198
	 1,0
1964 11 25 15 25 59.5442
	
1.0
1964 11 25 0 25 59,5442	 100
1965 6 1	 9 23 14,0730	 1,0
1965 6 1	 9 23 14,0130	 10
1965 0 1	 9 30 15,91!1
	 110
1465 0 1	 9 30 15,9731
	 1.0
i965 0 i 2l 0 29.9237
	
1.0
1965 6 1 21 U 29.92!7	 1.0
196b 0 4 22 1 55,97b4
	 110
1905 0 2 22 1 bb.9754
	 1.0
190 0 2 22 2 ,17.9167
	
1.0
1965 0 2 22 2 37,9167
	 IOU
1965 o 16	 7 2 5599!46
	 1.10
1965 6 16	 1 2 55.9346	 ISO
1965 0 20	 5 9 8.4369
	
1.0
1965 0 20	 5 9 8.436$	 100
1965 0 20	 5 16 49.9435	 1.0
1965 0 26	 5 16 49.9635	 ISO
1965 0 26
	 5 17 37,3773	 1,0
1965 0 16	 5 17 370513
	 1.0
1965 6 26
	 5 20 902869
	 160
1965 o 26
	 5 20 942869
	
1*0
1965 a 26 18 44 4891501
	 1,0
1965 0 20 18 44 4a.1501	 110
GA7t.	 TIME	 SIGMA
Y M V M M
	 6	 MSEC
1964 14 6	 4 47' 1196537
	 100
1964 12 6	 4 47 11.6537
	
160
1964 12 8	 4 21 5901113
	 100




Y M U H M
	
5	 MSEC
1965 b 23	 7 14 240263
	 100.
1 1365 8 23	 7 14 24.0263
	
1.0




	 7 30 19,8957
	
1.0







1965 9 3' 15 2 8.3397
	
1.0
1965 9 3 15 2 8.3397
	
1,0
1965 9 5 13 0 56.3419	 110
1965.
	 9 5 13 U 560419	 ISO
1965 '10 4	 1 15 16,2844
	 1.0
1965 IU4	 1 15 1692844
	
100
1965 1U 5	 8 50 2091742
	
100





aTable 3. Coordin ws of the infitantaneous pale in tho 1900-1 903 system
Year MJD Y
1958 01 01 36204 -0, 173 0.022
1958 01 19 36222 •0. 215 0. 098
1958 02 07 36241 a0. 235 0. 187
1 95 8 02 25 36259 -0, 237 0. 265
1958 03 15 36277 - 0.218 0.328
1958 04 02 36295 -0. 162 0. 389
1958 04 21 36314 - 0. 097 0,443
1958 05 09 36332 -0. 032 0. 478
1958 05 27 363 5 0 0. 03 6 0, 493
1958 06 14 36368 0. 111 0,478
195 8 07 03 3 63 87 0. 188 0.447
1958 07 21 36405 0. 237 0, 411
1958 08 08 36423 0.348 0,365
1958 08 26 36441 0.398 0,307
1958 09 14 36460 0. 398 0.235
1958 10 02 36478 0,368 0, 165
1958 10 20 36496 01330 0.097
1958 11 17 36 514 0. 28 0 0. 043
1958 11 26 36533 0. 218 -0. 007
1958 12 14 3 653 1 0. 1 ^ " -,0, 038
1959 01 01 36569 0. 069 -0. 057
1959 01 1 9 36587 0. 0100 -0. 064
1959 02 07 36606 -0. 062 -0. 057
1959 02 25 36624 -0. 112 -0. 025
1959 03 15 36642 -0. 140 0. 032
1959 04 02 36660 -0. 153 0. 120
1959 04 21 36679 -0. i5i 01211
1959 05 09 36697 -0.126 0. ? 85
1959 05 27 36715 -0. 086 0.340
1959 06 14 36733 -0. 037 0. 372
1959 07 03 36752 0. W 0. 393
1959 07 21 36770 0,092 0.406
1959 08 0 8 3678 8 0. 161 0. 410
1959 08 2 6 36806 0, 223_ 0.401
1959 09 14 36825 0.272 0.370
1959 ' 10 02 3 6843 0. 299 0,32 0
1959 10 20 36861 0.308 0.260
1959' 11 07 - 36879 0. 296 0. 201
1959` 11 26 36898 0. 261 0. 143
1959 12 14 36916 0.202 0. 090
19601 01 00 6	 3 0. 135 0. 043
1960 01 18 :: ^► 	 51 0. 0 73 0. 007
1 960 02 0 6 36970 0. '046 -0. 012
1960 02 24 36988_ - 0.035 - 0.007





Year M D M D x y
1960 04 01 37025 -0.026 0. 059
1960 04 20 37044 -0. 0"2 0. 094
1960 0f- 08 37062 -0. 096 0,^ 123
1960 05 26 37080 -0. 107 0. 153
1960 06 13 37098 -0. 103 0. 182
1960 07 02 3707 -0.:087 0. 209
1960 07 20 37135 -0. 039 0. 238
1960 08 07 37153 0. 004 0. 263
1960 08 25 37171 0. 040 0. 288
1960 09 13 37190 0. 070 0. 300
1960 10 01 37208 0. 080 0.306
1960 10 19 37226 0. 109 0.301
1960 11 06 37244 0. 117 0. 288
1960 11 25 37263 0. 117 0.-271
1960 12 13 37281 0. 109 0.249
1 961 01 01 37300 0. 092 0. 220
1961 01 19 37318 0. 074 0. 189
1961 02 07 37337 0. 065 0, 161
1961 02 25 37355 0. 064 0. 150
1961, 03 15 37373 0.062 0. 151
1961 04 02 37391 0. 057 0.158
1961 04 21 37410 0. 046 0. 161
1961 05 09 37428 0. 034 0. 160
1961 05 27 37446 0. 030 0. 155
1961 06 14 37464 0. 032 0. 153
1961 07 03 37483 0. 040 0. 150
1961 07 21 37501 0.043 0. 151
1961 08 08 37519 0. 042 0. 154
1961 08 26 37537 0. 041 0. 1,57
1961. 09 14 37556 0. 039 0. 165
1961 10 02 37574 0. 028 0. 174
1961 10 20 37592 0. 019 0. 191
1961 11 07 37610 -0 010 0. 2121961 11 26 37629 -0. 027 0. 242
1961 12 14 37647 -0. 021 0. 276
1962 01 01 37665 -,0. 00 9 0. 297
1962 01 -	 19 37683 0.008 0.309
1962	 - 02 07 37702 >0. 027 0.314
1962 02 25 37720 0. 047 0. 312
1962 03 15 37738 0. 071 0.304
1962 04 02 37756 0. 095 0. 290
1 , 962 04 21 37775 0. 120 0. 271
1962 05 09, 37793 0. 142 0.246
1962 05 27 37811
_ 0. 162 0. 214








Table 3 (Cont. )
Year M MJD x y
1962 07 03 37848 0. 171 0. 1321962 07 21 37866 0. 157 0. 092
1962 08 08 37884 0. 128 0. 068
d	 1962 08 26 37902 0.094 0.060
1962 09 14 37921 0. 056 0. 067
1962 10 02 37939 0.017 0.08319 62 10 20 37937 -0.019 0.104
1962 11 07 -37975 -0. 054 0. 128
1,962 11 26 37994 -0. 086 0. 1 60
1962 12 14 38012 -0.110 0.200
1963 01 01 38030 -0. 121 0. 248
1963 01 19 38048 -0. 119 0.295
1963 02 07 38067 -0. 105 0. 329
1963 02 25 38085 -0.076 0. 3^6
1963 03 15 38103 -0. 038 0.376
1963 04 02 38121 0. 009 0, 388
1963 04 21 38140 0. 070 0.3 8 7
1963 05 09 38158 0 134 0.375
1963 05 27 38176 0. 191 0. 349
1963 06 14 38194 0. 239 0. 3071963 07 03 38213 0. 274 0.251
1963 07 21 38231 0. 301 0. 193
1963 08 08 38249 0. 281 0. 139
1963 08 26 38267 0. 237 0. 091
19 6 3 09 14 38286 0 176 0.046
1963 10 02 38304 0. 112 0.008
1963 10 20 38322 0. 048 -0. 022
1963 11 07 38340 -0. 009 0. 001
1963 11 26 38 359 -0. 066 0. 040
1963 12 14 38377 -0. 121 0.081
1964 01 01 38395 -0. 171 0. 122
1964 01 19 38413 -0. 208 0. 169
1964 02 07 38432 -0.192 0.229
1964 02 25 38450 -0. 168 0. 292
1964 03 14 38468 -0. 137 0. 253
1964 04 01 38486 -0. 100 0.410'
1964 04 20 38505 -0. 056 0.446
1964 05 08 38523 -0. 001 0.458
1964 05 26 38541 0. 075 0.456
1964- 06 13 38559 0. 159 0.436
1964 07 02 38578 0.212 0.400
1964 ` 07 20 38596 0. 240 0.341
1964 08 07_ 38614 0. 242 0. 272
1964 08 25 38632 0. 239 0.217






Table 3 (Cont. )
Year m D MJD x y
1964 10 01 38669 01 251 0, 1231964 to 19 38687 0. 220 0. 0831964 11 06 38705 0, 161 0. 0591964 11 25 38724 0. 100 0.046
1964 12 13 38742 0.042 0.043
1965 01 01 38761 -0. 015 0. 049
1965 01 19 38779 , 
-0. 073 0. 068
1965 02 07 38798 -0.125 0. 101
1965 02 25 38816 -0. 161 0, 154
19 6 5 03 15 38834 -0. 183 0. 223
1965 04 02 38852 -0. 194 0, 291
1965 04 21 38871 -0.193 0.337
1965 05 09 38889 -0. 175 0.374
1965 05 27 38907 -0. 134 0.409
1965 06 14 38925 -0. 072 0.435
19b5 07 03 38944 0. 002 0.444
1965 07 21 38962 0. 074 0.434
1965 08 08 38980 0. 126 0.402
1 965 08 26 38998 0. 166 0. 354
1 9 6 5 09 14 39017 0. 200 0. 307
1965 10 02 39035 0. 221 0.261
196`5 10 20 39053 0. 229 0. 222
1965 11 07 39071 0. 223 0. 187
1965 11 26 39090 0. 195 0. 157
196<5 12 14 39108 0. 137 0. 132
1966 01 01 39126 0. 071 0. 115
1966 01 19 39144 0. 030 0. 104
1966 02 07 39163
-0. 002 0. 0991966 02 25 39181 -0.040 0. 1'00
MJD - 4u MJD -A, I MJD -,Au
36204 0.0334 36434 0.3470 36664 0.6755
36209 0.0421 36439 0.3506 36669 0.6827
30 ZI 4 0.0506 36444 0.3545 36674 0.6899
36219 0.0591 36449 0.3586 36679 0.6970
36224 o. 0675 36454 0.3630 36684 0.7041
36229 0.0757 36459 0.3681 36689 0.7110
36234 0.0839 36464 0.3736 36694 0.7179
36239 0. 0920 36469 0. 3795 36699 0.724.7
36244 0.0919 36474 0.3858 36704 0.7310
36249 0.1078 36470 0, 3924 36709 0.7'373
36254 0.1158 36484 0. 3994 36714 0.7434
36259 0.1241. 36489 0.4068 '36719 7492
36264 0. 1326 36494 0. 4146 36724 0. 7547
36269 0.1412. 36499 0.4227 36729 0.7600
36274 0. 1498 36504 0.,4315 36734 0.7650
36279 0.1586 36509 0.4399 36739 0.7697
36284 0.1676 36514 0.4483 36744 0.7741
36289 0.1766 36519 0.4567 36749 0.7783
36294 0.1857 36524 0.4650 36754 0.7825
36299 0. 1950 36529 0, 4733 36759 0.7858
36304 0.2038 36534 0.4815 36764 0.7892
36309 0. Z135 36539 0. 4897 36769 o.7926
36314 0.2228 36544 0.4979 36774 0.7960
36319 0.2319 36549 0.5061. 36779 0.7995
36324 0.2.1.07 36554 0.5141 36784 0.8030
36329 0. 2491 36559 0, 5223 36789 0. 8066
36334 0.2572 36564 0.5303 36794 0.8102
36339 0. ?,650 36569 0. 5383 36799 0. 8139
36344 0.-.24 36574 0.5463 36804 0, 8178
36349 0`.2795 3,6579 0.5541 36809 0.8225
36354 0.286 36584 0.5619 36814 0.8276
36359 0.2921 36589 0.5696 36819 0.8330
36364 0. 2974 36594 0, 5773 36824 0. 8389
36309 0. 3025 36599 0. 5848 36829 0. 8451
36374 0.3072 36604 0. 5927 36834 0.8517
36379 0.3115 36609 0.5994 36839 OA 5 8 8
36384 0. 3156 36614 0,,6061 36844 0. 8662
36389 0.3193 36619 6.6129 36849 0.8740
36394 0.3226 36624 0.6197 36854 0.8818
36399 0.3256 36629 0.6265 36859 0.8905
36404 0.3',92 36634 0.6333 36864 0.8991
36409 0.3316 36639 0.6401 36869 0.9078
36414 0.3343 36644 0.6470 36874 0.9166
36419 0.3372 36649 0.6539 36879 0.9253
36424 0.3402 36654 0.6608 36884 0.9341
36.429 -0.3435 36659 0.6682
Table 4. Difference between A. Sand UTI tin-ics
55
M,TD -Au MJD - Au MJD - Au
36889 0,9429 37114 1.2581 37339 1.4897
36894 0.9518 3711.9 1. 26 07 37::44 1.4943
36899 0.9606 37124 1.2629 37349 1.4994
36904 0.9697 37129 1.2648 37354 1.5050
36909 0.9776 37134 1.2664 37359 1.5117
36914 0.9854 37139 1.2681 37364 1.5191
36919 0.9930 3714 r 1.2699 37369 1. 5269
36924 1,0003 37149 1. 271.8 37374 1.5354
36929 1. 0074 371,54 1, 2739 37379 1.5442
36934 1 0144 37159 1. 2761 37384 1. 5531
36939 1_. 0211 37164 1. 2787 37389 1.5614
36944 1, 0276 37169 1. 2818 37394 1.5690
36949 1, 0339 37174 1. 2853 37399 1.5760
36954 1.0404 37179 1. 2893 37404 1. 5812
36959 1. 0 ,16}w:,j 37184 1,2937 37409 1. 587`5
36964 1. 053' 37189 1. 2985 37414 1. $938
36969 1	 0597 37194 1. 3038 37419 1. 5999
36974 1. 0665 3 07 199 1.3095 37424 1. 6059
36979 1. 0735 37204 1. 3157 37429 1.6118
36984 1. 0807 37209 1.3223 37434 1.6175
36989 1, 0880 37214 ,1, 3289 37439 1.6232
36994 1	 0956 37219 1.3357 37444 1.6287
36999 1.1033 37224 1.3426 37449 1.6340
37004 1. 1112 37229 1. 3496 37454 1.6391
37009 1	 1193 37234 1. 3567 37459 1.6441
37014 1. 1274 37239 1	 3639 37464 1.6488
370.19 1. 1355 37244 1. 3712 37469 1.6533
37024 1. 1436 37249 1. 3786 37474 1. 6575
37029 1. 1517 37254 1. 3859 37479 1.6614
37034 1. 1598 37259 1. 3934 37484 1.6651
37039 1	 1678 37264 1.4007 37489 1.6685
37044 1. 1759 37269 1.4080 37494 1.6717
37049 1. 1839 37274 1.4151 37499 1.6746
37054 1. 1916 37279 1.4221 37504 1.6767
37059 1. 1993 37284 1.41289 37509 1.6789
37064 1. 2067 37289 1.4357 37514 1.6813
37069 1. 2137 37294 1.4423 37519 1.6839
37074 1. 2202 37Z99 1.4488 37524 1.6868
37079 1. 2264 37304 1.4546 37529 .1.6899
37084 1. 2322 37309 1.4611 37534 1.6933
37089 1. 21,370 37314 1.4671 37539 1.6969
37094 1. 2,420 37319 1.4725 37544 1.7007
37099 1.2472 37324 1.4773 37549 1.7048
37104 1. 2515 37329 1.4817 37554 1.7091















MJDr -Du WD -©u MT  -Au
37564 1.7195 37794 2.0421 38024 2.3254
37569 1.7250 37799 2.0497 38029 2.3332
37574 1.7309 37804 2.0583 38034 2.3396
37579 1.7371. 37809 2.0647 38039 2.3458
37584 1.7435 37814 2.0705 38044 2.35
37589 1.7502 37819 2.0757 38049 2.35
37594 1. 7572 37824 2.0804 38054 2.361
37599 1.7644 37829 2.0846 38059 2.3656
37604 1.7717 37834 2.0884 38064 2.3701
37609 1.7793 37839 2.0918 38069 2.3747
37614 1,7867 37844 2. 0950 38074 2. 3797
37619 1.7941 37849 2.0980 38079 2.3851
37624 1.8014 37854 2.1011 38084 2.3908
37629 1, 8086 37859 2. 1032 38089 2. 3969
37634 1.81."6 37864 2.1057 38094 2.4033
37639 1.8226 37869 2.1084 38099 2.4101
37644 1. 829 5 37874 2. 1113 38104 2.4174
37649 1. 8363 37879 2. 1145 38109 2.4271
37654 1.8430 37884 2.1179 38114 2.4367
37659 1.8492 37889 2.1213 38119 2.4461
37664 1.8553 37894 2.1254 38124 2.4555
37669 1.8614 37899 2.1296 38129 2.4648
37674 1.8675 37904 2.1354 38134 2.4740
37679 1.8736 37909 2.1409 38139 2.4831
37684 1.8796 37914 2.1466 38144 2.4921
37689 1.8857 37919 2.1526 38149 2.5009
37694 1.8917 37924 2.1589 38154 2.5084
37699 1.8978 37929 2.1656- 38159 2.5179
37704 1.9045 37934 2.1725 38164 2.5270
37709 1.9112 37939 2.1798 38169 2.5356
37714 1.9181 37944 2.1873 38174 2. 5438
37719 1.9252 37949 2.1952 38179 2.5517
37724 1.9323 37954 2.2031 38184 2.5591
37729 1. 9397 37959 2. 2117 38189 2.5661
37734 1.9471 37964 2.2203 38194 2.572.7
37739 1.9547 37969 2.2290 38199 2.5788
37744 1.9624 37974 2.2377 38204 2.5849
37749 1.9703 37979 2.2466 38209 2.5889
37754 1.9780 37984 2.2555 38214 2.5929
37759 1.9864 37989 2.2645 • 38219 2.5969
37764 1.9946 37994 2.2735 3822.4 2.6008
37769 2.0027 37999 2.2827 38229 2.6048
37774 2.0108 38004' 2.2916 38234 2.6088
37779 2.0188- 38009 2.3005 38239 2.6127
37784 2.0266 38014 2.3091 38244 2.6167
37789 2. 0344 38019 2.3174 38249 _ 2. 6206
Iliable. 4 (Coat, )
38254 2.6255 38459 3.01.12 38664 3.3737
38259 2.6317 38464 3.0320 38669 3.3842
38264 2. 6381 38469 3, 0428 38674 3,3952
38269 2.6449 38474 3.0535 38679 3.4066
38274 2.6519 38479 3.0641 38684 3.4186
38279 2.6592 38484 3.0748 38689 3.4311
38284 2.6668 38489 3.085E3 38694 3.4942
38289 2.6747 38494 3.0959 38699 3.4600
38294 2.6829 38499 3.1064 38704 3.4733
38299 2.6913 38504 3.1165 38709 3.4861
38304 2.7006 38509 3.1283 38714 3.4984
38309 2.7103 38514 3.1400 38719 3.5104
38314 2. 7203 38519 3. 1513 38724 3.5219
38319 2.7304 38524 3.1625 38729 3.5330
38324 2.7406 38529 3.1734 38734 '5.5436
38329 2. 7511 38534 3. 1840 38739 3,5539
38334 2.7617 38539 3.1944 38744 3.5637
38339 2.7725 38544 3.2046 38749 3.5741
38344 2.7835 38549 3.2145 38754 3.5848
38349 2.7946 38554 3.2245 38759 3.5955
38354 2.8057 38559 3.2319 38764 3.6062
38359 2.8168 38564 3.2389 38769 3.6170
38364 2.8278 38569 3.2457 38774 3.6278
38369 2.8386 38574 3.2521 38779 3.6386
38374 2.8492 38579 3.2582 38784 3.6495
38379 2.'8596 38584 3, 2640 38789 3.6604
'	 38384 2.8699 38589 3.269`4 38794 3.6713
38389 2.8800 38594 3.2745 38799 3.6793
38394 2.8900 38599 3.2793 3880,4- 3.6888
38399 2.8997 38604 3.2802 38809 3.6986
38404 2.9098 38609 3.2832 38814 3.7086
38409 2.9199 38614 3.2867 38819 3.7189'
38414 2.9301 38619 3.2910 38824 3.7293
3841,9 2.9402 38624 3.2958 38829 3.7401
38424 2.9503 38629 3.3013 38834 3.7510
38429 2.9604 38634 3.3074 38839 3.7622
38434 2 9704 38639 3.3142 38844 3,7736
38439 2.9805 38644 3.3216 38849 3.7872
38444 2.9906" 38649 3. 3455 38854 3.8020
38449' < 3. 0006 38654 30 3544 38859 3.8165




MJD - Au MJD - 46A,
38869 3.8446 39059 4. 2475
38874 3.8582 39064 4.2615
38879 3.8715 39069 4. 2753
38884 3.8844 39074 4.2890
38889 3.8970 39079 4.3024
38894 3.9094 39084 4. 3157
38899 3.9191 39089 4. 3289
38904 3.9299 39094 4.3418
38909 3.9406 39099 4. 3551
38914 3.9512 39104 4.3683
38919 3.9615 39109 4.3809
38924 3,9718 39114 4.3929
38929 3.9818 39119 4.4044
38934 3.9917 39124 4.4152
38939 4.0014 39129 4.4255
38944 4.0110 39134 4.4352
38949 4. 0171 39139 4.4443
38954 4. 0231 39144 4.4528
38959 4. 0295 39149 A4. 46 i,
^`38964 4. 0364 39154 4.4720
38969 4. 0437 39159 4.4835
38974 4. 0515 39164 4.4958
38979 4.0598 39169 4.509Q
38984 4.0684 39L74 4.5222
38989 4.0775 39179 4.5352
38994 4.0871 39184 4.54n0 0
38999 4,0958 39189 4.5604
39004 4.1053 39194 4.5725
39009 4. 1155 39199 4.5833
39014 4.1262 39204 4.5950
39019 4. 1375 39209 4.6071
39044 4. 1494 39214 4.6195
39029 4. 1619 39219 4.6323
39034 4. 1750 39224 4.6455
39039 4. 1887 39229 4.6590
39044 4. 2030 39234 4.6729
39049 4. 2189 39239 4.6872
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Table 6. Coordinates of the Baker-Nunn stations in the C6 system
Station number x Y'
1 -1,535759 -5.166995 +3,401041
2 +5. 056126 +2, 716485 -2, 775816
3 -3.983750 +3.743101 -3.275593
4 +5. 105593 -0, $55232 +3.769674
5 ..3. 946697 +3, 366286 +3.698843
6 +11018205 +5.471100 +3, 109614
7 4.1. 942769 -5. 804078 -1. 796961
8 +3. 376882 +4,403985 +3. 136254
9 +2. 251820 -5,816915 +1. 327164
10 +0. 976282 -5,601389 +2. 880242
11 +Z.280575 -4.914569 -3.355457
12 -5,466055 -2.404275 +2.242170
14 -1,264839 -3.466892 +5.185475
15 +3.121275 +0.592628 +5.512695
17 -6.007405 -1.111873 +1.825726
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This series of Special Reports was instituted under the supervision
of Dr. F, L. Whipple, Director of the Astrophysical Observatory of the
Smithsonian Institution, shortly after the launching of the first artificial
earth satellite on October 4, 1957.. Contributions come from the Staff
of the Observatory.
First issued to ensure the immediate dissemination of datafor satel-
lite tracking, the reports have continuedto provide a rapid distribution
of catalogs of satellite observations, orbital information, and prelm-
nary results of data analyses prior to formal publicationir '-ire appro-
priate journals. The Reports are also used extensively for the rapid
publication of preliminary or special results in other fielde of astro-
physics.
The Reports are regularly ditAributed to all institutions partici-
pating in the U. S. space research program and to individual scientists
who request them from the Publications Division, Distributicn Section, ISmithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge, Masi. achusetts
02138.
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